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May 18, 2021  
 
Shannon Ames, Executive Director 
Low Impact Hydropower Institute  
329 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 2 
Lexington, MA 02420 
 
RE: York Haven Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 1888)  

Low Impact Hydropower Institute Certification (Certificate No. 0000126) – Response to 
Recertification Application Comments  

 
Dear Shannon: 
 
The York Haven Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 1888) was initially certified by the Low Impact 
Hydropower Institute (LIHI) on August 7, 2015 (LIHI Certificate No. 126) for a 5-year term, 
expiring August 7, 2020. York Haven Power Company (YHPC) began preparing the recertification 
application in July 2020, but needed additional time to complete and submit the application.  LIHI 
extended the Certificate term until January 31, 2021.  YHPC submitted the recertification application 
on November 9, 2020 and LIHI requested supplemental information to support its Stage 1 review on 
December 22, 2020.  YHPC submitted additional information in support of the application in March 
2021 and on March 2, 2021, LIHI announced receipt of a complete recertification application for the 
Project and requested comments on the application by May 1, 2021.   
 
Comments were received from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Pennsylvania Fish and 
Boat Commission (PFBC), Maryland Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), Susquehanna 
River Basin Commission (SRBC), and Susquehanna River Anadromous Fish Restoration 
Cooperative (SRAFRC). The common theme of comments received is a concern regarding YHPC’s 
compliance with the requirement to construct and operate a Nature-Like Fishway (NLF) by 
November 30, 2021 at York Haven, as required by the Project’s Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) license1. As of the date of this letter, YHPC remains in compliance with the 
Project license. YHPC is dedicated to meeting its obligation to construct an NLF that is safe, passes 
the targeted population of American shad per year, and is constructed as soon as possible.  
 
As detailed in the FWS April 29, 2021 letter (pgs. 3-5), YHPC and the Resource Agencies have been 
working together since 2017 to reevaluate a 2016 NLF design, which had unacceptable dam safety 
shortcomings. YHPC and the Resource Agencies agreed to an alternative design in early 2020, but 
subsequent estimates of project cost revealed that to make the 2020 design “dam safe” would more 
than triple the cost contemplated at the time of settlement (2014) and would bankrupt the York 
Haven Project. For this reason, YHPC initiated a Dispute Resolution Process, in accordance with the 
2014 Settlement Agreement, in April 2020.  

 
1 The FERC Project license is subject to the 401 Water Quality Certification and Section 18 Fishway 
Prescription which requires YHPC to finance, design, permit, install, and operate a NLF in 
substantial compliance with the design concept and criteria included in the 2014 Settlement 
Agreement, by November 2021. 
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As part of the dispute resolution process, YHPC presented several potential upstream and 
downstream design concepts to the Agencies for consideration at a late May 2020 meeting. In a 
memo dated June 12, 2020 (attached), YHPC presented additional information to support the 
presented design alternatives and proposed to complete the construction of any of those designs no 
later than April 1, 20242. Subsequently, PADEP asked YHPC to consider an inland bypass design, 
and on July 6, 2020 YHPC shared a preliminary review of an inland design concept (attached). The 
Resource Agencies continued to advocate for either the 2016 or 2020 NLF design without addressing 
YHPC’s dam safety concerns with those two designs. Simultaneously, the Resource Agencies’ 
review of the proposed inland design concept was ongoing.  During this period, YHPC developed 
and ultimately submitted its LIHI recertification application (i.e., YHPC was working to identify a 
viable, alternative design, which could be designed, permitted, and constructed by April 1, 2024). In 
response to Resource Agency questions, YHPC provided additional information regarding the inland 
design concept in a letter to PADEP on December 18, 2020 (attached). The Agencies rejected the 
alternative designs outright, provided no scientific analysis as to why the alternative designs are not 
“as good or better” than previously accepted designs, and did not respond to any of the dam safety 
concerns presented by YHPC. PADEP’s formal response was provided in a March 8, 2021 letter 
asking that YHPC choose between the 2016 and 2020 designs (attached).         
 
YHPC responded to PADEP’s March 8, 2021 letter in a May 17, 2021 letter (attached), which asks 
PADEP and FWS to engage in a FERC-mediated dispute resolution process to discuss and modify 
particular design criteria3 that unnecessarily limit design options and make it impossible for YHPC to 
design and build an NLF that passes target fish populations while also being safe, effective, and 
affordable. YHPC’s letter also acknowledges the need to seek an extension of time from FERC, in 
consultation with the Resource Agencies, to construct the NLF. As stated previously, YHPC is 
currently in compliance with the FERC Project license. If FERC grants such an extension to 
construct the NLF, YHPC will remain in compliance post the November 30, 2021 deadline.  
 
It is important to note that YHPC is also in compliance with all other fish and eel passage related 
requirements at York Haven. As detailed in the FWS April 29, 2021 letter (pg. 7), YHPC will begin 
construction of the downstream sluice passage on or about July 1, 2021 for on-time completion no 
later than November 30, 2021.  YHPC is also actively participating in the Lower Susquehanna Basin-
Wide Downstream Eel Migration Study (scheduled to begin in 2021) and is planning a Site-Specific 
Downstream Eel Route of Passage Study (to begin in 2022).  A Downstream Eel Turbine Survival 
Study Plan will be submitted to the Agencies before June 1, 2021. Additional American shad studies 
are planned for 2023 and beyond.  Additionally, YHPC continues to operate the East Channel 
Fishway (ECF), which provides upstream passage.  In fact, at the Agencies’ request, YHPC began 
manning the ECF earlier than required in 2021.  
 
YHPC is staunchly committed to meeting its obligation to construct and operate the NLF. YHPC 

 
2 The FWS commented that “No such timeline has ever been provided to the resource agencies . . .” 
and that YHPC’s characterization of the dispute resolution process and the progress of the NLF is 
“misleading”.  YHPC’s characterization of the design process in the recertification application was 
based on where we were in the process at the time. 
3 As we discussed in our May 6, 2021 meeting, Agency flexibility on certain design criteria 
including, but not limited to, minimum flows through the bypass and width, is critical to the success 
of the NLF.  
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continues to invest significant time and money in the evaluation of design options and is hopeful that 
the Agencies will engage in FERC-mediated dispute resolution to identify a mutually acceptable 
NLF design that meets all dam safety and operational safety standards, is effective, and can be 
constructed in an affordable manner as quickly as possible.   
 
If you have questions or need additional information, please contact me at 
jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com or (804) 739-0654. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Jody J. Smet, AICP 
VP Regulatory Affairs 
York Haven Power Company 
Eagle Creek Renewable Energy   
 
Attachments 
 

mailto:jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com
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Memorandum 
 

To: Resource Agencies 
From: YHPC, Kleinschmidt 
Date: June 12, 2020 Document No. 4214017_029-ME 
Re: 
 

Response to Data Requested Regarding the York Haven Nature-Like Fishway 
Alternatives during the May 27, 2020 Dispute Resolution Meeting 

 
At the May 27, 2020 York Haven Nature-Like Fishway Consultation and Dispute Resolution 
meeting with the Resource Agencies1, YHPC outlined three pillars that were fundamental to the 
consideration of an alternative design for a nature-like fishway (NLF) at the York Haven Project.  
The agencies added a fourth.  Collectively the four pillars are:   

I. Safety,  
II. Performance,  

III. Affordability, and  
IV. Timeliness 

 
Using these four pillars to frame and evaluate existing and future design considerations, at the 
May meeting, YHPC introduced two conceptual NLF alternatives that aim to substantially meet 
the fishway requirements outlined in the Settlement Agreement, 401 Water Quality Certificate, 
and Section 18 Fishway Prescription (collectively the “NLF Design Requirements”).  The two 
conceptual alternatives presented at the meeting included an “Upstream Option” and 
“Downstream Option”.  The Upstream Option, located primarily upstream of the Main Dam, is 
similar in concept to the 2020 60% NLF design, with a smaller footprint to help reduce the costs.  
The Downstream Option is located primarily downstream of the Main Dam, and introduces a new 
concept for an NLF that builds on the observed tendency of upstream migrating shad to be 
funneled to the apex/corner of the bypass channel created by the angled Main Dam.  The 
advantages of this option include (a) it preserves the integrity of the existing dam, (b) from a cost 
and time of construction stand point, it utilizes the main dam as Weir 1, (c) the attraction water 
can be released over the Main Dam rather than through a costly Supplemental Attraction Water 
Facility (SAWF) structure, and (d) the fish will naturally be attracted to the entrance of the fishway 
because the fishway is designed as a continuation of the “funnel” that exists at the corner of the 
dam where it ties into Three Mile Island.  
 
After presenting each of these conceptual design options in the meeting, the resource agencies 
requested additional information on the two options, as follows:  

1. provide a more detailed drawing, flows and write-up on the “Downstream Option”;

 
1 The Resource Agencies are collectively: USFWS, PFBC, PADEP, MDNR, SRBC, and USACE. 
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2. compare revised upstream and downstream concepts to the Settlement and 401 
(Appendices A & B) requirements and identify areas of potential deviation; and 

3. identify timing (Engineering Design and Construction) estimates for concepts. 
The following provides additional information on the conceptual alternatives per the Agencies’ 
requests.  
 
1. Additional Details on the Upstream and Downstream Options 

 
a. Upstream Option 

The Upstream Option as presented at the May meeting (Figure 1) would function and 
operate very similarly to the 2020 60% Design, but be significantly narrower in width  (<100 
feet total width) to reduce the overall cost to be much closer to the $8MM ($10MM 
adjusted for inflation) cost of the NLF contemplated by the Settlement Agreement. 
However, upon further engineering review, the “Upstream Option” was determined to be 
less cost-effective, and a more significant departure from the NLF Design Requirements 
than anticipated. However, as YHPC was evaluating this design, the NLF Design 
requirements, and the four pillars, we identified a hybrid approach that will provide 
effective fish passage and is more cost effective. This “Upstream Hybrid Option” is shown 
in Figure 2 and is described in more detail below. YHPC is proposing the Upstream Hybrid 
Option, rather than the narrower Upstream Option, as a second alternative.  
 

b. Upstream Hybrid Option 
The Upstream Hybrid Option (Figure 2) combines features of both the Upstream and 
Downstream Options.  Like the Downstream Option, the Upstream Hybrid Option would 
include a fan-style on the lower half of the NLF (Figure 3). The downstream entrance width 
(260’ vs. 300’), the NLF slope (1.5%), and the zone of passage (ZOP) width (65’) of the 
Upstream Hybrid Option are quite consistent with NLF Design Requirements. To be more 
cost effective, Weir 11 is 260’ long, with upstream weirs becoming shorter, down to 100’-
wide weirs for Weirs 1-5. This reduces the length of the three most expensive components 
of the fishway (the SAWF structure, the upstream cofferdam, and Weir 1), while still 
providing a large fishway entrance, SAWF adaptability, and a stable design. The reduction 
in length of these features by almost 50% is anticipated to result in substantial construction 
duration reductions, as well as cost savings and reduced impacts to aquatic resources. 

 
The Upstream Hybrid Option would have a pool-to-pool spacing of 40’, similar to the 2020 
60% design and greater than the pool-to-pool spacing in the 2016 Design. To maintain 
dam safety, provide long-term reliability and fishway performance, and as supported by 
the USFWS and PADEP in their March 2019 letters, this option will utilize concrete for the 
construction of the water retaining structures (the SAWF and Weir 1). The interior weirs 
will also have a concrete core, which would be surrounded by natural stone. The Upstream 
Hybrid Option will have a linear, 65’-wide thalweg containing three ZOPs with varying 
invert elevations to provide effective passage across a range of flows. Each of these ZOPs 
is anticipated to be at least 5’ wide and 2.25’ deep. A detailed evaluation of the Weir 1 
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hydraulics has not yet been completed, but the conceptual Upstream Hybrid Option 
design for Weir 1 will pass at least 200 cfs at normal pond elevation, with additional flow 
provided by flow through the SAWF structure and over the Main Dam into the NLF, as 
summarized in Table 1. The total attraction flow will consist of three sources of flow: 
 

1. Flow through the NLF (over Weir 1);  
2. Flow through the remotely operated SAWF crest gate(s); and 
3. Flow over the Main Dam in the immediate vicinity of the fishway. 

 
All of this attraction flow will be available at the downstream end of the fishway to draw 
fish into the fishway and up through the NLF. While detailed hydraulic modeling has not 
been completed, as long as fishway hydraulics are acceptable, YHPC proposes to provide 
5% of the river flow as attraction flow, in compliance with the NLF Design Requirements. 
In addition to this attraction water, all of the flow over the Main Dam downstream of the 
NLF will serve to orient fish upstream to the fishway due to the orientation of the dam. As 
some of the Main Dam overflow will enter the NLF perpendicular to flow over the weirs, 
YHPC will consider installing flow stabilizers in the lower pools to help provide laminar 
flow in the ZOPs.  
 
The 2010 telemetry study (YHPC, 2011) found that even without any of the proposed new 
NLF attraction flow, 57.5% of tagged adult shad migrated to the apex or mid-west side of 
TMI as they searched for upstream passage, indicating that shad are naturally attracted to 
this area. The attraction water for this NLF would be sized to convey up to 1,000 cfs at 
normal pond (5.9% of 17,000 cfs river flow). The SAWF gates would consist of at least one 
gate at the downstream end of the fishway, as well as a gate(s) along the fishway to provide 
flow along the length of the NLF, as necessary to provide effective fish passage, based on 
hydraulic modeling. These gates, in combination with attraction flow over the Main Dam 
will provide the attraction for upstream migrating shad to find the NLF.  
 
As water enters the NLF over Weir 1, it will drop approximately 0.6’ per pool (the same as 
the 2020 60% design) as it proceeds down the fishway. If additional attraction water is 
required for the given river flow, gates in the SAWF structure will input attraction water 
into the river side of the NLF pools. Once the water passes over Weir 6, the length of the 
weirs increases (although the ZOP notches will be relatively consistent in size to maintain 
hydraulics at low flow). As the headpond rises above normal pond, water begins to 
overflow the Main Dam and enter the NLF along the lower ~250’ of the fishway. Table 1 
summarizes the preliminary estimates of flow distribution across the NLF for the Upstream 
Hybrid Option. An approximately 100’-long by 260’-wide resting pool would be provided 
across the full NLF width at the entrance to the fishway, similar to the 2016 and 2020 
designs.  
 
The final location relative to the Main Dam and exact NLF widths for the Upstream Hybrid 
Option will be dictated by fishway performance and affordability, should this option be 
selected for further design refinement.  
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TABLE 1. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED FLOW DISTRIBUTION FOR YH UPSTREAM HYBRID OPTION 
NLF AND ATTRACTION WATER  

 

Flow 

River 
Flow 
(cfs) 

Head 
pond 

El. 
(ft) 

Tail-
water 

El. 
(ft) 

Flow in 
Weir 1 
ZOPs 
(cfs) 

Flow over 
Main Dam 

(El. 279', cfs) 

Flow over 
Main Dam  

(El. 277.2', cfs) 

Flow 
thru  

SAWF 
Gate(s) 

(cfs) 
Total 
(cfs) 

5% of 
River 
Flow 

Target 
(cfs) 

Normal 
Pond 17,000 277.2 271.0 248 0 0 768 1016 850 

50% EP 35,200 278.6 272.5 378 0 1501 0 1879 1760 

5% EP 119,800 280.6 277.3 541 1333 5747 0 7621 5990 
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FIGURE 1.  UPSTREAM OPTION CONCEPT AS PRESENTED AT THE MAY 2020 DISPUTE RESOLUTION MEETING (ORANGE BORDER) SHOWN OVERTOP 

OF THE 2020 60% DESIGN. SIMPLY NARROWING THE FISHWAY WAS NOT DEEMED TO MEET THE FOUR PILLARS FOR THIS NLF. 
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FIGURE 2.  UPSTREAM HYBRID OPTION SHOWN OVERTOP OF THE 2020 60% DESIGN. FINAL NLF WIDTH AND LOCATION RELATIVE TO MAIN DAM 

APEX WOULD BE BASED ON FISHWAY PERFORMANCE AND AFFORDABILITY. THIS DESIGN IS ANTICIPATED TO EFFECTIVELY MEET THE FOUR 
PILLARS OF THIS PROJECT.
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c. Downstream Option 
The conceptual Downstream Option design is provided in Figure 2. As noted by YHPC at 
the May 27, 2020 meeting, there are many factors driving the design and this Downstream 
Option aims to address many of the Resource Agencies’ requests and NLF Design 
Requirements, while still providing a cost-effective fishway. The Downstream Option is in 
the conceptual design phase and can be developed further if is collectively deemed a 
viable alternative for an NLF at York Haven. The hydraulics and engineering will be 
completed as the design moves from concept to final design, see the proposed schedule 
in Section 3. Per the Agencies’ request, below is a summary of the proposed key design 
components of the Downstream Option (based on preliminary design and calculations) 
and how each is anticipated to support development of effective fish passage at the Main 
Dam.  
 
Although the design is still conceptual, pending additional hydraulic and affordability 
calculations, as well as input from the Resource Agencies as the design develops, there are 
certain cost and function advantages to the Downstream Option. The cost advantages of 
the Downstream Option are potentially significant as a result of: 

1) less demolition of the existing Main Dam, and therefore the significant reduction 
in the re-construction of the length of “new dam”, thereby reducing dam safety 
concerns associated with a new dam section;  

2) utilizing the existing dam spillway for attraction water flows, thereby obviating the 
need for a separate SAWF structure; and  

3) the use of the Main Dam as the base for the upstream cofferdam, resulting in a 
much smaller cofferdam and reduced construction duration. 

 
The proposed features of the conceptual Downstream Option design are as follows: 
 

1) Width:  
The width of the fishway will vary along its length, but the conceptual design has 
varying weir length, from ~180’ to 400’, with an average weir length of 
approximately 290’. This is very close to the average 300’ width in the YH NLF 
Design Parameters and as requested by USFWS and PADEP in their March 2019 
letters, but allows the taller weirs (bedrock to weir crest; Weir 2) to be shorter near 
the upper end of the fishway and the weirs with less distance from weir crest to 
bedrock to be the longer weirs (e.g., Weir 11), thereby reducing the concrete 
volume and cost. 
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FIGURE 3. DOWNSTREAM OPTION YORK HAVEN CONCEPTUAL NLF DESIGN 
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2) Slope: 
The slope as conceptualized in Figure 3 is approximately 1.5%, which is consistent 
with the 2016 JPA Design and the 2020 60% Design, as well as USFWS requirement 
in their December 3, 2018 email. The Downstream Option includes up to 11 weirs 
(counting the Main Dam which will serve as Weir 1) and approximately 40’ pool-
to-pool spacing. The slope and pool-to-pool spacing of the current concept design 
are well within the USFWS 2019 guidelines for the target species.  
 

3) Weir 1 Geometry 
With the Downstream Option, a portion of the Main Dam will be modified to 
function as Weir 1. This weir is envisioned to consist of: 

a) At least two zone of passage notches that (combined) are capable of 
passing the 200 cfs minimum flow requirements (to be left open year-
round). Each will be at least 5’ wide and 2.25’ deep, similar to the 2020 60% 
design. 

b) One Fishway Flow Control Gate (remotely operated crest gate) to provide 
flexibility in flow control into the upstream end of the NLF. This gate will be 
designed to be fully open during the upstream fish passage season and 
serve as a third zone of passage on Weir 1 when fully open but closed for 
the rest of the year. Size will be dependent on hydraulic performance needs. 

c) Variable heights along the weir to provide velocity shelters and as required 
for hydraulic control across a range of flows. 

 
A detailed evaluation of the hydraulics of Weir 1 on the Main Dam has not yet been 
completed, but the conceptual Downstream Option design for Weir 1 will pass at 
least 200 cfs at normal pond elevation and up to 600 cfs when the Fishway Flow 
Control Gate is open, as refined based on the hydraulic model and design 
modifications to provide satisfactory fish passage performance. This approach, 
utilizing the Main Dam as Weir 1, is a significant change in the NLF design concept 
that is expected to result in significant cost savings as there is no need to construct 
a new water retaining structure. For similar reasons, the construction time and 
schedule would also be reduced. There will also be less fill with this option. Finally, 
the dam safety concerns are substantially reduced as there is no need to construct 
a new water retaining structure, only modify an existing structure. 
 

4) Supplemental Attraction Water Facility (SAWF) 
In the prior NLF designs, supplemental attraction water was to be delivered to the 
fishway/fishway entrance by gates in a SAWF structure on the shore or riverside of 
the NLF. In prior designs, the SAWF was designed as a substantial concrete 
structure with adjustable gate openings.  The SAWF structure portion of both the 
2016 and 2020 designs was estimated to represent nearly 25% of the total fishway 
cost. In the Downstream Option, the far-field attraction flow is proposed to be 
provided by the flow through the NLF, the SAWF crest gate near Weir 11, and the 
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overflow along the entire Main Dam. The near-field attraction flows (proposed to 
meet 5% of total river flows) will be provided by the flow through the NLF, the 
SAWF crest gate near Weir 11, and the overflow of the Main Dam within the NLF 
footprint as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, there is no need for a separate SAWF 
structure, since the Main Dam overflow and SAWF gate flow will provide the 
supplemental attraction water that meets the supplemental flow targets.  This 
approach is proposed because the telemetry study (YHPC 2011 and 2011a) results 
demonstrated that 57.5% of the fish that reached the Project were detected at the 
apex or the mid-west side of TMI without any NLF attraction water flow, and the 
oblique orientation of the Main Dam (which is atypical from the “normal” dam for 
which the USFWS NLF design criteria are written, as this dam naturally funnels 
upstream migrating fish to the apex of the Main dam).  In the Downstream Option, 
attraction flow will:  

a) Be provided via three sources: 
 Overflow of Weir 1 (the NLF exit) on the Main Dam (including the 

Fishway Flow Control Gate) 
 SAWF Gate: Remotely operated crest gate in the Main Dam near 

Weir 11 
 Overflow over the Main Dam within the NLF footprint (~320 LF), 

with depths ranging from ~0 to 3.3 feet from the 95% exceedance 
flow up to the 5% exceedance flow, respectively. 

b) Be able to provide total attraction flows of 5% of the river flow during fish 
passage season 

c) Have a capacity of at least 1,000 cfs at normal pond elevation, through the 
gates and via Main Dam overflow. 

d) Provide additional flows to the fishway (i.e., spill over the Main Dam is 
attraction water for fish that congregate at the powerhouse.  The Main Dam 
becomes a guide for fish to find the NLF).  

e) Maintain fishway performance across a wide range of river flows and 
provide safe operation for YHPC, the Downstream Option will utilize 
remotely operated crest gates in the Main Dam where necessary. 

 
This approach to providing supplemental attraction water is anticipated to result 
in substantial improvements to operator safety and fishway performance as there 
are less structures to operate, ensuring the fishway will be available for as much of 
the fish passage season as reasonably possible. Further, substantial reductions in 
construction duration and cost are anticipated due to reducing the concrete 
volume necessary for the project. 
  

5) NLF Entrance 
The ability of fish to find the fishway entrance on large rivers has been problematic 
in the past. As noted in the March 2019 USFWS and PA DEP letters, the wider the 
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entrance of the fishway, the higher likelihood that fish will be able to locate the 
fishway entrance along the mile-long Main Dam. This option proposes an even 
larger entrance (longer Weir 11) than either the 2016 JPA or 2020 60% design, 
which will improve fish passage performance on this large river. A larger entrance 
and the orientation of the Main Dam, combined with much, if not all, of the 
attraction water being delivered via the NLF (rather than via a separate structure), 
is anticipated to enhance fish passage into the fishway entrance.  
 

6) Weir Construction 
To meet the long-term stability and performance requirements for the NLF, and as 
supported by the USFWS and PADEP in their March 2019 letters, the internal weirs 
are proposed as concrete, with a combination of natural and manufactured stones 
placed around the weirs and incorporation of variability of the weirs as hydraulically 
feasible. As recommended by the USFWS and PADEP in their March 2019 letters, 
there will be areas of velocity shadow along each weir near the proposed zones of 
passage. 
 

7) Zones of Passage and Thalweg Channel 
Three ZOPs and a thalweg channel that is 1’ lower than the abutting weir crests are 
proposed, as in the 2016 JPA and 2020 60% designs. The ZOP notches will each be 
at least 5’ wide and 2.25’ deep, with final sizing based on hydraulics due to the 
changing overall width of the NLF, with wider/deeper ZOPs anticipated at the 
upstream end of the NLF to account for increased leakage flow through the longer 
downstream weirs. The three ZOPs will be set at varying elevations to maintain a 
diversity of passage routes across the flow ranges. The thalweg channel is 
proposed to be 65’ wide, as stated in the NLF Design Requirements. The flow over 
the Main Dam is anticipated to enter the NLF perpendicular to the normal flow 
direction in the NLF, therefore small flow-stabilizers will be considered near the 
Main Dam, depending on the extent of turbulence observed in the hydraulic 
models. 
 

8) Resting Pool 
The resting pool will be similar in size to the 2016 JPA design, at ~100’ in the 
direction of flow and at least 300’ wide. 
 

9) Flow Paths and Distributions 
As water enters the NLF over Weir 1, it will drop approximately 0.6’ per pool (the 
same as the 2020 60% design) as it proceeds down the fishway. If additional 
attraction water is required for the given river flow, the SAWF gate would input 
attraction water into the resting pool. As the water passes downstream, the length 
of the weirs increases (although the ZOP notches will be relatively consistent in size 
to maintain hydraulics at low flow). As the headpond rises above normal pond, 
water begins to overflow the Main Dam and enter the NLF along the lower ~370’ 
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of the fishway. Table 2 summarizes the preliminary estimates of flow distribution 
across the NLF for the Downstream Option.  
 

10) Cofferdams 
For the Downstream Option, the Main Dam could serve as the primary upstream 
cofferdam, with smaller temporary cofferdams installed to protect the breached 
Main Dam during the installation of the Upstream and Downstream SAWF 
remotely operated crest gates. A downstream cofferdam will be required to protect 
the site during construction, but it might be reasonable to utilize a smaller 
cofferdam and let the site flood during high flows as there is a much smaller period 
when the Main Dam will be breached.  
 

TABLE 2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED FLOW DISTRIBUTION FOR YH DOWNSTREAM OPTION NLF 
AND ATTRACTION WATER  

 

Flow 

River 
Flow 
(cfs) 

Head 
pond 

El. 
(ft) 

Tail-
water 

El. 
(ft) 

Flow 
over 

Weir 1 
(cfs) 

Flow over 
Main Dam 

(El. 279', cfs) 

Flow over 
Main Dam 

(El. 277.2', cfs) 

Flow 
thru 

SAWF 
Gate 
(cfs) 

Total 
Flow 
(cfs) 

5% of 
River 
Flow 

Target 
(cfs) 

Normal 
Pond 17,000 277.2 271.0 682 0 0 342 1024 850 

50% EP 35,200 278.6 272.5 1040 0 1833 0.0 2872 1760 

5% EP 119,800 280.6 277.3 1488 1021 7018 0.0 9527 5990 

 
2. Comparison of the Upstream Hybrid and Downstream Options to the NLF Design 

Requirements  
 

Table 3, below, provides a summary of how the two options compare to the NLF Design 
Requirements referenced in the FERC License, Settlement Agreement, 401 Water Quality 
Certification (Appendices A and B), and Section 18 Fishway Prescription.  
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TABLE 3.  COMPARISON OF HYBRID OPTION AND DOWNSTREAM OPTION TO NLF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS REFERENCED IN THE FERC LICENSE, 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION, AND SECTION 18 PRESCRIPTION. 

 
Key to cell coloring: 
  = Criteria will 

be met   = Goal is to meet 
criteria in that cell   = Not applicable due to material 

differences with the design 
  = To be determined 
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n Upstream Hybrid Option Downstream Option 

1.0 Fishway Design Population & Migration Period – Population goals for American shad and river herring, and the upstream migration 
season of each species is the basis for upstream fishway design. 

 1.1 Shad Population – 
2,000,000 

X   X 2,000,000 shad capacity at 
NLF and East Channel Fishway 
combined 

2,000,000 shad capacity at NLF and 
East Channel Fishway combined 

 1.2 River Herring Population 
5,000,000 

X   X 5,000,000 river herring 
capacity at NLF and East 
Channel Fishway combined 

5,000,000 river herring capacity at NLF 
and East Channel Fishway combined 

 1.3 Shad Migration Period – 
April 1-June 15 

X   X Fishway operation period will 
be March 1 – June 15 

Fishway operation period will be 
March 1 – June 15 

 1.4 Herring Migration Period 
– March 1-June 15 

X   X Fishway operation period will 
be March 1 – June 15 

Fishway operation period will be 
March 1 – June 15 

2.0 Fishway Location – telemetry studies demonstrate that most shad and herring migrate to the upstream apex / corner where the main 
dam ties into Three Mile Island (TMI).  

 2.1 Main Dam Apex at TMI X X X X Located at Apex Located at Apex 
3.0 River Flow – this is the range of river flows expected during the upstream migration period for shad and herring and over which the 

upstream fishway is expected to operate. 
 3.1 Min Operation Flow 5,000 

cfs 
X X X X Will operate at 5,000 cfs and 

above 
Will operate at 5,000 cfs and above 
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 3.2 Max Operation Flow 
119,800 cfs (originally 
150,000 cfs)2 

X X X X Target is 119,800 cfs2 Target is 119,800 cfs2 

4.0 Fishway Flow – to successfully attract fish to the fishway, total flow in the fishway plus attraction flow has to be a certain percentage of 
total river flows.  

 4.1 Percent of river flow in 
NLF plus attraction water - 
5% of river flow  

X X X X Target 5% of river flows 
during operating period 

Target 5% of river flows during 
operating period 

 4.2 Min non-fish passage 
season flow in NLF – 200 
cfs 

X  X X Will provide minimum 200 cfs 
non-fish passage season flow  

Will provide minimum 200 cfs non-
fish passage season flow 

5.0 NLF Characteristics – Fishway characteristics that are noted in the FERC license, Settlement Agreement, and WQC that are based 
primarily on the NLF design included in Appendix B of the Settlement Agreement and WQC. 

 5.1 Fishway Width 3 – average 
~ 300’ 

X X X X Variable, Weir 11 =~260’ Fishway width average ~290’, with 
entrance that is ~400’ wide 

 5.2 Thalweg Width – average 
~65’ 

X X X X Will provide 65’ thalweg Will provide 65’ thalweg 

 5.3 Drop Per Pool (DPP)4  – 
0.5-0.6 feet 

 X X X Target is an average of 0.6’ 
drop per pool, similar to the 
2020 60% design 

Target is an average of 0.6’ drop per 
pool, similar to the 2020 60% design 

 5.4 Resting Pool Length 4 
(parallel to flow) – 100’ 

 X X X Will provide 100’ resting pool 
length 

Will provide 100’ resting pool length 

 5.5 Weir Material 4 – natural 
boulders 

 X X X Per USFWS and PA DEP 
concurrence in their March 
2019 letters, the weirs will be 
concrete 

Per USFWS and PA DEP concurrence 
in their March 2019 letters, the weirs 
will be concrete 

 
2 Maximum flow revised to 119,800 cfs to meet USFWS 2019 guidelines per the USFWS December 3, 2018 email.  
3 USFWS guidelines require a minimum width of 20’, or as scaled to the river. 
4 Only appears in Settlement Agreement and WQC drawings, not in text. 
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 5.6 Boulder Size 5 – 
Approximately 3-5 feet 

 X X X Boulders will be 3-5 feet 
diameter 

Boulders will be 3-5 feet diameter 

6.0 SAWF Structure – A separate structure to deliver the supplemental attraction water flow was a feature of the 2016 design and is part of 
the 2020 design.  The SAWF structure was required in both of the previous designs in order to deliver attraction water without 
overwhelming the NLF with too much flow that would create unacceptable fishway hydraulics.   

 6.1 Description – flow channel 
parallel to and adjoining 
NLF 

X X X X SAWF structure will be located 
similarly to the 2016 and 2020 
designs, with additional 
attraction flow over the Main 
Dam 

N/A, as no separate SAWF structure 
needed as supplemental attraction flow 
will be provided along Main Dam. 

 6.2 Trashrack  X X X X No trash rack is required, as 
similar to the 2016 and 2020 
design, the SAWF structure is 
generally perpendicular to the 
flow in the river 

N/A, as the Main Dam crest gate will be 
wide enough to pass debris. 

 6.3 Gate on SAWF  X X X X Will provide a remotely 
operated crest gate to regulate 
provision of attraction flows 

Will provide a remotely operated crest 
gate to regulate provision of attraction 
flows 

 6.4 Min SAWF Capacity at pond 
el. 277.2’ – 1000 cfs 

 X X X Will provide capacity for 1,000 
cfs attraction water flow at 
normal pond 

Will provide capacity for 1,000 cfs 
attraction water flow at normal pond 

 6.5 Attraction Flow Delivery – 
along the fishway and/or 
near the entrance to the 
fish passage channel  

 X X X Attraction flow will be delivered 
along fishway and/or over a 
weir at the downstream end of 
the NLF 

Attraction flow will be delivered along 
fishway and/or over a weir at the 
downstream end of the NLF 

 6.6 Fish exclusion from SAWF 
structure 

  X  Fish will be excluded by the 
vertical drop, similar to the 
2016 and 2020 design 

N/A, as there is no separate attraction 
flow structure 

 
5 Only appears in Settlement Agreement and WQC drawings, not in text. 
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 6.7 Upstream entrance location 
– 75’ upstream of the 
nearest upstream exit from 
fish passage channel 

 X X X The nearest SAWF intake will 
be located  at least 75’ 
downstream of the fishway exit 

The SAWF intake is located over ~200’ 
away from the fishway exit 

 6.8 Channel geometry –  
20-30’ wide x 6-9’ deep  

 X X X N/A due to different SAWF 
structure 

N/A due to different SAWF structure 
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3. Engineering Design and Construction Schedule Estimates 
 
Based on the best available information, the following is the anticipated duration of 
engineering design and construction for the Upstream Hybrid Option and the 
Downstream Option. The engineering design is anticipated to commence once YHPC has 
received input from the Resource Agencies as part of the Dispute Resolution process that 
results in a clear path forward. Once the path forward is clear, the steps will include: 

a) YHPC refinement of the concept design, 
b) Agency Consultation #1,  
c) YHPC development of a 60% design (drawings and a hydraulic model/new 

Alternatives Matrix,  
d) Agency consultation #2,  
e) YHPC preparation and submission of the permit application (incorporating 

comments from consultation #2),  
f) Agency permit review,  
g) YHPC develops final design (in parallel with permit review), and  
h) Construction.   

 
 Upstream Hybrid Option Downstream Option 

Project Phase 
Duration 
(months) 

Start 
Date 

Finish 
Date 

Duration 
(months) 

Start 
Date 

Finish 
Date 

Dispute resolution complete 
and path forward identified  May 

2020 
Aug 1, 
2020  May 

2020 
Aug 1, 
2020 

YHPC refine Concept Design 1 Aug 1, 
2020 

Sep 1, 
2020 1 Aug 1, 

2020 
Sep 1, 
2020 

Agency Consultation #1 on 
Concept Design  2 Sep 1, 

2020 
Nov 1, 
2020 2 Sep 1, 

2020 
Nov 1, 
2020 

60% Design (drawings and 
hydraulic model 6 Nov 1, 

2020 
May 1, 
2021 9 Nov 1, 

2020 
Aug 1, 
2021 

Agency Consultation #2 2 May 1, 
2021 

July 1, 
2021 2 Aug 1, 

2021 
Oct 1, 
2021 

Update Design and Prepare 
Permit App 3 July 1, 

2021 
Oct 1, 
2021 3 Oct 1, 

2021 
Jan 1, 
2022 

Permit Review 12 Oct 1, 
2021 

Oct 1, 
2022 12 Jan 1, 

2022 
Jan 1, 
2023 

Final Design (in parallel with 
Permit review) 6 Oct 1, 

2022 
April 1, 
2023 6 Jan 1, 

2023 
Jul 1, 
2023 

Construction 12 April 1, 
2023 

April 1, 
2024 9 Jul 1, 

2023 
April 1, 
2024 

 
In closing, YHPC would reiterate our appreciation that the Agencies continue to be willing to work 
with us to find a NLF design that will provide effective fish passage in keeping with the 
commitments made under the Settlement Agreement.  We believe that either one of these design 
options has the potential to meet the four pillars and will allow us to move forward expeditiously 
to install the fishway. 
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Thank you for your review and inquiry into additional alternative designs and cost reduction
strategies evaluated by YHPC.
 
Bypass Option:
The use of a bypass around the Main Dam was evaluated in 2013 (see attached report) and was
rejected at that time because of concerns about wetland impacts and other engineering issues, in
addition to a higher cost than the in-river option.  A bypass option was reconsidered by YHPC again
in 2020 as we prepared alternatives to the 2020 60% design. As summarized in Table 5.0-1 of
Appendix B to the Report (on p. 98 of 129 in the PDF), the bypass previously considered in 2012
was found to be even more expensive than the in-river option, which does not align with the four
pillars identified for the NLF (safety and stability, performance, and affordability). Per your inquiry,
YHPC has reevaluated a bypass as an option and developed the following list of pros/cons in this
review:
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 


York Haven Power Company, LLC (“YHPC”) owns and operates the York Haven Hydroelectric 


Project (“Project”) on the Susquehanna River in York, Dauphin, and Lancaster counties in south-


central Pennsylvania (Figure 1-1).  The 19.62 MW Project includes a stone masonry headrace 


wall, which extends 3,000 feet upstream from the north end of the powerhouse in a northerly 


direction parallel to the west bank of the river.  This headrace wall directs water to the 


powerhouse.  The Main Dam is attached to the headrace and runs from the north end of the 


headrace wall, diagonally, across the main channel of the river approximately 4,970 feet to the 


west shore of Three Mile Island (TMI).  The junction of the Main Dam with the west shore of 


TMI forms a triangular section of river channel below the dam referred to as the “apex”.  The 


Main Dam is a concrete covered rock-fill and rock-fill/timber crib structure with a maximum 


height of 18 feet.  The East Channel Dam comprises a combination gravity overflow dam which 


extends approximately 928 feet in an easterly direction, from the east shore of Three Mile Island 


to the east bank of the river, with an average height of 9 feet. 


 


The Project is operated as a run-of-river facility with a year-round continuous minimum flow 


requirement of 1,000 cfs and an average daily minimum flow requirement of 2,500 cfs, or 


inflow, whichever is less, both of which can be delivered through the powerhouse.  YHPC 


currently maintains the minimum flow requirement through minor leakage and spillage over the 


existing dam structures (~200 cfs) in combination with the operation of a minimum of two 


turbine-generator units.  Additionally, YHPC is required to provide a minimum flow of 2,000 cfs 


at the East Channel Dam and spill 4,000 cfs at the Main Dam during the American shad 


upstream passage season (mid April to mid June) each year. 
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Figure 1-1 York Haven Project location. 
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Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC”) Integrated Licensing 


Process (“ILP”), the York Haven Project relicensing process began on June 1, 2009 with 


YHPC’s filing with FERC of a Notice of Intent to seek a new license and Pre-Application 


Document (“PAD”) for the Project.  As part of the stakeholder consultation during the 


relicensing process, YHPC has expressed its commitment to implementing fish passage 


enhancements at the Project.  In the Final License Application (“FLA”) filed with FERC on 


August 30, 2012 (YHPC 2012), YHPC presented the concept of a nature-like fishway (“NLF”) 


to be located at the Main Dam apex.  The primary purpose of the NLF is enhancing upstream 


passage of spawning American shad, with the secondary purpose of allowing upstream and 


downstream movement of resident fish species and other aquatic life, reestablishing river 


connectivity at the Project.  Since filing the FLA, several variations on the original NLF concept 


have been reviewed with resource agencies.  This report presents the NLF conceptual design 


option selected by YHPC and resource agencies which is referred to as Option 4.   


 


Fish passage discussions with resource agencies occurred throughout the licensing of the Project, 


with particular focus on passage for American shad.  Stakeholders requested a variety of studies 


related to fish passage for American shad including detailed monitoring of American shad 


movement and behavior.  YHPC conducted a telemetry study of adult upstream migration in 


2010.  This study involved radio tagging 180 adult American shad at the Safe Harbor Dam 


26 miles downstream and monitoring them on their migration up to and through the York Haven 


Project.  Only 70 % of the tagged shad (127 of 180) leaving Safe Harbor arrived at the York 


Haven Project.  Further, results of the 2010 telemetry study indicated 100% of fish that entered 


the York Haven Project area, visited the south end of the powerhouse (YHPC 2011a, YHPC 


2011b).  Once the tagged shad arrived at the York Haven powerhouse, a number of different 


migratory behaviors were observed during the study (YHPC 2011b), including movements along 


the Main Dam to the apex and into the East Channel (discussed in more detail below).  These 


study results initially prompted YHPC to investigate fish passage options at the powerhouse.   


 


YHPC held an American shad upstream passage technical meeting with federal and state 


resource agencies and interested parties on October 13, 2011 to discuss the results of the 2010 


telemetry study as well as additional analyses requested by the stakeholders.  At this meeting, 


YHPC presented conceptual drawings of fish passage facilities at the southern end of the Project 
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powerhouse.  The stakeholders, in particular the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission 


(“PFBC”), requested YHPC investigate the feasibility of a NLF concept at the Main Dam apex. 


 


Results from the 2010 telemetry study indicated that shad frequently visited the Main Dam apex 


area (YHPC 2011a and 2011b).  During the course of the study, 99 of the 127 tagged shad (78%) 


detected in the study area were detected in the apex area of the Main Dam, which was monitored 


by Monitoring Stations 8 and 9, as shown in Figure 1-2 below.  Additionally, the average length 


of time spent in the Main Dam apex area was longer than other regions evaluated in the study 


(Figure 1-3).  The abutment of the Main Dam with TMI forms a triangular corner which tends to 


trap, hold, and concentrate fish at the apex.  However, American shad are also strongly attracted 


to flowing water.  Considering that the 2010 study was conducted without any flow originating 


from the Main Dam apex area, resource agencies agreed that the installation of a NLF in this 


location with substantial attraction flow (5% or more of the total river flow at the NLF area) 


should provide timely and effective upstream passage (and possibly downstream passage) of 


American shad and other migratory and resident fish species.   


 


Figure 1-2 2010 Shad Telemetry Study monitoring zones near  
 the proposed NLF.  Monitoring Stations 8 and 9  
 combined are referred to as the “Main Dam” region,  
 which is the TMI apex area, where 99 of the 127 
 tagged shad were detected during the course of the study. 
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Figure 1-3 Average duration (minutes) of visit at regions within the  
 York Haven Project Area in 2010. 
 


The NLF concept is designed to simulate the geomorphology, hydraulics, and functions of 


natural river channels.  NLF’s typically consist of a wide, low gradient channel with a concave 


stream channel cross-section, and natural cobble or boulder substrates to dissipate hydraulic 


kinetic energy and reduce channel velocities to levels that are generally well below sustained 


(i.e., aerobic) swimming speeds of target species.  NLF designs have typically included bypass 


channels around dams and or roughened ramps constructed either immediately downstream of a 


dam or in association with a partially removed dam, creating a new hydraulic control upstream of 


the former dam.  Due to the lower velocities at the boundary layers and flow refugia resulting 


from the high roughness of NLF’s, these fish passage systems usually allow for the greater 


potential passage of small or weakly swimming species such as juvenile American eel (Anguilla 


rostrata) and even benthic invertebrates (Haro et al. 2008).   
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Due to the interest expressed by resource agencies, YHPC conducted a reconnaissance-level 


evaluation of the potential development of a NLF at the Project.  Dr. Luther Aadland, a 


nationally recognized expert who has designed over 60 nature-like fishways, was hired by YHPC 


to assist in this process.  Dr. Aadland performed an initial site visit in November 2011.  Dr. 


Aadland evaluated the suitability of the Main Dam apex area for a NLF and concluded that the 


site was well suited to such an approach.  Dr. Aadland then prepared a York Haven Nature-Like 


Fishway Draft Proposal, dated December 28, 2011.  Concepts presented in this draft proposal 


were developed based upon preliminary site constraints such as property easements and 


incorporated Project-specific preliminary design criteria recommended by YHPC.  Upon review 


of the proposal presented by Dr. Aadland at a February 17, 2012 meeting, resource agencies 


requested a feasibility-level evaluation of developing a NLF at the Project.  YHPC agreed to 


develop a work plan for evaluation of a NLF at the Project with the primary purpose to facilitate 


passage of adult American shad during upstream spawning migration, and secondarily to 


facilitate the movements of other migratory and resident species. 


 


The 2012 Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan was distributed to resource agencies for review and 


comment on March 12, 2012.  YHPC held a conference call with resource agencies to discuss the 


work plan on March 22, 2012.  Comments from the conference call were incorporated into the 


work plan and the revised work plan was distributed for final review on March 29, 2012.  In the 


March 29, 2012 distribution, YHPC asked for stakeholder concurrence on the 2012 Nature-Like 


Fishway Work Plan.  Concurrence was received from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 


Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC), and the Susquehanna River Basin 


Commission (SRBC).  YHPC then filed the Final 2012 Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan with 


FERC concurrently with the Updated Study Report ("USR") on April 12, 2012. 


 


On August 3, 2012, HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR), on behalf of YHPC, distributed a Draft 


Report on Evaluation of Nature-Like Fishway for the York Haven Project to the resource 


agencies.  This report is attached as Appendix A.  The study was conducted in accordance with 


the approved Final 2012 Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan.  This draft report examined two initial 


alternative conceptual layouts of the NLF (Option1 and Option 2), both of which are discussed in 


more detail in Section 4.4. 
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Following submittal to the resource agencies of the Draft Report on Evaluation of Nature-Like 


Fishway for the York Haven Project, YHPC has expended considerable effort in assessing 


additional concept alternatives for the NLF.  This included a second site visit to the York Haven 


Project by Dr. Aadland on July 27, 2012 to investigate alternate NLF layouts, attraction flows, 


and use of available river boulders and stone for NLF construction.  This site visit led to the 


development of a new NLF concept, Option 3, which is discussed in detail in Section 4.4.   


 


YHPC held a meeting with resource agencies on September 28, 2012 to review and receive 


comments on NLF Options 1, 2, and 3.  Significant positive feedback was provided at that 


meeting.  One important refinement suggested at that meeting was to move the entire fishway 


upstream so the entrance to the NLF is more aligned with the toe of the dam, avoiding potential 


difficulties with fish finding the entrance.  This resulted in the development of Option 4 which 


was presented to resource agencies at a meeting held on November 20, 2012.  Review of Option 


4 by the resource agencies was positive, and YHPC is proceeding with Option 4 as the preferred 


NLF design. 


 


As previously mentioned, the principal focus of YHPC and the resource agencies throughout this 


process has been to locate the proposed NLF in an area that would have a high potential for the 


restoration of habitat connectivity; facilitating passage of adult American shad during their 


upstream spawning migration, and facilitating the migrations of other migratory and resident 


species both upstream and downstream.  To that end, the NLF has been sited in an area that 


meets these goals while minimizing environmental effects to the greatest extent practical.  As 


previously mentioned, YHPC has held a series of informational meetings to solicit stakeholder 


input for the design of the NLF.  The information obtained during these meetings has been used 


to supplement additional research and engineering design conducted by YHPC and its 


consultants in order to make further refinements and improvements to the currently proposed 


NLF (i.e., the Option 4).  Consultation with resource agencies is actively ongoing, and some 


details of the design and overall construction of the NLF are still evolving and are expected to 


continue to be refined throughout the design and permitting process. 


 


The proposed NLF option, Option 4, is located at the apex of the Main Dam and TMI and is 


situated so that the downstream end of the fishway is located along the downstream toe of the 
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existing dam to optimize access for fish traveling along the long, narrow, and deep plunge pool 


that runs along much of the toe of the Main Dam.  That downstream plunge pool channel is 


expected to be a heavily used route for upstream migrating fish.  Option 4 has a varying width of 


approximately 200 to 300-feet, a thawleg channel width of approximately 65-feet, and a 


supplemental attraction flow channel on the TMI side of the facility.   


 


Construction of this option will require two upland staging areas on TMI, access road 


improvements, and rock retrieval from the river with temporary access (Figure 1-4).  YHPC 


plans to retrieve existing loose boulders from the designated rock retrieval area in the river and 


store these in the staging areas until the NLF construction season.  Portions of the existing loose 


boulders and stone are believed to be leftover materials from the original construction of the 


Project since there are many large pieces of rectangular stone in this area.  Additionally, 


construction materials and equipment will be stored in the designated upland staging areas.  


YHPC will utilize an existing access road on TMI and will extend this access road down into the 


apex vicinity to allow temporary vehicle and equipment access to the rock retrieval area.  


 


This report addresses items requested by FERC in their Additional Information Request (AIR) 


issued on November 2, 2012.  The report outlines the existing environmental setting 


(Section 2.0), details of the Option 4 conceptual design (Section 3.0), and the anticipated 


environmental effects (Section 4.0), followed by concluding summary of the rationale behind the 


proposed Option 4 design and the schedule for full implementation (Section 5.0).  YHPC 


distributed the nature-like fishway conceptual design draft report to the resource agencies and 


stakeholders on February 15, 2013.  YHPC asked the resource agencies and stakeholders to 


provide comments by March 8, 2013.  No further comments were received from the resource 


agencies or stakeholders. 
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Figure 1-4 Construction area location map. 
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 


 


2.1 Site Hydrology/Channel Hydraulics 


 


The Project is located in the Susquehanna River Basin.  The Susquehanna River Basin 


headwaters are located in the Otsego Lake watershed, near Cooperstown, New York, and flow 


for approximately 444 miles along the river’s main stem into Chesapeake Bay, draining about 


27,510 square miles (SRBC 2011).  The Susquehanna River Basin covers about half the land 


area of Pennsylvania (20,960 square miles) as well as portions of New York (6,275 square miles) 


and Maryland (275 square miles).  In total, the basin includes all or portions of 67 counties 


(SRBC 2006).   


 


The Project is located in the Lower Susquehanna River Subbasin.  This subbasin contains ridges 


spanning southwest to northeast and valleys of moderate width.  The river cuts through these 


ridges in a perpendicular direction and widens as it flows south to southeast through hills and 


valleys.  The southern portion of the Lower Susquehanna Subbasin consists of carved deep 


gorges in the narrowing river valley.  The Lower Susquehanna Subbasin is the most developed 


and suited for hydropower development with the steep river slope in the southern portion of the 


subbasin (SRBC 2011). 


 


The Susquehanna River basin above the Main Dam of the Project has a drainage area of 


approximately 24,973 square miles.  Average monthly flows at the Project range from 12,000 


cubic feet per second (cfs) in August to 75,000 cfs in April (based on a period of record from 


October 1, 1931 through September 30, 2010).  The NLF location is proposed at the apex of the 


Main Dam and TMI, where there is minimal leakage flow (i.e., approximately 200 cfs through 


the entire 5,000-foot-long Main Dam, mostly downstream of the apex) during low flows, and 


where spill occurs approximately 60 percent of the time annually.  There are three major 


locations flows are passed through at the Project; 1) powerhouse turbines and sluice gate 


discharge; 2) Main Dam spillway discharge; and 3) East Channel Dam discharge.  The minimum 


flows and run-of-river operations of the Project keep many key aquatic habitats below the dams 


inundated to sustain aquatic life (e.g., resident fish, macroinvertebrates, and mussels) during low 
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flow periods.  Additional flows are required during the spring anadromous fish passage season to 


attract fish (e.g., American shad, river herring) to the East Channel fishway and facilitate 


upstream migration.   


 


Specifically, the Project is operated in a run-of-river mode with a total Project downstream 


instantaneous minimum flow requirement (at the powerhouse tailrace) of 1,000 cfs and a daily 


minimum average flow of 2,500 cfs, or inflow, whichever is less.  YHPC maintains the 


minimum flow requirement below the powerhouse through the operation of a minimum of two 


turbine units.  During the spring American shad fish passage operations, YHPC is currently 


required to provide a minimum 2,000 cfs flow past the East Channel Dam to attract migrating 


fish upstream and into the East Channel and the fish ladder (i.e., April 15th through June 15th), 


and is also required to spill 4,000 cfs over the Main Dam during spring American shad upstream 


passage operations.    


 


YHPC entered into a Consent Order and Agreement with the Pennsylvania Department of 


Environmental Protection (PADEP) in June 2010 regarding resident fish passage operations and 


flow in the East Channel1.  Under this arrangement, after the American shad upstream passage 


season ends, the East Channel fishway will be operated for the purpose of resident fish passage 


through the earlier of December 15 or when river temperature is ≤ 40° F for three consecutive 


days.  After the American shad upstream passage season and during this resident fish passage 


period, the Project maintains a minimum stream flow of 400 cfs or greater in the East Channel 


below the East Channel fishway.  At the end of the resident fish passage season, the fishway is 


closed for the winter and annual maintenance or repairs are made as needed until reopening on 


April 1st of the following year.  In addition, while not legally mandated, YHPC generally 


maintains a small spill over the low point in the Main Dam spillway at a point near the upstream 


end of the headrace wall under low river flows (< 17,000 cfs), and the Main Dam also has a 


small amount of leakage (a normal occurrence at rock filled timber crib dams).  This combined 


spill and leakage is approximately 200 cfs based on flow measurements taken in the summer of 


                                                 
 
 
1 It should be noted that this Consent Order and Agreement (COA) was entered into prior to Agency discussions 
relating to the NLF concept, and certain elements of the COA’s provision’s, including those relating to flows, will 
require modification to accommodate the NLF installation and operation. 
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2010, but can vary over time, and the water flows via a diffuse pattern of small pools and 


interconnected channels between the Main Dam and the tailrace.    


 


Additionally, the Main Channel and East Channel dams spill when hydraulic capacity of the 


powerhouse is exceeded (> 17,000 cfs), which occurs approximately 60 percent of the time.  


Figure 2-1 displays the Project’s spillway capacity curves at the locations where spill occurs at 


the Main Dam, the headrace wall, and the East Channel Dam.   
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Figure 2-1 Project spillway capacity curve. 
 
2.2 Geology and Soils 


 
2.2.1 Geology 


 
The Main Dam is bounded by diabase from the Triassic period.  The northern sections of Hill 


and Fall Islands, located north of the NLF project area within Lake Frederic, are also mapped as 


diabase (Wood 1980).  According to Wood (1980), the diabase is medium to coarse-grained 


dark-gray diabase formed chiefly of plagioclase feldspar and black to green augite.  The material 


generally weathers to large spheroidal boulders.  Other areas bordering the NLF project area are 
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mapped as shale, also from the Triassic period.  This material is red and maroon, micaceous and 


silty mudstones and shales, locally calcareous, with some thin red siltstone to very-fine-grained 


sandstone interbeds (Wood 1980). 


 


The New Oxford Formation is located adjacent to diabase essentially at the southern end of 


Conowingo Falls, which is located at the southeastern end of TMI near the confluence of the 


East Channel with the Main Channel.  The New Oxford Formation is dominated by red 


mudstone and shale and finegrained sandstone interbedded with arkosic sandstone; conglomerate 


and arkosic beds are common in the lower part of the formation (Taylor and Werkheiser 1984).   


 


2.2.2 Soils 


 
The Project area is located in an area dominated by low hills, irregular plains, and open valleys.  


This area has provided a highly productive landscape for agriculture.  Loamy Fluvaquents and 


Udifluvents floodplain soils are found along the Susquehanna River in the proposed NLF project 


area.  These soils generally have zero to two percent slopes and are somewhat poorly drained.  


The parent material is alluvium (USDA 2011).  Four soil types generally dominate the NLF 


project area and are discussed below.  Figure 2-2 depicts the soil types within the Project area. 


 
Chavies Fine Sandy Loam (CnA) 


 
Chavies fine sandy loam is located along the western bank of TMI bordering the NLF project 


area.  This soil type also occurs in Staging Area 1 discussed in Section 3.1.2.  These soils are 


found on terraces and are dominated by alluvium derived from sandstone and siltstone.  They 


occur on slopes ranging from zero to three percent and are well-drained soils.  The depth to the 


water table is reported to be more than 80 inches (USDA 2013). 


 
Tioga Fine Sandy Loam, High Bottom (Tg) 


 
The majority of the soils on TMI where terrestrial portions of the NLF project would occur are 


dominated by Tioga fine sandy loam, high bottom soils.  These soils are found on floodplains 


and are composed of acid alluvium derived from sedimentary rock.  They are commonly situated 
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on slopes ranging from zero to three percent.  They are well-drained soils with a depth to water 


table of more than 80 inches (USDA 2013). 


 


Lawrenceville Very Fine Sandy Loam (LeB2) 


 
Lawrenceville very fine sandy loam soils occur easterly of the proposed NLF project within 


Staging Area 2 discussed in Section 3.1.2.  These soils occur on upland slopes typically ranging 


from two to eight percent.  They are a moderately well drained soil and have a depth to water 


table of approximately 18 to 36 inches (USDA 2013). 


 


Chavies Fine Sandy Loam (CnB2) 


 


This soil type occurs within Staging Area 1 discussed in Section 3.1.2.  These soils occur on 


terraces and are dominated of alluvium derived from sandstone and siltstone.  They occur on 


slopes ranging from three to eight percent and are well drained.  They have a depth to water table 


of more than 80 inches (USDA 2013). 


 
2.3 Aquatic Habitat 


 
The annual hydraulic conditions in the lower Susquehanna River are highly variable, and 


encompass a wide range from drought to flood conditions.  These variable hydraulic conditions 


create diverse biological habitat characteristics found within the Project Boundary.  Habitat 


characteristics vary from west to east with river flow, project operations, and river channel 


morphology immediately downstream of the Project.  Aquatic habitat between the Project dams 


and powerhouse was evaluated under low flow conditions during relicensing (YHPC 2011a, and 


2012).  Two major downstream reaches of the Project were investigated: (1) the East Channel 


from the East Channel Dam downstream to the confluence with the Main Channel; and (2) the 


Main Channel from the Main Dam downstream past the confluence with the East Channel to the 


powerhouse.  A summary description of the habitat below the Main Dam is provided below, in 


particular focusing on the areas affected by the proposed construction of the NLF.  The Initial 


Study Report (YHPC 2011a) and the Final License Application (YHPC 2012) provide more 


detail regarding the East Channel and Main Channel habitats. 
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Figure 2-2 York Haven Project area soil-type map. 
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In general, the Main Channel has poorly defined multiple braided channels, is broadly triangular, 


and is nearly as wide as it is long at the upper portion above the East Channel confluence.  The 


channel hydraulics are extremely complex with irregular bedrock and large boulders as the 


dominating substrate throughout this section of the river.  Flows are predominantly from east to 


west at the upper end of the Main Channel.  A west-to-east flow, originating at the powerhouse 


tailrace dominates the hydraulics in the lower end of the Main Channel.  The Main Dam spillway 


is a rock-filled timber crib structure covered with concrete, and there is variable leakage 


occurring along the entire 5,000 feet, providing seepage water sources to the Main Channel.   


 


The habitat below the Main Dam and TMI apex area encompasses the triangular area below the 


upper half of the Main Dam and the lower west shore of TMI.  This area currently receives the 


least amount of water during non-spill conditions, although some leakage through the timber crib 


dam occurs here.  This area is relatively flat with bedrock outcroppings dominating the substrate, 


with a thin layer of cobbles/gravel in scattered locations.  Several shallow isolated pools of 


varying sizes are common, particularly along the TMI shoreline.  One long but narrow scour 


pool runs parallel along the toe of the Main Dam spillway for most of its length at the northern 


section of the Main Dam (Figure 2-3).  The large pools in the northern most portions of this area 


consist of gravel and cobble substrate mixed within the bedrock.  The lower portion of this area, 


generally from the southern tip of TMI and downstream, is essentially all bedrock and boulder.  


Several long narrow channels with minimal flow connect the scour pool along the base of the 


Main Dam with other partially isolated pools flowing east to west until dropping off into the 


main channel downstream.  
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Figure 2-3 View of the large pools located below  the Main Dam,  
 looking upstream towards TMI and the dam apex, taken  
 in August 2010.  
 


2.4 Wetland and Terrestrial Habitats 


 


2.4.1 Wetland Habitat 


 


Wetland habitats occurring in the Project area are shown on Figure 2-4 and are described below.  


Boundaries are based on USFWS National Wetland Inventory (NWI) digital mapping (USFWS 


2011a), which provides information on wetland habitats using intensive remote sensing and 


aerial photo interpretation techniques.  They have been classified according to the Cowardin 


wetland classification system (Cowardin et al. 1979). 
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Figure 2-4 York Haven Project area national wetland inventory map. 
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Based on satellite imagery, NWI wetland data, and various site visits conducted in 2011 as part 


of the Eastern Redbelly Turtle Phase II Presence/Absence and Nesting Survey, extensive wetland 


communities are generally lacking in the NLF project area.  The most common wetland habitats 


in the NLF project area are represented by the open-water habitats of Lake Frederic (i.e., 


riverine) as shown on Figure 2-4.  Wetlands within the NLF project vicinity are generally 


represented by Riverine, Palustrine Forested (PFO), and Palustrine Emergent (PEM) wetland 


types, as defined by Cowardin et al. (Cowardin et al. 1979).   


 


The vegetation associated with the wetlands on the southwest shoreline of TMI bordering the 


NLF project area (Figure 2-4) consists of a mature canopy of various trees including red maple 


(Acer rubrum), silver maple (A. saccharinum), river birch (Betula nigra), and American 


sycamore (Platanus occidentalis).  Common shrubs include species contained in the over story 


layer, as well as elderberry (Sambucus canadensis), and silky dogwood.  The herbaceous layer 


contains cattail species (Typha spp.), bur-reed (Sparganium spp.), common rush (Juncus effusus), 


various sedge species (Carex spp.), and smartweeds (Polygonum spp.). Dominant riparian trees 


include river birch, red maple, silver maple, and American sycamore.  Other trees on TMI near 


the NLF Project area include black walnut (Juglans nigra), American elm (Ulmus americana), 


locust (Robinia spp.), catalpa (Catalpa speciosa), yellow birch (B. alleghaniensis), northern red 


oak (Quercus rubra), and black oak (Q. velutina).  Common shrub and sapling species include 


northern arrowwood (Viburnum recognitum), hornbeam (Carpinus caroliniana), witch-hazel 


(Hamamelis virginiana), and staghorn sumac (Rhus typhina).  Aquatic plants such as American 


water-willow (Justicia americana), lizard’s tail (Saurus cernuus), and wild celery (Vallisneria 


americana) are common throughout Lake Frederic and occur in locations south of the Main 


Dam. As part of the Eastern Redbelly Turtle Phase II Presence/Absence and Nesting Survey 


conducted in 2011 within the Project area, the following invasive species were observed: 


Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum), Japanese knotweed (Fallopia cuspidatum), and 


mile-a-minute vine (Persicaria perfoliata).  These species were observed along old road edges 


and disturbed areas located in the southern section of TMI within and adjacent to the NLF 


project area.   


 


The entire river channel area south of the Main Dam within the NLF project area (Figure 2-4) is 


classified as R2USC (riverine, lower perennial, unconsolidated shore).  The palustrine forested 
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wetland habitats located along the western bank of TMI bordering the NLF project area are 


primarily forested silver maple floodplain areas.  Aside from the usually dominant silver maple, 


other trees include red maple, river birch, and American elm.  Shrubs include poison ivy 


(Toxicodendron radicans), American elder, and northern arrow-wood.  Common herbs include 


jewelweed (Impatiens capensis), Japanese stiltgrass, and sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis).  


 


The largest areas of eemergent wetlands occur on the southern section of TMI, to the 


east/northeast of the NLF project area (Figure 2-4).  This area supports a variety of communities 


located within the floodplain of the Susquehanna River that are formed naturally by river flows 


and sedimentation.  However, evidence of fill berms, old access roads, and other types of 


disturbance were observed through the various site visits associated with relicensing studies.  


The area has a mixture of floodplain forest, areas of emergent wetland, and large areas of open 


water bordered by palustrine forested and palustrine scrub-shrub wetland communities.  It is 


evident that during overbank flooding this area holds a considerable amount of floodwater as the 


open water areas are inundated with water up to several feet in depth.  The hydrology or water 


regime in this system is typically seasonally flooded (i.e., surface water present for extended 


periods at certain times of the year).  Emergent wetlands are also located below the Main Dam in 


the rock retrieval area, primarily dominated by smart weed and water willow.  This habitat is 


relatively unstable, as it is frequently flooded and altered during each high flow event.  


 


2.4.2 Terrestrial Habitat 


 


Based upon consultation with federal and state natural resource agencies during relicensing of 


the Project and background data collection that included documented occurrences of rare plant 


species, species range information, and habitat availability, no state or federally listed plant 


species or natural communities are likely to occur in the NLF project area.  However, the 


Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR) identified three 


state-protected plant species and one plant proposed for state protection within a half (.5) mile of 


the NLF project area as part of their scoping comments for the Project provided to FERC on 


September 24, 2009 (Letter from Emilee Boyer, PADCNR, September 24, 2009).  Table 2-1 lists 


the four species identified under the Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory Review.  It is 


possible that these plant species could be present within or in the vicinity of the NLF project 
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area.  Documentation of the agency consultation process and supporting correspondence is 


provided in Attachment E-1 of YHPC’s FLA. Targeted field surveys for botanical species of 


special concern and sensitive natural communities have not to this point been  conducted in the 


NLF project area; however, surveys for botanical species of special concern and sensitive natural 


communities were conducted in conjunction with other biological field studies on the lands and 


waters within the Project Boundary and in the vicinity of the NLF project area.  No botanical 


species of special concern or sensitive natural communities were identified during the aquatic 


and terrestrial field studies conducted in the Project Boundary or the NLF project area during 


relicensing studies.  A botanical study will likely be conducted in support of the NLF permitting. 


 
Table 2-1 Partial list of Pennsylvania species of special concern potentially located 


within the NLF project vicinity. 
Scientific Name Common Name State Status1 


Boltonia asteroides Aster-like boltonia PE 


Carex shortiana Short’s Sedge N 


Eleocharis compressa Flat-stemmed spike-rush PE 


Ellisia nyctelea Ellisia PT 


Source: PADCNR 2009a; Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) undated. 
1 State Status Key: 
PE - Pennsylvania Endangered - Plant species which are in danger of extinction throughout most of their natural 
range within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, if critical habitat is not maintained or if the species is greatly 
exploited by man.  This classification shall also include any populations of plant species that have been classified as 
Pennsylvania Extirpated, but which subsequently are found to exist in the Commonwealth. 
PT - Pennsylvania Threatened - Plant species which may become endangered throughout most or all of their natural 
range within the Commonwealth, if critical habitat is not maintained to prevent their future decline, or if the species 
is greatly exploited by man. 
N - No current legal status exists, but is under review for future listing. 
 


A variety of wildlife species occur in the habitats surrounding the NLF project area.  HDR 


documented wildlife use in the NLF project area during relicensing studies using information 


collected during natural resource surveys and a review of existing literature, databases and data 


provided through agency consultation with agency biologists.  YHPC consulted with a number of 


agencies throughout the Project relicensing related to wildlife and botanical resources including 


the following: Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC), Pennsylvania Department of 


Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR), USFWS, PFBC, PADEP, and the 


Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) run by the PADCNR.  Consultation 


documentation is included in Section 7.0 of Exhibit E of YHPC’s FLA.  Based on consultation 


with state natural resource agencies, site visits conducted in 2010 and 2011, and background data 
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collection that included documented occurrences of rare species, species range information, and 


habitat availability, 12 state-listed threatened or endangered species (nine birds and three 


reptiles) may occur in the general NLF project area at some point during their life cycle.  These 


12 species are presented in Table 2-2. 


 
Table 2-2 Partial list of state protected wildlife species with potential to occur in the 


NLF project area. 
Common Name Scientific Name State Status 
Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus Threatened 
Osprey Pandion haliaetus Threatened 
Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus Endangered 
American Bittern Botaurus lentiginosus Endangered 
Yellow-Crowned Night-Heron Nyctanassa violacea Endangered 
Black-Crowned Night-Heron Nycticorax nycticorax Endangered 
Common Tern Sterna hirundo Endangered 
Black Tern Childonias niger Endangered 
Yellow-Bellied Flycatcher Empidonax flaviventris Endangered 
Bog Turtle Clemmys muhlenbergii Endangered 
Rough Green Snake Opheodrys aestivus Endangered 
Eastern Redbelly Turtle Pseudemys rubriventris Threatened 
Sources: USFWS 2011b; PFBC 2011b; PGC 2010 
 


The potential of three of these species (i.e., bald eagle, eastern redbelly turtle, and bog turtle) 


occurring near the NLF project are discussed below.  YHPC conducted studies for two of these 


species (i.e., eastern redbelly turtle, and bog turtle), and a summary of these studies is presented 


below.  For a complete description of theses studies, as well as other wildlife resources and other 


rare, threatened, or endangered species occurring within the Project Boundary, please refer to the 


FLA (YHPC 2012) filed with FERC on August 30, 2012.   


 


The bald eagle, which is ranked as a Threatened species in Pennsylvania but was delisted by 


USFWS (notice issued on July 9, 2007 [72 Fed. Reg. 37346], effective August 8, 2007), is 


known to traverse through the NLF project area.  According to Douglas Gross, PGC Wildlife 


Biologist, there is one known bald eagle nest located on the southern end of TMI (D. Gross, 


personal communication, April 6, 2010).  The precise location of the nest is unknown.  In 


addition, ospreys were seen on numerous occasions flying around Lake Frederic by field staff 


performing various terrestrial and aquatic resource relicensing studies.   


 


In order to identify the potential use of Lake Frederic by the State threatened eastern redbelly 


turtle, YHPC hired Herpetological Associates, Inc. (HA) to conduct presence/absence and 
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nesting surveys for eastern redbelly turtles within the Project area to determine the 


presence/absence of the State threatened redbelly turtle, and to identify habitat for the species 


within Lake Frederic.  No redbelly turtles were observed within the Project Boundary during the 


surveys.  Based on the results of this study, redbelly turtles do not appear to be present in the 


Lake Frederic study area (HA 2012).  The eastern redbelly turtle presence/absence and nesting 


survey study report was filed with FERC on January 5, 2012.   


 


Although potential habitat for bog turtles may exist within the Project Boundary, mostly on the 


southern section of TMI within the relatively large wetland complexes located to the 


east/northeast of the NLF project area (Figure 2-4), no bog turtles were observed during either of 


the 2010, 2011, or 2012 field survey seasons.  In 2012, HA conducted a Phase I bog turtle habitat 


evaluation on TMI in the wetland areas bordering the NLF project to the east/northeast.  This 


investigation found no suitable bog turtle habitat within the investigated area.  Bog turtles are not 


expected to occur on the subject property, therefore presence/absence surveys were not 


recommended by HA.  This report will be submitted to USFWS during permitting of the NLF.  


YHPC will continue to consult with USFWS with regard to RTE species within the Project 


Boundary throughout the permitting process of the NLF. 


 
2.5 Land Use 
 


The Susquehanna River Basin is primarily comprised of forest (70 percent), farmland 


(22 percent), and urban areas (7 percent) (PFBC 2011a).  Land use and land cover in the 


immediate vicinity of the Project includes minimal residences and the TMI Power Station 


facilities.  Lancaster County is a mix of small towns, agriculture, and an urbanized and 


industrialized core around the City of Lancaster.  Lancaster County has the highest amount of 


farmland of any county in Pennsylvania, containing approximately 4,556 farms and 392,000 


acres of farmland (PDCED 2011).  Most of York County’s land is undeveloped (90.3 percent), 


and includes cropland, woodland, and pasture.  The remainder of the land is utilized for urban, 


industrial and commercial uses, while the dominant developed land use is residential (PDCED 


2011).  Dauphin County contains a mixture of urban and suburban development surrounded by 


farmland and forests.  Developed land uses comprise about 14 percent of the total land within 
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Dauphin County, while approximately 86 percent of the land area is undeveloped, 80 percent of 


which consists of  forest and agricultural uses (PDCED 2011) .   


 


3.0 OPTION 4 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 


This section details the conceptual design details of Option 4.  Appendix B contains conceptual 


larger scale drawings, profiles and details of Option 4 discussed below.  As previously stated, 


Option 4 concept was developed during the review of Option 3 through a collaborative effort 


during the September 28, 2012 resource agency meeting.   


 


Option 4 is located at the apex of the Main Dam and TMI.  Option 4 has a varying width of 


approximately 200 to 300-feet, a thawleg channel width of approximately 65-feet, and a 


supplemental attraction flow channel on the TMI side of the facility.  The Option 4 design 


moved the fishway upstream (from the concept in Option 3) so that the downstream end of the 


fishway would be located along the downstream face of the existing dam.  This revision is 


intended to optimize access for fish traveling along the scour area at the toe of the dam.  The 


other significant revision was to minimize the width of the attraction water system footprint by 


returning to the earlier concepts of a reinforced concrete flume with a headworks, trashrack, 


gated flow control, and a downstream overflow weir controlling discharge.  The design was 


presented to resource agencies in a meeting on November 20, 2012. 


 


3.1 Conceptual Design Details of Option 4 
 


Figure 3-1 presents the layout of Option 4.  Figure 1-4 in Section 1.0 depicts construction related 


areas including temporary access road, upland staging areas, rock retrieval area, and cofferdam 


placement.   The following sections provide an overview of the general construction procedures 


and key elements of the NLF.   
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Figure 3-1 Option 4 fishway concept layout. 
 


 


3.1.1 Access Roads and Vegetation Clearing 
 


YHPC expects to utilize existing access roads leading to the proposed work areas to the greatest 


extent possible.  Temporary access roads will be constructed to allow access to required 


construction staging areas and to the designated rock retrieval area (described below) 


(Figure 2-2), and will be located to avoid impacts to the greatest extent possible.  Improvements 


to these access roads (e.g., trimming overhanging vegetation, clearing of vegetation, grading, 


replacing/installing culverts) may be required due to the size and nature of the equipment that 


will be utilizing these roads. 


 


Clearing operations will include the removal of vegetation within portions of the staging areas, in 


areas along the southwest shoreline of TMI bordering the NLF, and along portions of the current 


access roads, if necessary.  Clearing operations will be completed either by mechanical cutting or 


by hand.  Tree stumps and rootstock will be left in areas where clearing is necessary wherever 


possible to stabilize soil and encourage natural re-vegetation.   
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3.1.2 Staging Areas 
 


On March 28, 2012, YHPC conducted a reconnaissance-level evaluation of the potential 


development of a NLF at the Project to investigate the surficial geologic and terrestrial 


conditions on TMI in the vicinity of the NLF location and potential staging areas.  As described 


in Section 2.0, YHPC also conducted a red-bellied turtle study in the summer-fall of 2011 and a 


bog turtle study in the spring of 2012.  These evaluations helped aid in the identification of 


suitable staging areas for the NLF construction.  Specific areas where additional 


workspace/staging areas are required are shown on Figure 1-4.  These areas will be used to stage 


construction equipment, materials, and rock retrieved from the river to be used in the 


construction of the NLF. 


 


Staging Area 1 
 
Staging Area 1 (Figure 3-2 and 3-3) is located to the west of the East Channel Dam Fishway 


structure located to the southeast of Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility.  This area was 


previously used for the staging of equipment and materials during construction of the East 


Channel Dam Fishway by YHPC.  The area is dominated by previously disturbed soils, 


vegetated spoil piles of various sizes, and various other disturbances.  The site is accessed off the 


main (south) access road to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility via an existing bridge and 


graveled access road.  Staging Area 1is bordered to the north by wetland habitat located along 


the base of a steep slope, to the west by the access road to TMI and vegetated areas dominated 


with various grass and weed species, to the east by the Susquehanna River, and to the south by 


the access road leading into the site.  No wetlands or streams were observed within the area 


surveyed during March 28, 2012 site assessment.  It appears that if this site was to be used for 


staging of equipment or material for the proposed NLF facility, some grading may be required to 


use the area.  However, no clearing of forested habitat would be required as the area is currently 


dominated by weedy herbaceous species. 
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Figure 3-2 Northwesterly view of Staging Area 1 showing access road.  


 


Figure 3-3 Southerly view of Staging Area 1. 
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Staging Area 2 
 


Staging Area 2 (Figure 3-4) is located to the east of and adjacent to the NLF site at the Main 


Dam apex on TMI.  This area is bordered to the west by the proposed NLF and the Susquehanna 


River, to the north by an existing gravel access road to the apex, to the east by a paved access 


road leading to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility, and to the south by early successional 


and deciduous forested habitat.  Areas of disturbance were also observed during the March 28, 


2012 site investigation.  In the southern section of this area a channel has been excavated through 


the staging area that appears to capture stormwater runoff/flood water from the paved access 


road leading to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility to the Susquehanna River.  This 


channel feature is excavated relatively shallow near Exelon’s TMI paved access road, but as the 


channel approaches the Susquehanna River the excavation gets progressively deeper, and earthen 


fill berms border the channel in this area.   


 


Access to Staging Area 2 can be either from the paved access road (south) leading to Exelon’s 


TMI nuclear generating facility or from an existing gravel road that borders the staging area to 


the north.  The existing gravel access road bordering Staging Area 2 to the north measures 


approximately 10 to 15-feet in width and crosses through forested and early successional 


vegetative habitats.  The access road terminates near the Main Dam abutment, and this area 


includes a small graveled parking area measuring approximately 50 feet by 50 feet.  A small 


clump of Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia), a Pennsylvania listed invasive species 


(PADCNR undated), borders the access road approximately 150 feet westerly from the paved 


TMI access road.  The gravel access road is in good condition, but may require some upgrading 


in order to accommodate heavy machinery and dump trucks during construction.  Some tree 


clearing/limbing may also be required. 


 


The TMI shoreline in the northwestern section of Staging Area 2 includes a shallow earthen 


embankment running parallel to the shoreline.  The embankment height varies up to a maximum 


of approximately 10 to 15-feet high to provide additional flood protection for the TMI power 


generating station (D Weaver, YHPC, personal communication, March 28, 2012).  The shoreline 


soil in this area consists of clean fine sand, silts, gravel, and scattered boulders, with woody 


debris, trees, and occasional trash.  No definitive rock outcrops were identified in upland areas; 
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however, the gravels and boulders found along the shoreline were composed of rounded stones 


consisting of shale, siltstone, sandstone, diabase, chalk, and conglomerate ranging in size from a 


pebble to over 8-feet in diameter.  The shoreline and embankment showed signs of historical 


erosion, including exposed tree roots, overturned trees and root balls, and an embankment with 


little vegetation and near-vertical slopes. 


 


 


Figure 3-4 Southerly view of Staging Area 2.  Susquehanna River and  
 proposed NLF to right of photograph. 
 


Staging Area 3 


 


Staging Area 3 (Figures 3-5 and 3-6) is located approximately 400-feet westerly of the southerly 


bridge crossing the East Channel leading onto the southern section of TMI.  The potential staging 


area is bordered to the north by the TMI access road, and to the west, south, and east by shrub 


and forested vegetative communities.  This area was investigated as a potential staging area 


during the March 28, 2012 site investigation because it is generally flat, contains an existing 
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gravel access road, and appears to be previously disturbed.  Herbaceous vegetative species 


dominate the area; however, several areas contain some small stands of scrub-shrub vegetation.   


 


Staging Area 3 is accessed off the main (south) access road to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating 


facility via an existing graveled access road.  This road is in poor condition and has not been 


maintained for some time and is mostly vegetated throughout.  It appears that portions of the 


road may become inundated with water during significant rain events.  It also appears that there 


is a potential for water to pond during significant rain events near the access road to Exelon’s 


TMI nuclear generating facility, as this area was lower than portions of the staging area to the 


south.  It appears that if this site was to be used for staging of equipment or material for the 


proposed NLF facility, some grading may be required to use the area, including raising low 


portions of this staging area.  Some minor tree and shrub clearing may also be required. 


 


 


Figure 3-5 Southeasterly view of Staging Area 3.  Vehicle parked in  
 access road to staging area. 
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Figure 3-6 Southerly view of Staging Area 3.  Susquehanna River to  
 top right of photograph. 
 


3.1.3 Cofferdams 
 


The construction of the NLF will be carried out in the dry, which will require earthen cofferdams 


to be constructed upstream and downstream of the work area.  Cofferdams will be constructed of 


granular material and will be placed in the Susquehanna River to isolate the NLF work area.  


Cofferdam elevations will be developed during subsequent design phases based on a cost/risk 


analysis.  The summer low flow season (mid June through October) will be the targeted 


construction period. The upstream cofferdam (Figure 2-2) will tie into the shoreline of the 


Susquehanna River just above the Main Dam abutment.  From this point, the upstream cofferdam 


will extend into the Susquehanna River in a southwesterly direction and tie into the Main Dam.  


The downstream cofferdam will extend from this location of the Main Dam in a easterly 


direction, also tying into the bank, approximately 100-feet below the proposed NLF.  It is 


currently proposed that the cofferdams would be designed to handle two-way equipment traffic. 


Turbidity curtains will be utilized during construction of the cofferdam to limit an increase in 
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turbidity to the water adjacent to the construction area.  Following construction of the cofferdam, 


the area within the cofferdam will be dewatered with pumps into a containment area to allow 


sediments to settle before water is discharged downstream.  More details regarding the earthen 


cofferdam will be submitted in the required Army Corps of Engineers Section 404/10 Permit 


application. 


 
3.1.4 Dam Demolition 
 
The existing dam is a rock fill dam with a concrete encapsulation.  Geotechnical exploration 


associated with the 1986 IECO report, describes a rock fill dam, with the voids within the rock 


filled in with sands and silts, and a water pressure within the dam equivalent to headwater level.  


Prior to demolition of the exiting dam segment for the NLF, an intensive grouting program will 


be performed on the existing dam along the site of the new abutment.  Grout will be injected into 


the existing dam to stabilize the rock fill matrix and to reduce water conveyance to the dewatered 


area from the rock fill core of the dam.   The grouted matrix will stabilize the existing rock fill 


dam core, prevent unraveling of the rock fill material during demolition, reduce flows from the 


rock fill core material into the construction site, and provide a stabilized structure for doweling 


and forming of the new concrete abutment wall. 


 
Approximately 670-feet of the existing dam will be demolished and removed down to either 


bedrock or excavation grade for the base material of the fishway and appurtenant structures after 


the cofferdam is constructed and the construction area is dewatered.  Material removed during 


demolition will be stored in one of the upland staging areas for either reuse or disposal at an 


approved offsite location. 


 
3.1.5 Attraction Water System 
 
The supplemental attraction water system is designed to provide additional flow from the 


fishway entrance vicinity, that cannot be delivered through the main fishway channel itself, 


flowing in a downstream direction.  The supplemental attraction flow system is sized for a design 


flow capacity of 800 cfs at normal headwater levels, however, providing additional capacity 


(approximately 200 cfs) will be considered in the final design of the system just in case 


additional attraction flow may prove beneficial following NLF effectiveness evaluations.  The 


system is composed of an upper inclined trashrack, roughly 60-feet long and 10-feet tall, a 
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headgate section with electrical gate operators approximately 15-feet tall, a flume section, and a 


83-foot-long, broad-crested weir outlet control, having an overall length of almost 900-feet.  


Access roads and power lines service the trashrack and gated sections of the system.   


 


The attraction water system will be constructed with reinforced concrete on competent bedrock.  


A typical cross section is shown in Figure 3-7, looking downstream.  The east abutment to the 


attraction flow system will be structural fill buttressing the existing riverbanks of TMI, topped 


with stone riprap sized for flood flows.  The west wall of the attraction flow system forms the 


easterly boundary for the fishway channel. 


 


Figure 3-7 Option 4 cross-section. 
 


The outlet of the system is a simple overflow weir, sized to create a velocity transition 


approaching critical velocity (velocity greater than 14-fps) and to create a plunging flow into the 


tailwater of the fishway.  Shad are unlikely to be attracted to this turbulent flow condition and are 


unlikely to pass through the hydraulic drop, high velocity weir flow, and turbulent flow barrier; 


however, the addition of this flow to the channel downstream will attract shad to the NLF where 


they can ascend the slower water velocities at the entrance and within the NLF.  Since turbulent 


plunging flow repels shad and streaming flow attracts shad, care will be taken to design the 


confluence of the supplemental attraction water with the fishway entrance flow in such a way to 


avoid turbulence across the fishway entrance and downstream as this could cause shad to avoid 


the entrance to the fishway. 
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3.1.6 Rock-ramp Nature-Like Fishway 
 


The conceptual NLF is approximately 300-feet wide and approximately 500-feet long, with a 


length along the center thalweg of approximately 400-feet.  The fishway will be constructed 


entirely of stone obtained primarily from on site (larger stone).  A small amount of stone (< 20%) 


may need to be obtained from existing commercial quarries in the region.  Figure 1-4 shows the 


on-site river channel area currently identified for the rock source material for the Project, as well 


as the location of the NLF, and the anticipated staging areas.  Access to the rock retrieval area 


will be provided by the construction of a temporary two-lane access road connecting the southern 


end of TMI to this rock retrieval area.  If necessary, appropriately sized culverts will be installed 


in areas where flow is concentrated to allow water to freely move downstream.  Best 


management practices will be utilized during this activity to limit unnecessary environmental 


effects. 


 


The nature-like fishway base material will consist of a large stone mix with a median diameter 


(D50) of 18-inches, and large rock/boulders that form the fishway weirs will be 3 to 5-foot 


diameter rock set into the 18-inch D50 base material.  The large rocks will be arranged to form an 


arched weir, with the large rocks approximately one-foot apart.  Flows through the fishway will 


pass between and over the large rocks with the water level dropping approximately 0.7-feet in 


elevation from the upstream to downstream side of each rock weir.  There is a 65-foot wide 


‘thalweg’ located within the fishway, which has a channel invert approximately one-foot lower 


in elevation than the adjacent fishway channel.  This will provide a deeper channel to concentrate 


flows during periods of low headpond elevations and low river flows outside of the adult 


American shad spawning migration season, which takes place generally from mid-April to early 


June. 


 


The gradient through the fishway is approximately 1.5% (Figure 3-8).  There is an excavated 


100-foot long staging pool at the base of the fishway to provide a resting pool for fish to stage 


for their passage through the fishway, after their migration from the tailrace and the natural river 


channel. The staging pool also serves to distribute and smooth out any turbulence caused by the 


discharge from the supplemental attraction flow system. 
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Figure 3-8 Option 4 profile. 
 


3.1.7 West Fishway Abutment Wall 
 


The west fishway abutment wall is reinforced concrete, which serves as a spillway-training wall 


to keep high river flows from affecting the fishway.  During significant flood events flow will 


inundate the fishway entirely.  The west fishway abutment wall will also serve as the new dam 


abutment.  Prior to demolition of the existing dam segment, a grouting program will be 


implemented to fill all voids and seal the bedrock interface in a segment of the dam abutting the 


demolition and new abutment wall.  The purpose of the grouting program is to stabilize the 


existing dam fill material by grouting the voids within the fill matrix in order to prevent the 


unraveling of loose core material and limit the potential lateral instability of the exposed dam 


core material, and will also serve to limit the lateral flow of water within the existing dam core.  


The interface between the new abutment wall and the existing dam will feature reinforced 


concrete fill and grout stabilization.  The upstream portion of the wall will serve to contain the 


fishway flows and separate the headpond and the fishway.  A typical section through the wall is 


shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9 West fishway spillway-training wall (downstream view). 
 
3.2 Fishway flow requirements/hydraulics 
 


NOAA (2012) has outlined general guidelines for design of NLFs based on information from 


existing NLFs and technical fishways for various species. These guidelines are preliminary and 


relatively new for this type of fishway which is growing in popularity, and subject to site specific 


circumstances of the project site..  NLF design guidelines for American shad, river herring, and 


American eel include a maximum slope of 5%, a minimum channel width of 10 feet, and a 


minimum depth of 1.6 to 1.8 feet for American shad and river herring and 0.8 feet for American 


eel (Haro et al. 2008, as cited in NOAA 2012).   


 


Initial hydraulic studies for the proposed York Haven NLF and downstream reach to the dam 


tailwater indicate that maximum slopes are less than 3.6% percent (with an average slope of 


0.5% for the reach above the powerhouse tailwater to the NLF entrance), depths of the thalweg 


area all greater than the minimum depths for American Shad, and the fishway provides adequate 


flows and depths.  Figure 3-10 illustrates preliminary hydraulic model results for fishway flows 


of 200 cfs with 800 cfs supplemental attraction water, 200 cfs leakage along the existing dam, 


and 267 cfs flowing in the east channel. 
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Figure 3-10 Preliminary Hydraulics Results for the NLF to Tailwater. 
 
3.3 Construction Schedule 
 
YHPC has created a construction schedule for the NLF.  As with any in-river construction 


project, unusually high river flow events can prolong the construction schedule.  This schedule 


begins with FERC’s issuance of a license and includes the following tasks related to construction 


of the NLF: field surveys, engineering design, permitting, construction, monitoring, and fishway 


modifications.  Rock retrieval, as described in above, is expected to take approximately 3 years.  


Construction is expected to take place in 2021 concurrently with the third year of rock retrieval.  


Fishway effectiveness monitoring, consisting of an adult American shad radio telemetry study, is 


expected to be conducted for at least two years following construction of the NLF.  


Modifications may be made to the fishway pending telemetry study results.   


 
The construction schedule may be modified based on the length of the permitting process.  


Currently, YHPC estimates the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) related permitting will 


take approximately a year and a half (February 2017 – July 2019) to complete.  This time frame 


includes preparing an Individual Permit, meetings, review periods, and permit issuance.  YHPC 


met with representatives from the USACE and PADEP to discuss permitting and the proposed 


construction schedule on January 8, 2013.  USACE and PADEP both agreed with the 


reasonableness of the proposed schedule.  Figure 3-11 depicts the estimated construction 


schedule including engineering, field studies, permitting, construction, and monitoring. 
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Figure 3-11 Estimated construction schedule. 
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3.4 Cost Estimate 
 


A feasibility-level cost estimate was prepared for Option 4.  Quantities were estimated for the 


structures based on the concept drawings, and costs were estimated using local quotes and 


industry cost data.  Table 3-1 presents the cost summary.   


 


Table 3-1 Cost summary. 
Item Description In-River Option 4 


0000 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS COSTS  $                297,120  


1000 SITE PREP  $             1,325,405  


2000 EXCAVATION and DEMOLITION  $                331,467  


3000 FINAL GRADING  $                659,720  


4000 CONCRETE  $             1,290,294  


5000 MISC FABRICATIONS  $                298,580  


6000 OTHER  $                100,000  


 Direct including Contractor O&P  $             4,302,585  


 Contingency 30%  $             1,290,776  


 Engineering and Permitting 12%  


(direct and contingencies) 


 $                671,203  


 TOTAL  $             6,265,000  


 


Individual items are discussed in further detail below. 


 


Item 0000, Construction Operations Costs, include the costs of  


 A construction management team,  


 mobilization and demobilization of supporting construction equipment and facilities, 


and, 


 The installation of utilities to support construction and operation.   
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Item 1000, Site Prep, includes the costs of the  


 vegetative clearing, site erosion and sedimentation controls;   


 the rock reclamation process, which includes the temporary access roads to access on-


site rock materials, rock processing, and stockpiling; 


 The upstream and downstream cofferdams, including preparation, construction and 


removal of fill, riprap, and dewatering and pumping. 


 


Item 2000, Excavation and Demolition, includes the costs of earth and rock excavation for: 


 Attraction water system excavation and processing of excavated material; 


 Fishway excavation and processing of material; and, 


 Dam demolition for the attraction water system, fishway, and new abutment wall. 


 


Item 3000, Final Grading, includes the costs for  


 Placing the fishway base material, rocks and chink material and fine adjustments to 


the layout; 


 Construction access roads and site restoration; and, 


 Attraction Water System clearing, grubbing, fill material, riprap, and final grading. 


 


Item 4000, Concrete, includes the surface prep, doweling, slabs, walls, piers, and elevated slabs 


to form the Attraction water system and fishway abutment walls and new dam abutment.  


Included is $120,000 for a concrete level surface upstream of the fishway to use as future 


construction and maintenance access to the fishway and dam. 


 


Item 5000, Miscellaneous Fabrications, includes: 


 Attraction water system gates, guides and embedments, operators and controls, 


 Attraction water intake racks and support steel and embedments; and, 


 Miscellaneous metals, such as handrails. 


 


Included in item 3000 is the cost for placing of the 3 to 5-foot rocks for the arch weirs in the 


spillway.  These large, durable rocks have been identified to exist on the site, and this cost 


estimate includes the cost-saving measure of a 2 to 3-year rock collection effort, which includes 
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collecting the rock, transporting it to the construction area over temporary access roads, and 


stockpiling it for later use in construction.  Preliminary research for large rock materials has 


shown that the nearest quarry with suitable durable rock is approximately 50 miles away.  


Therefore, the use of local, on-site material will eliminate hundreds of truck miles on public 


roads for transporting these large rocks.   


 


3.5 Anticipated Maintenance Requirements 


 


3.5.1 Rock-ramp Fishway 


 


The design guidelines for the rock-ramp NLF design (NOAA 2012), which have yet to be 


finalized, will balance risks for damage with the costs of the structures.  This is accomplished 


through the selection of a design flood event based on probability and risk, which correlates to 


hydraulic forces for the stability design of the fishway components.  Selection of a high flood 


event will result in the design of larger and thicker layers of base riprap and boulders.  Selection 


of a lower design flood might result in a structure that requires more frequent repairs and 


adjustments, yet still have lower overall costs. 


 


Owners of other NLF facilities such as rock-ramp spillways have reported little maintenance 


requirements, and maintenance for this site is anticipated to be minimal.  YHPC has experienced 


full-length trees, logs, and large volumes of woody brush and other smaller debris the Project.  


This type of material does not necessarily interfere with NLF fishway effectiveness and is 


frequently removed during the next high flow event.  The NLF fishway will accumulate woody 


debris and other floatables during operation; however, the accumulation of debris provides 


habitat and cover for some species and can be considered a habitat enhancement.  Disruptions in 


hydraulic flow from debris also serve to increase the variability in hydraulic conditions, which 


can also be considered an enhancement to habitat. 


 


Debris loads during high flow events at the York Haven Project are heavy, but it is expected that 


the majority of the debris will continue to track toward the powerhouse area, even during flood 


flows.  The fishway site is located in the “lee” of a series of islands, which are anticipated to 
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offer some degree of protection from debris during high flows, as well as the angle of the dam 


will act to funnel debris away from the NLF location.  The same degree of natural shielding is 


expected to also minimize ice damage. 


 


It is reasonable to expect that the fishway will require maintenance after the first spring high 


flow, and that maintenance will be required on a 5-year cycle or after significant flood events.  


Annual operations and maintenance costs are estimated to be approximately $125,000 per year. 


 


3.5.2 Attraction Water System 


 


The attraction water system will require maintenance, having a maintenance requirement similar 


to other concrete and steel hydraulic structures.  Generally, the design life of the steel structures 


is greater than 25 years and the concrete structures have over a 60-year design life. 


 


The intake trashrack will be a coarsely spaced rack that will pass most fine woody debris and 


leaves, but protect the gates from large debris.  The racks will need routine inspection and 


cleaning when operating, especially if operating during the rising limb of a high flow event, 


where local debris loads are the greatest.  The trashracks may require manual cleaning several 


times per week during peak debris periods.  The rack cleaning will be facilitated by the 


temporary closing of the attraction water gates to reduce the forces on debris caught on the racks.  


The gate, gate guides, and operators will need routine maintenance, consisting of routine 


inspections and preventative maintenance, and service when required. 


 


3.6 Effects on Generation 


 


The estimated proposed flow routing with the NLF in place at the York Haven Project during the 


American shad passage season are shown in Table 3-2.   The shad season flows are designed to 


maintain at least 5% of the total river flow through the fishway, and discourage shad migration 


up the East Channel.   During the remaining year, the effects on generation from the operation of 


the NLF and East Channel flows will result in a small decrease in generation, owing to the year-


round operation of the ECF at approximately 265 cfs and the NLF at 200 cfs outside the shad 
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passage season (Mid June through March).  Under current conditions, flow released below the 


East Channel Dam terminates for winter periods (December through March), while it is proposed 


to continue to release 267 cfs in the East Channel through the winter under future operation.  The 


proposed operation results in approximately a 500 MWh loss in average annual energy. 


 


Table 3-2 Nature-Like Fishway Project flow estimates, with percent of total river 
flow during the American shad passage season* 


 
River Flow (cfs) Powerhouse  % Main Dam % NLF Flow % East Channel %
5,000 3,733 75 0 0 1,000 20 265 5 
12,100 10,833 90 0 0 1,000  8 265 2 
14,000 12,733 91 0 0 1,000  7 265 2 
17,000 15,733 92 0 0 1,000 6 265 2 
21,000 17,000 81 2,565 12 1372 6 265 1 
25,000 17,000 68 5,761 23 1,372 6 867 3 
30,000 16,500 55 10,151 34 1,652 6 1,697 5 
35,000 16,000 46 14,625 42 1,938 6 2,437 6 
40,000 15,750 39 18,883 47 2,210 6 3,157 8 
50,000 15,520 31 27,099 54 2,734 6 4,647 9 
75,000 14,530 20 48,061 64 4,072 5 8,337 11
100,000 14,050 14 68,741 69 5,392 5 11,817 12
125,000 13,320 11 89,797 72 6,736 5 15,147 12
150,000 12,430 8 111,041 74 8,092 5 18,437 13
* Estimates Based on York Haven Project ISR, Appendix D, Table 3-3 Flow distribution 
summary –resident fish operations. 
 


4.0 ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 


 


The potential effects described in this section include both permanent and temporary effects 


relating to changes in the river within and in the immediate vicinity of the NLF, as well as 


regional benefits resulting in the construction of the NLF.  Several temporary environmental 


effects are anticipated from the construction of the NLF that will alter the existing habitat, 


particularly in the river channel below the dam.  It is important to recognize however, that the 


habitat below the Main Dam where rock retrieval will be performed is a disturbed and dynamic 


habitat that is frequently disrupted by flood flows and strong hydraulic forces, ice, and debris 


load when high flows spill over the dam and though this area.  On the other hand, the 


construction and operation of the NLF will provide a permanent long term environmental benefit 
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to fish and aquatic resources in the region, such as enhancing habitat connectivity for 


diadromous fish restoration and enhancing river connectivity for other aquatic species in the 


region, as discussed further in the following subsections.  The primary aquatic and terrestrial 


environmental effects associated with the construction and operations of the NLF are discussed 


below, followed by a summary of the actions that could be utilized to minimize adverse effects.   


 
4.1  Long-term Aquatic Enhancement 


 
4.1.1 Habitat Connectivity Restoration 


 
The enhancement of habitat connectivity is the primary driver for installing the NLF at the 


Project, particularly for restoring migratory passage for diadromous fish species, like American 


shad, river herring, and American eels.  The installation of the NLF will improve upstream and 


downstream passage for diadromous species at the Project by providing access to many miles of 


historical spawning and rearing habitats, which is a permanent environmental benefit for the 


large region comprised within the Susquehanna River Basin.  Improving habitat connectivity at 


the Project for diadromous fish contributes toward meeting objectives outlined in the 


Susquehanna River Anadromous Fish Restoration Cooperative (SRAFC) Migratory Fish 


Management and Restoration Plan for the Susquehanna River Basin (SRAFC 2010); including 


to (1) restore access to historical habitats for juvenile and adult migratory fish and (2) to maintain 


or improve existing migratory fish habitat.   


 
Resident fish species, such as smallmouth bass and walleye, and other aquatic species, such as 


various macroinvertebrates, mussels, reptiles, and amphibians will also benefit from the NLF by 


gaining access to additional habitats upstream or downstream of the Project.  In particular, 


specific mussel species use specific fish species as hosts to disperse and colonize suitable habitat 


in new locations.  Many mussels species have become a conservation concern due to their fish 


hosts losing access to suitable habitats.  The NLF will enhance passage for diadromous and 


resident fish species, which in turn will benefit several mussel species. 


 
The habitat connectivity benefits of installing the NLF at the Project go beyond restoring 


migratory routes for diadromous species and improving habitat access for resident species.  


There are several additional environmental and economic benefits, such as improved nutrient 
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transport, increased species diversity and richness, enhanced genetic diversity and resilience, and 


enhanced recreational opportunities.  All of the improved ecological attributes that come with 


restoring habitat connectivity will enhance the overall ecological health in the region, which may 


attract more recreational day use and the associated economic benefits to the region, such as 


revenues from sport fishing and boating.    


 
4.1.2 Habitat Creation 


 
In addition to restoring habitat connectivity, construction of the NLF will result in enhanced 


environmental conditions when operational, such as creating high quality aquatic habitat in the 


river channel downstream of the Main Dam and TMI apex area.  The rock material used to 


construct the NLF will create a complex riverine riffle and run habitat within the NLF and 


downstream.  This habitat will be an improvement compared to the existing isolated pools and 


bedrock substrates absent of many fish in the 2010 fish and macroinvertebrate surveys (i.e., MC1 


and MC2, see YHPC 2011a, and YHPC 2012).  Increased and continuous flow and interstitial 


space of the newly introduced substrates will facilitate the colonization of various species of fish, 


macroinvertebrates, and other aquatic species to the NLF and the entire apex area below the 


Main Dam.  Various water depths and velocities will also increase aquatic habitat and its 


complexity below the apex where little to no flowing habitat is present under current spill 


conditions.  This will promote the use of this habitat by a diverse group of aquatic organisms that 


can freely move upstream and downstream of the Main Dam.  This new habitat may even 


provide additional fish spawning and rearing habitat, similar to areas downstream and to the west 


of the apex that already receive Main Dam leakage flows.   


 
4.2 Short-term Construction Effects 


 
Figure 4-1 shows the meso-habitat types surveyed in August 2010 (YHPC 2011) as part of the 


fish community survey with an overlay of the effected construction areas, and Table 4-1 provides 


a description of the meso-habitats that may be affected by the construction activities.  The 


following subsections discuss the anticipated environmental effects associated with the 


construction of the NLF, activities in the rock retrieval area, and the temporary “in-river” access 


road to this area. 
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Figure 4-1 Meso-habitats within the NLF construction area. 
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Table 4-1 Meso-habitat descriptions of affected areas. 
 


Meso-
Habitat Site 


Area 
Acres** 


Habitat Description 


MC1 3.76 Moderately deep and narrow isolated pool running along toe of north end of 
Main Dam; bedrock and boulder substrate; leakage flows present; fish 
abundant. Narrow bedrock channels running NE to SW with stagnant isolated 
habitats and some riffle-run habitats connecting them; not many fish observed.  
No canopy cover.   


MC2 17.69 Somewhat isolated, shallow, and stagnant bedrock and cobble pools; little to no 
main channel.  No canopy cover present. 


MC3 20.32 Narrow bedrock channels running NE to SW with stagnant isolated habitats and 
some riffle-run habitats connecting them; not many schools of fish present 
(mostly catfish and minnows based on preliminary visual assessments).  


MC4 3.16 Narrow, river channel, fast flowing bedrock plunge pool habitat with easterly 
flowing cut-through to main channel. Some riffle habitat present.  No canopy 
cover. 


MC5 19.02 Mix of wetland habitat and boulders with slow flowing boulder pool habitat; 
isolated pools at toe of dam fed by leakage flow from the headrace wall.  
Approximately 40% cover. 


MC6 13.62 Main channel, fast flowing, deeper boulder/bedrock riffle-run habitat 
MC7 7.14 Mix of wetland habitat and boulders with slow flowing boulder pool habitat; 


isolated pools at tow of dam fed by leakage flow/glide habitat.  Powerhouse 
backwater area.  No canopy cover. 


MC8 7.94 Shallow to moderately deep boulder and bedrock pool habitat; Backwater area 
with no shallow depths and high velocity flows.  No canopy cover. 


MC9 67.60 Main channel, slow to moderately flowing boulder and bedrock pool/glide 
habitat.  Powerhouse backwater area. 


MC10 6.70 Immediate tailrace of York Haven powerhouse; rocky substrate; deep and 
shallow depths and high velocity flows. 


 


4.2.1 In-river Channel Effects 
 


The construction of the NLF will involve altering the existing habitat within the footprint of the 


proposed NLF itself, and the habitats directly downstream of the cofferdam and the NLF when 


the area is dewatered while the NLF is being constructed.  The existing habitat in this area (MC1 


and MC2) is unstable and of relatively low quality, comprised primarily of bedrock substrate 


with stagnant slow water during low flow periods.  The pools in this area were scoured by spill 


over the Main Dam during high flows periods over many years.  Existing habitat will be 


permanently affected by NLF construction, and will be replaced with higher quality habitat that 


provides permanent positive environmental effects, such as the addition of flowing water over 


courser substrates and riffle and run habitat, as well as the enhanced habitat connectivity 


discussed above.   
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Work will be conducted during low flow, so minimal environmental effects during construction 


are anticipated.  Recovery of this habitat will take place quickly after construction, likely within 


one or two years. Construction will include the installation of a cofferdam to dewater the work 


area, and turbidity curtains will be utilized during the installation of the cofferdam to minimize 


turbidity.  YHPC will relocate any stranded fish and other species from the dewatered areas and 


isolated pools.  Additional potential efforts to minimize effects during construction of the NLF 


are discussed further in Section 4.3. 


 
Rock will be retrieved from a large area downstream of the Main Dam for use in constructing the 


NLF.  Access to this location will be provided by the use of temporary access road connecting 


access roads on TMI to this rock retrieval area.  This activity is necessary for supporting the 


construction of the NLF, which provides vast environmental benefits to fish and other aquatic 


species.  In addition, removal of rock from this local onsite location will limit the need for 


transporting rock from many miles away from the site, and the several environmental effects 


associated with the non-local transport of large rock material. 


 


Little to no flow is expected to be in the apex area during construction.  The temporary access 


road will utilize construction mats and/or temporary mobile devices used for moving transport 


vehicles over inundated areas, if necessary.  The habitat within MC2 and MC3 is dominated by 


bedrock substrates, and is barren of wetland and aquatic vegetation due to the seasonal high 


flows through this area.  Habitat within MC2 and MC3 will be temporarily affected by this 


temporary access road; however, little to no environmental effects are anticipated given the low 


quality of habitat in this area, and because construction will occur during low flows when the 


bedrock will be exposed.  Utilization of best management practices will also limit environmental 


effects during this process of the NLF construction, as discussed further in Section 4.3.   


 


Alteration of the existing habitats within MC5, MC7, and M-8 will occur during the rock 


retrieval activities.  As seen in Table 4-1 above, and in the results of the 2010 fish community 


survey (YHPC 2011a, and YHPC 2012), there is quality fish nursery habitat in the pools below 


the Main Dam utilized by smallmouth bass, sunfish species, walleye, catfish, and several other 


fish species (i.e., MC5, MC7, and MC8).  These pools are located directly downstream of the 
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Main Dam where leakage flows are concentrated, but this is an area where rocks will not be 


removed.  During low flows when construction will take place, the remainder of this habitat 


consists of partially isolated pools with exposed boulders and bedrock, with minimal wetland and 


aquatic vegetations around the fringes, primarily water willow and smartweed.  Few fish were 


collected in these pools in the August 2010 fish survey in support of relicensing of the Project.    


 


The long-term effects of removing rock from the rock retrieval area will likely be negligible.  


Although existing vegetated habitats in these locations will be temporarily affected by these 


activities, and localized channels and topography will change on a small scale, the area will 


naturally restore to more productive habitat types that will revegetate, substrates will 


hydraulically sort, and the area will recover and function in much the same way as it did before 


construction.  The activities associated with the rock retrieval area will create additional open 


water pools, increase the connection to the pools fed by leakage flow below the dam, increase the 


amount of available fish nursery habitat, and decrease the likelihood of fish becoming stranded 


in pools during low flow periods.  In addition, effects to wetland and aquatic habitats below the 


Main Dam are temporary, and will be replaced by similar fringe areas of wetland and aquatic 


vegetation, representing a permanent recovery of wetland and aquatic habitat, including fish 


nursery habitat.   


 


4.2.2 Terrestrial Effects 
 


The construction of the staging areas and access roads for the NLF would have mostly temporary 


effects on the existing terrestrial habitats and associated ecological communities.  The temporary 


effects can include minor changes in existing habitats due to removal of vegetation (i.e., clearing 


of trees and brush), grading and filling activities, temporary disturbance during construction, and 


the potential for discharges during construction.  These impacts will be relatively minor, short 


term, and at a localized scale.   


 


Following construction of the NLF, the staging areas will be allowed to naturally re-vegetate.  It 


is expected that herbaceous and small woody plants will dominate the staging areas relatively 


quickly following construction, likely in one or two years.  This relatively short-term conversion 
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of previously existing forested cover types to shrub or herbaceous types can offer certain benefits 


to some wildlife species, including succulent grasses and flowering plants for grazing animals, 


the production of more fruit for wildlife consumption from berry producing species, and the 


direct benefits of food, cover, and nesting sites for species dependant on early successional 


habitats.   


 


Terrestrial effects resulting from construction of the NLF are generally minimal.  As previously 


mentioned, some clearing of vegetation may be required along the east side of the NLF bordering 


TMI.  Following construction of the NLF, it is anticipated that the shoreline between TMI and 


the disturbed soils along the east edge of the NLF bordering TMI will be armored with 


appropriately sized riprap to protect the bank in this area from erosion.  Currently, most of the 


river edge in this area consists of relatively steep slopes with minimal riparian vegetation.  As 


currently proposed, the attraction water channel for the NLF will border TMI in this area and the 


attraction water channel will be bordered by the NLF resulting in a loss of some riparian habitat; 


however, replacement riparian habitat will be created within the footprint of the NLF. 


 


Various terrestrial wildlife species (e.g., whitetail deer, coyote, raccoon, etc.) are known to 


forage and rest in the terrestrial habitats associated with the staging areas.  However, these 


mobile species are expected to use typical species avoidance responses to avoid the area during 


construction activities.  These avoidance measures are not expected to significantly alter 


migratory, foraging, or breeding patterns for any wildlife species.  Species using the affected 


habitats are for the most part generalists that are relatively common throughout their range and 


that use a wide variety of habitats for breeding, nesting and foraging activities, and are 


accustomed to human disturbance.  In addition, these species are expected to return to the area 


following construction activities without any significant disruption to foraging, resting, or 


nesting activities.  Ample similar habitat is located in the vicinity for the species to use during 


construction.  Thus, YHPC believes the NLF project will not cause significant behavioral 


changes in species that would result in any significant impacts to wildlife resources or that would 


pose a threat to humans. 
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Mitigation measures will be taken to address potential impacts to bald eagles during NLF 


construction.  Typical mitigation measures often include conducting a raptor nest survey prior 


and establishing buffer zones around active nest trees when identified.  As previously identified 


the bald eagle is ranked as a Threatened species in Pennsylvania but was delisted by USFWS 


(notice issued on July 9, 2007 [72 Fed. Reg. 37346], effective August 8, 2007), is known to 


traverse through the Project area.  According to Douglas Gross, PGC Wildlife Biologist, there is 


one known bald eagle nest located on the southern end of TMI (D. Gross, personal 


communication, April 6, 2010).  The precise location of the nest is unknown.   


 


4.3 Actions to Minimize Adverse Effects 
 


In order to minimize potential adverse effects on the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems during 


construction and operation of the NLF, YHPC and its contractor, will follow specific regulatory 


guidelines, as well as provide a plan which will utilize Best Management Practices (BMPs) 


designed to minimize potential adverse effects. 


 


4.3.1 Fuel Spills and Leakages 
 


Fuel and lubricant may inadvertently be discharged from vehicles and construction equipment 


during construction, and during the use of the staging areas and temporary access roads.  YHPC 


or its contractor will implement a Spill Prevention and Contaminant Control (SPCC) plan and 


best management practices to reduce the potential for discharge and minimize effects, as is 


standard practice for large construction projects implemented in close proximity to aquatic 


resources. 


 
4.3.2 Control of Discharges 
 


The placement of dredge/fill material will be controlled both during and after discharge.  Erosion 


and sediment control measures will be proposed to include both temporary (during construction) 


and permanent (post-construction) controls.  The permanent methods (e.g., permanent seeding) 


are intended to maintain and control discharged material and prevent point and non-point sources 


of pollution.  The use of riprap along the eastern edge of the NLF will function to reduce the 
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potential for erosion, bank slumping, or leaching of materials into the Susquehanna River 


following completion of the NLF. 


 


4.3.3 Erosion and Sediment Control Measures 
 


State rules (25 Pa. Code §102.4) require the “implementation and maintenance of erosion and 


sedimentation (E&S) BMPs” to minimize the potential for accelerated erosion and 


sedimentation.  Those rules also require that a person proposing earth disturbance activities shall 


develop and implement a written E&S plan if one or more of the criteria as listed in 25 Pa. Code 


§102.4(b)(2) are triggered by a proposed project.  YHPC, and its designated contractor, will 


prepare and implement such an E&S plan generally consistent with the Pennsylvania Department 


of Environmental Protection Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control Program Manual (PADEP 


2012). 


 


The actions that will be undertaken by YHPC and its designated contractor, will minimize 


adverse affects by choice of access road location, choice of materials used (e.g., cofferdam 


construction material), and controlling the discharges and maintenance of the overall work site. 


 


4.3.4 Mitigation Procedures 
 


As previously mentioned, construction and mitigation procedures will be implemented as 


generally described by PADEP in its Erosion and Sediment Pollution Control Program Manual 


(PADEP 2012).  The actions as outlined below are intended to minimize adverse environmental 


effects.  YHPC, or its designated contractor(s), will use the best available technology by: 


 


 Using the most appropriate equipment or machinery; 


 Erosion and sedimentation control devices will be installed in work areas with a potential 


for erosion, as necessary, to prevent disturbed soils from flowing into protected resources 


from designated work areas. 


 Implementing appropriate maintenance and operation on the equipment or machinery, 


including adequate training, staffing, and working procedures; 
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 Designing appropriate haul roads in aquatic areas that will maintain water flows and 


accommodate fluctuating water levels; 


 Ensuring appropriate transportation of materials; 


 Maintaining adequate flow rates along in river haul roads to protect aquatic life and 


prevent interruption of downstream uses; 


 Limiting equipment operating in wetlands or aquatic habitats; 


 Limiting removal of wetland and terrestrial vegetation to the greatest extent practical; 


 Using low-ground-weight construction equipment if standing water or saturated soils are 


present; 


 If dewatering of work areas is required, dewatering will be conducted in such a fashion so 


no heavy silt-laden water directly flows into any adjacent wetlands or waterbodies; and  


 Utilizing temporary and permanent erosion and sediment barriers. 


 Adherence to National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines (if applicable). 


 


4.3.5 Restoration and Re-vegetation 
 


YHPC believes that the successful restoration and re-vegetation (where applicable) within work 


areas associated with the project following construction is paramount to minimizing potential 


long-term adjacent wetland and/or waterbody adverse effects.  Restoration and re-vegetation of 


work areas incorporates permanent erosion and sediment control measures.  As mentioned 


above, an erosion and sedimentation control plan will be prepared for the project to minimize the 


impact of construction.  Implementation of these measures will minimize the affects of the 


project on adjacent areas.   


 
4.4 Alternatives Analysis 
 


Four NLF Alternatives/Options were evaluated, and Option 4 was chosen since was designed to 


maximize the passage success of American shad, river herring, American eel, and resident fish 


species, including the minimization of environmental effects during construction and operations.  


The subsections below describe each option evaluated. 
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4.4.1 Option 1  
 
As described in greater detail in Appendix A, the in-river alternative (Option 1) was located at 


the apex of Main Dam and TMI, and was located entirely within the current spillway of the 


Project.  The width of the fishway varied between approximately 650-feet along the upstream 


fishway exit to the impoundment to approximately 300-feet at the downstream entrance to the 


fishway.  A concrete attraction water supply flume located along the east side of the fishway was 


designed into this alternative to provide auxiliary attraction water to the fishway when the 


impoundment stage elevation was insufficient to achieve a specific design flow through the 


fishway alone.  A fishway training wall located along the west side of the fishway was designed 


in this alternative to contain flows within the fishway and protect the fishway material against 


flood flow discharges over the existing dam.  The training wall through the excavated section of 


the existing dam would have also served as the new dam abutment and would have been 


anchored to bedrock.   


 


The NLF base material for this option would have been large stone with a median diameter of 


18-inches.  Large rock would have been used to form the fishway weirs measuring three to five 


foot diameter set into the 18-inch base material.  The large rocks were designed in a fashion to 


form an arched weir.  Flows through the fishway were designed to pass between and over the 


large rocks.  This in-river option included a 65-foot-wide ‘thalweg’ located within the fishway to 


provide a deeper channel to concentrate flows during periods of low headpond elevations and 


low river flows outside of the American shad spawning migration season.  The gradient through 


the fishway varied from a high of two percent along the new training wall, to approximately one 


percent along the TMI shoreline.  The design also included an excavated 100-foot-long staging 


pool at the base of the fishway to provide a resting pool for fish after their climb up the natural 


river channel from the tailrace to stage for their passage through the fishway.   


 


4.4.2 Option 2 
 


The outboard alternative (Option 2), described in detail in Appendix A, was situated in the same 


general location as Option 1; however, it was designed to be constructed by excavating a channel 


on TMI around the existing dam abutment, offset from the Main Dam by approximately 100-
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feet.  This option was located in currently upland areas in a 300-foot-wide excavated channel.  


Similar to Option 1, an attraction water supply flume on the west side of the fishway was 


designed to convey auxiliary attraction water to the pools within the fishway.  A riprap-protected 


slope would have formed the easterly boundary of the NLF, and protect the TMI overburden in 


this area from risk of erosion into the fishway. 


 


As described in Appendix A, YHPC performed a site investigation of the proposed NLF area.  A 


professional wetland scientist and an assistant geotechnical engineer conducted a site assessment 


of the study area on March 28, 2012 to obtain an understanding of the overall surrounding 


habitats.  The assessment included verification of the location and characteristics of dominant 


natural communities and, identification of “Waters of the United States,” as defined by the 


USACE (33 CFR 328.3) (e.g., wetlands and streams) that may be effected as part of the outboard 


alternative (Option 2).  


 


Option 2 was removed from further consideration by YHPC, as a result of the March 28, 2012 


site investigation and other siting and engineering constraints.  Part of this decision was based on 


areas within this location of TMI identified as likely wetlands under federal and state regulatory 


programs.  Much of the wetland habitat in this section of TMI consisted of palustrine forested, 


seasonally flooded/saturated wetlands that contained areas of emergent wetland vegetation.   


 


Following review of the information collected during the March 28, 2012 site assessment and 


additional analysis of a NLF at the Project, YHPC met with resource agencies on September 28, 


2012 to continue consultation to further refine a layout and design of a NLF at the Project.  


During this meeting, a general consensus was reached to consider additional refinements to the 


NLF configuration (i.e., the Option 3 and Option 4 alternatives discussed below).   


 
4.4.3 Option 3 
 


The Option 3 alternative consisted of another in-river configuration with many features and 


functions similar to the alternatives described above, such as the location, a fishway training 


wall, and an attraction water supply flume.   The Option 3 alternative is similar to the Option 4 


alternative, with the exception that the NLF would be constructed entirely downstream of the 
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existing dam, where the existing dam would serve as a temporary cofferdam.  The Option 3 


location did present an issue with upstream passage, where the NLF extended downstream of the 


dam, and the west training wall presented a potential barrier to fish traveling in the deep water 


along the base of the existing dam.  In this case fish would need to travel downstream along the 


training wall to find the entrance to the Option 3 NLF.    


 


5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 


The York Haven Project NLF is an environmental enhancement measure that provides a wide 


array of benefits to the aquatic resources of the lower Susquehanna River.  The primary purpose 


of the NLF is to provide safe, timely, and effective upstream passage for American shad during 


their annual spring spawning migration.  At the same time, secondary benefits of the NLF are 


substantial as this structure will function year round in reestablishing connectivity of the entire 


aquatic community above and below the York Haven Dam.  The facility is designed to emulate 


riffle habitat, and in doing so will support the migration of any organism that naturally moves 


upstream or downstream through riffles as well provide potential new habitat to any organism 


that actively colonizes and lives in a riffle environment.   


 


The Option 4 conceptual design represents an evolution of thought on the placement and design 


of the NLF structure to minimize negative effects and maximize positive effects after a 


thoughtful concept development period in consultation with state and federal resource agencies.  


The Option 4 design minimizes the upland, riparian, and wetland habitat disruption of Option 1 


(the upland excavation on TMI around the end of the dam).  Option 4 is also an improvement 


over the earlier in-river channel designs (Options 2 and 3) by optimizing the width, attraction 


flows, and entrance location to the fishway in an attempt to provide a seamless transition from 


the river channel below the dam to the impoundment above the dam. 


 


Short term construction effects will be realized in upland habitats due to the development of 


construction site access roads and staging areas on TMI.  These effects will be short term during 


the 3 year anticipated construction period and will be minimized to the greatest extent practical 


by avoidance of sensitive habitats.  In river construction activities (fishway construction site and 
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rock retrieval disturbance) will effect an area of the river channel immediately below the York 


Haven Dam that is already highly modified by dam construction, hydraulic modification, and 


frequent disturbance associated with high river flow (spill) events.  This river channel area has a 


long history of substrate redistribution, scour, and debris deposition and removal over routine 


spillage events and occasional major flood events.  Cofferdam and temporary access road fill 


material will be washed down river under high flow events during and following construction.  


River channel substrate will be moved from lower areas to the NLF site, changing small scale 


topography low flow hydraulic patterns until the next flood event, when the river will 


redistribute channel features according to the dominant hydraulic forces present.  Overall, the 


magnitude of change to the river channel below York Haven Dam is not expected to exceed what 


occurs naturally in the course of normal flood events.  Overall the habitat features and functions 


will be retained, but spatially redistributed over short distances.  Following construction, we 


expect the long term effects of construction on aquatic habitat to be negligible and the long term 


benefits of restored fish migration and aquatic habitat connectivity to be substantial. 
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August 3, 2012 Via Electronic Mail 
 
 
Mr. Dennis O’Donnell 
Olympus Power, LLC 
67 Park Place East 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
 
Subject: Draft Report on Evaluation of Nature-Like Fishway for the York Haven 
 Project (FERC No. 1888)  
 
Dear Mr. O’Donnell: 
 
HDR Engineering, Inc. (HDR) is pleased to provide you with a Draft copy of the “Report 
on Evaluation of Nature-Like Fishway for the York Haven Project (FERC No. 1888)”.  
This study was conducted in accordance with the approved Final 2012 Nature-Like 
Fishway Work Plan, filed by YHPC with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) concurrently with the Updated Study Report (USR) on April 12, 2012.   
 
This report presents the findings of our initial investigation into the feasibility of a nature-
like fishway at the York haven Project, as specified in the approved work plan.  More 
importantly, this report marks the first step in an ongoing process that is intended to 
refine and adapt the concept of a nature-like fishway to the site-specific conditions at the 
York Haven Project.  The report documents the engineering evaluation of the initial 
alternative layouts and concepts considered.  It further identifies additional steps for 
concept refinement, and lays out a program for the process moving forward.   
 
HDR appreciates the opportunity to develop the nature-like fishway concepts for the 
York Haven Project, and we look forward to the ongoing process.  Additional details on 
the fishway design and related process schedule will be included in the Final License 
Application, scheduled to be filed with FERC September 2, 2012. 
 
Sincerely, 
HDR Engneering, Inc. 


 
Stephen H. Arnold 
Senior Aquatic Scientist 
 
CC: York Haven Relicensing Distribution List 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
York Haven Power Company, LLC ("YHPC") conducted a reconnaissance-level evaluation of 
the potential development of a nature-like fishway at the York Haven Hydroelectric Project 
(Project) on the Susquehanna River.  The 2012 Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan was distributed 
to stakeholders for review and comment on March 12, 2012.  YHPC held a conference call with 
stakeholders to discuss the work plan on March 22, 2012.  Comments from the conference call 
were incorporated into the work plan and the revised work plan was distributed to stakeholders 
for final review on March 29, 2012.  In the March 29, 2012 distribution, YHPC asked for 
stakeholder concurrence on the 2012 Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan.  Concurrence was 
received from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS"), Pennsylvania Fish and 
Boat Commission ("PFBC"), Susquehanna River Basin Commission ("SRBC"), and the 
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection ("PADEP").  YHPC filed the Final 2012 
Nature-Like Fishway Work Plan with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") 
concurrently with the Updated Study Report ("USR") on April 12, 2012. 
 
This Report on Evaluation of Nature-Like Fishway evaluates two fishway design concepts with 
associated cost estimates, findings from site investigations, hydraulic modeling results, and 
baseline environmental survey discussions.  A comparative discussion of the two design 
alternatives is also presented.  Recommendations for next steps are also provided.  
 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
The York Haven Hydroelectric Project is a 20-unit, 19.65 megawatt ("MW") generating facility 
located on the Susquehanna River approximately 17 miles downstream of the City of Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. The Project is operated in a run-of-river mode and includes a stone masonry 
headrace wall, main dam, east channel dam, forebay bulkhead wall, brick and stone masonry 
powerhouse, outdoor substation, and additional appurtenant equipment.  The Project’s current 
FERC license expires on September 1, 2014. 
 
YHPC is involved in ongoing discussions with state and federal resource agencies and non-
governmental organizations regarding the possibility of constructing a nature-like fishway at the 
northeastern portion of the Project’s main dam and spillway where the dam ties into the 
southwestern section of Three Mile Island ("TMI"), also referred to as the main dam apex.  
Nature-like fishways are designed to simulate the geomorphology, hydraulics, and functions of 
natural river channels. The primary purpose of a nature-like fishway at the Project would be to 
facilitate passage of adult American shad during upstream spawning migration, and secondarily 
to facilitate the migrations of other migratory and resident species.    
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Resource agencies requested a feasibility-level evaluation of developing a nature-like fishway 
concept at the Project based on design concepts presented in Dr. Luther Aadland’s York Haven 
Nature-Like Fishway Draft Proposal, dated December 28, 2011.  Concepts were developed that  
recognized site constraints and incorporated Project-specific preliminary design criteria, 
including having little to no impact on current energy production.  The nature-like fishway 
design configurations contained in this report build on Dr. Aadland’s initial concept and were 
further developed and refined in consultation with Dr. Aadland to suit the Project’s 
configuration.  
 
3.0 PROPOSED DESIGN CONCEPTS 
 
As intended, this study examined two alternative conceptual layouts of the nature-like fishway 
located at the main dam apex at TMI.  The two concepts examined are named the in-river 
alternative and the outboard (overbank) alternative.  These two concepts are described below. 
 
3.1 In-River Alternative 
 
The in-river alternative is located at the apex of the Project dam, along the existing abutment and 
shoreline of TMI and is located entirely within the current spillway of the Project, as shown on 
Figure 3.1-1.  The width of the fishway varies between approximately 650 feet along the 
upstream fishway exit to the impoundment to approximately 300 feet at the downstream entrance 
to the fishway.  A concrete attraction water supply flume along the east side of the fishway 
provides auxiliary attraction water to the fishway when impoundment stage is insufficient to 
achieve 4,000 cubic feet per second ("cfs") through the fishway alone.  A fishway training wall 
along the west side of the fishway serves to contain flows within the fishway and protect the 
fishway material against flood flow discharges over the existing dam.  The training wall through 
the excavated section of the existing dam will also serve as the new dam abutment and will be 
anchored to bedrock.  The existing dam in the area of the new abutment will have a grouting 
program to fill voids within the rock fill material and along the foundation of the dam to control 
leakage from the headpond during construction and to minimize the risks inherent in excavating 
through the rock fill section of the dam. 
 
The nature-like fishway base material is large stone with a median diameter (D50) of 18 inches, 
and the large rock used to form the fishway weirs will be a 3- to 5-foot-diameter large stone set 
into the 18-inch D50 base material.  The large rocks will be arranged approximately one foot 
apart to form an arched weir.  Flows through the fishway will pass between and over the large 
rocks with the water level dropping approximately 0.7 feet in elevation from the upstream to 
downstream side of each rock weir.  There is a 65-foot-wide ‘thalweg’ located within the 
fishway with an invert approximately 1 foot lower in elevation than the adjacent fishway  
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Figure 3.1-1 In-river alternative conceptual layout. 
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   Figure 3.1-2 In-river alternative general profile. 
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channel.  This will provide a deeper channel to concentrate flows during periods of low 
headpond elevations and low river flows outside of the American shad spawning migration 
season. 
 
The gradient through the fishway varies from a high of two percent along the new training wall, 
to approximately one percent along the TMI shoreline.  There is an excavated 100-foot-long 
staging pool at the base of the fish ladder to provide a resting pool for fish after their climb up 
the natural river channel from the tailrace and to stage for their passage through the fishway. 
Figure 3.1-2 depicts a general profile of the in-river alternative concept.  A hydraulic profile is 
presented in Section 4.3. 
 
3.2 Outboard Alternative 
 
The Outboard Alternative is also located near the apex of the dam, however it is designed to be 
constructed by excavation of a channel on TMI out around the existing dam abutment, offset 
from the dam by approximately 100 feet.  The outboard alternative is predominantly located in 
upland areas in a 300-foot-wide excavated channel, as shown in Figure 3.2-1.  An attraction 
water supply flume on the west side of the fishway, between the dam and the fishway, is 
designed to convey auxiliary attraction water to the pools within the fishway.  A small training 
wall isolates the upper fishway exit into the impoundment from the attraction water intake to 
minimize the possibility of entrapping fish into the attraction water supply flume when exiting 
the fishway.  A riprap-protected slope forms the easterly boundary of the fishway and protects 
the island overburden from risk of erosion into the fishway. 
 
The fishway base material is large stone with a median diameter (D50) of 18 inches, and the large 
rocks for the construction of the arch weirs are 3 to 5 feet in diameter set into the 18-inch D50 
base material.  The large rocks will be arranged approximately one foot apart to form an arched 
weir.  The fishway flows will pass between and over the large rocks with the water level 
dropping approximately 0.7 feet in elevation from the upstream to downstream side of each rock 
weir.  There is a 65-foot-wide ‘thalweg’ located within the fishway, which has an invert 
approximately 1 foot lower in elevation than the adjacent fishway channel.  This will provide a 
concentrated flow through a deeper channel during low flow fishway operation outside of the 
American shad spawning migration season. 
 
The gradient through the fishway is approximately one percent for the length of the fishway.  
There is an excavated 100-foot-long staging pool at the base of the fishway below its entrance to 
provide a resting pool for fish after their climb up the natural river channel from the tailrace and 
to stage for their passage through the fishway.  Figure 3.2-2 depicts a longitudinal section 
through the outboard alternative concept fishway, and a hydraulic profile is presented in 
Section 4.3.   
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  Figure 3.2-1 Outboard nature-like fishway plan.
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   Figure 3.2-2 Outboard nature-like fishway profile.
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4.0 SITE INVESTIGATIONS 
 
4.1 Topographic Survey 
 
For the topographic evaluation of the fishway site, HDR utilized existing topographic survey 
performed in 2010 for the relicensing of the Project.  The 2010 ground survey data from 
RETTEW and the 2010 aerial survey from GEOD provided coverage for the fishway area.  
Additional survey data will be required in the impoundment and adjacent upland terrestrial areas 
to support any final design, but will vary in areal coverage depending on the fishway alternative 
selected.  
 
4.2 Geotechnical Investigation 
 
4.2.1 Available information 
 
A review of geology, geomorphology, and soils within the Project area was completed and 
included in the Project Draft License Application, filed with FERC on April 4, 2012.  The 
Project area is located in the southern-most portion of the Piedmont Physiographic Province.  
Within this physiographic province, the Project is located within the Northern Piedmont 
Ecoregion (Ecoregion 64), which comprises a transitional region of low rounded hills, irregular 
plains, and open valleys.  It is underlain by a mix of metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary rock 
with soils that are mostly Alfisols and some Ultisols.  Additional information related to geology, 
geomorphology, and soils within the Project area can be found in the Draft License Application. 
 
4.2.2 Site Visit 
 
HDR performed a site reconnaissance survey on March 28, 2012 to investigate the geology and 
surface conditions on TMI property in the vicinity of the two alternative fishway locations.  A 
geotechnical engineer reviewed the site conditions for access, constructability, and for 
geotechnical boring locations.  The river flows were high during the site visit with spill over the 
Main Dam, so observations of surface rock and embankment conditions for the in-river 
alternative were not possible.  
 
The Outboard fishway alternative site is located on relatively flat terrain. The upland terrain 
generally consists of vegetated overburden, predominantly level in grade, with occasional 
depressions, some with standing water and small flow channels. Soil type at the surface was 
consistently a Brown Silty Sand or Fine Sandy Silt Loam with traces of clay, except for one 
location along the east edge of the outboard alternative where a gravelly sand fill was found.  No 
rock outcrops were observed.  Section 4.4.2, Environmental Site Evaluation, provides details of 
the vegetation and habitat types in the area. The trees within the low-lying basins showed a water 
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mark about 3 feet above the existing ground surface, suggesting that the area was under water 
during the most recent flood event (with river flow exceeding 700,000 cfs) in November 2011. 
 
The TMI shoreline along both fishway alternatives includes a shallow earthen embankment 
running parallel to the shoreline for the entire length of the investigated site.  The embankment 
height varies up to a maximum of approximately 15 feet high and was reportedly constructed to 
provide additional flood protection for the TMI power generating station (D. Weaver, YHPC, 
personal communication, March 28, 2012). The shoreline soil consists of clean fine sand, silts, 
gravel, and boulders, with woody debris, trees, and occasional trash.  No definitive rock outcrops 
were identified in upland areas; however, the gravels and boulders found along the shoreline 
were composed of rounded stones consisting of shale, siltstone, sandstone, diabase, chalk, and 
conglomerate, ranging in size from a pebble to over 8 feet in diameter.  The shoreline and 
embankment showed signs of historical erosion, including exposed tree root systems, overturned 
trees and root balls, and an embankment with little vegetation and near-vertical slopes.  
 
4.2.3 Future Information Needs 
 
Upon selection of an alternative for design, a detailed geotechnical investigation may be needed 
to provide site-specific information regarding rock and soil characteristics, overburden depth, 
strength, and other parameters necessary to support facility design.  The geotechnical 
investigation is anticipated to involve the following activities: 
 


■ Conduct detailed geologic mapping of the site, with the intent of identifying geologic 
features that will or could affect design, including rock units; degree of weathering and 
rock quality; and the character, orientation, width, and pervasiveness of joints and faults. 
The topography of the visible rock surface will be established in conjunction with the site 
survey.  


■ Conduct a wetland delineation in areas of potential geotechnical work and adjust work 
plans to avoid wetland disturbance to the extent practicable, or alternatively apply for any 
necessary wetland permits from PADEP and the U.S Army Corps of Engineers 
("USACE"). 


■ Obtain rock borings and test pits through the overburden and into the rock, ideally in 
areas that are both critical to design and that can be safely accessed with a drill rig.  The 
depth of rock penetration will be 10 feet, with one boring going to a 30-foot depth, which 
is approximately equal to the depth of rock anchors, should they be necessary to support 
any structures.  


■ Conduct laboratory testing of recovered rock and soil samples as appropriate. HDR will 
prepare a testing work scope and will evaluate test results.  Prepare a geotechnical report 
summarizing the findings of the geotechnical exploration and the geotechnical design 
criteria for the site.  The report will include a topographic drawing of the study area with 
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two-foot contours, a drawing depicting the plan for the selected fishway alternative, and 
field locations of all borings and test pits.  
 


4.3 Hydraulic Modeling 
 
HDR conducted hydraulic modeling of the in-river alternative, which is the preferred alternative 
(see Section 6.0 – Discussion).  A one-dimensional hydraulic model of the in-river fishway 
alternative area was created to calculate flow depths and mean velocities for the proposed 
fishway and downstream reaches.  
 
4.3.1 Hydraulic Model  
 
The hydraulic model was developed using the one-dimensional USACE Hydrologic Engineering 
Center River Analysis System, ("HEC-RAS") version 4.1.0 (USACE 2010).  HEC-RAS 
modeling software uses the one-dimensional energy equation to simulate flow and stage 
elevations.  The HEC-RAS model (model) can provide mean cross-section velocities and water 
surface elevations for specified starting flows.  
 
4.3.2 Model Setup 
 
The model was created for the in-river alternative using the preliminary layout overlaid onto the 
existing relicensing study survey data (2010 ground survey performed by RETTEW and the 
2010 aerial surveys performed by GEOD).  These surveys were combined to create the base 
mapping for the project area, as shown in Figure 4.3.2-1. 
 
No bathymetry above the apex of the dam was available for this analysis, so the model begins at 
the existing dam and extends 4,500 feet downstream to the existing tailwater pool near the 
junction of the north end of the headrace wall and the southwestern end of the spillway.  The 
fishway was modeled using cross sections for each weir and pool.  In the river channel reach 
below the fishway, the cross sections are spaced every 100 feet.  The gradient of the fishway 
varies between one and two percent, while the downstream natural river bed slopes vary between 
zero percent and four percent.   
 
The roughness values used to model the fishway channel were recommended by Dr. Luther 
Aadland, based on his instream measurements and studies of numerous operating rock-ramp 
fishways, and include the mean roughness effects of the rock weirs and pools.  The roughness 
values used to model the downstream river channel reach were selected based on the roughness 
of the exposed shale bedrock and the exposed diabase bedrock surfaces downstream using values 
recommended in V.T. Chow (1959) Open Channel Hydraulics.  No calibration of the model to 
water surface elevations was performed. 
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Figure 4.3.2-1 Base mapping used for hydraulic model simulations, prepared from 2010 


aerial and ground survey data. 
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4.3.3 Model Runs 
 
The model was run using an unsteady flow analysis with continuous fishway flows of 150, 300, 
400, 1,000, 1,500, 3,000, and 4,000 cfs, respectively.  The model assumes a downstream 
boundary condition of normal depth, which is a standard hydraulic flow condition where flow 
depth is defined by channel slope, area, and roughness.  An East Channel flow of 400 cfs was 
added to the model 2,400 feet below the fishway, to simulate a typical East Channel flow.  The 
water surface profile for all the runs are presented in Figure 4.3.3-1, and isolated for just the 
fishway reach in Figure 4.3.3-2.  The mean velocities for the runs are presented in Figure 4.3.3-3 
and again isolated for the fishway reach in Figure 4.3.3-4. The maximum mean velocities 
predicted by the model are 7.6 feet per second ("ft/sec") for the near-critical depth flow over the 
rock weirs and are approximately 5.3 ft/sec for the pool flows.  The peak velocities in the reach 
approach 4 to 5 ft/sec.    
 


 
Figure 4.3.3-1 Fishway water surface elevations for modeled flows. 
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Figure 4.3.3-2 Water surface elevations for modeled flows. 


 
Figure 4.3.3-3 Average channel velocities for modeled flows. 
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Figure 4.3.3-4 Fishway average channel velocities for modeled flows. 
 
4.3.4 Model Results Discussion 
 
While HEC-RAS is a useful tool for modeling river flow, it is a one-dimensional model that has 
limitations in representing complex flow patterns and characteristics within a nature-like 
fishway, and will over estimate velocities within the fishway, particularly through the rock weirs.  
For the proposed York Haven Fishway, there are several factors that are pertinent to 
interpretation of the HEC-RAS model in the context of fish passage: 
 
1. The weirs are semicircular but are represented in the model by straight cross-sections 


(standard practice).  Since the weirs are actually about 50% longer than the cross-sections, 
mean velocities through the weirs would be about 50% less than indicated by the model for 
a given flow. 


2. The weirs have gaps between the boulders that pass flow at a lower velocity than that of 
the flow passing above the boulder tops.  The gap flow has much more boundary perimeter 
per cross-sectional area, which creates more flow resistance, and as a result, has a lower 
velocity.  Fish pass through these gaps to minimize their energy expenditure.  Figure 
4.3.4-1 below depicts data provided by Dr. Aadland illustrating field-measured velocity 
distributions through a segment of a rock-ramp weir for a similarly sized nature-like 
fishway.  The upper figure depicts the velocity distribution for a portion of a weir looking 
upstream, showing the flow velocities over and through the boulders   The lower figure 
shows a portion of a pool within the fishway, directly downstream of a weir, with similarly 
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variable velocity distributions providing resting areas for migrating fish.  Bottom velocities 
are lower through both weirs and pools due to the roughness of the rock bed material. 


 
 


 


   
Figure 4.3.4-1 Field-measured velocity distributions through a segment of a boulder 


weir and pool for a similarly sized nature-like fishway to York Haven. 
 
4.4 Baseline Environmental Survey 
 
4.4.1 Existing Information Collection and Review 
 
A literature review and “desktop survey” of readily available biological information for the 
specific study area associated with construction of the outboard alternative for the nature-like 
fishway was completed.  This study area included both the primary fishway development area 
and the anticipated construction staging areas, as shown on Figure 4.4.2-1.  While the survey was 
targeted at the outboard alternative fishway configuration, certain portions of the area surveyed 
(i.e., access roads, construction staging areas) may also be utilized for the in-river alternative.  
Detailed biological information within the Project area can be found in the Project Draft License 
Application filed with FERC on April 4, 2012.  Data on the common vegetation communities, as 
well as potential sensitive species and sensitive ecological communities, was collected and 
reviewed for the proposed terrestrial disturbance area(s).  
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Botanical resources occurring in the study area were described based on review of existing 
information, inspection of aerial photography for terrestrial vegetation communities, review of 
USFWS National Wetland Inventory ("NWI") maps of the study area, and observations of 
habitat and specific plant species community occurrences during the field reconnaissance survey 
(described below). Sources of existing information, included, but were not limited to: 
 Terrestrial and Palustrine Plant Communities of Pennsylvania (Fike 1999), which 


systematically describes Pennsylvania’s distinctive terrestrial natural communities. 
 Mammals of Pennsylvania (Doutt et al. 1977), which describes the mammals of 


Pennsylvania, which constitutes a large part of Pennsylvania’s wildlife. 
 Lancaster County Bird Club Consolidated Year List for 2004 (Lancaster County Bird Club 


2004), which provided a list of bird species documented by the Lancaster County Bird Club 
as present in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania in 2004. 


 Custom Soil Resource Report for Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania, and York County, Pennsylvania (U.S. Department of Agriculture ["USDA"] 
2011), which provided a description of the dominant soil types and their characteristics 
within the nature-like fishway area. 


 Wetlands Mapper (USFWS 2011), which provided location information and descriptions of 
the types of wetlands identified in the vicinity of the nature-like fishway area by the 
USFWS. The USFWS is the principal Federal agency providing information to the public 
and other agencies on the extent and status of the Nation’s wetlands. The USFWS provides 
stewardship for the wetlands data that comprise the Wetlands Layer of the National Spatial 
Data Infrastructure and makes these data available via the Internet. 


 Draft License Application (YHPC 2012), which provided an environmental report 
addressing a variety of resource areas including water use and quality and fish, wildlife, 
and botanical resources. 


 
State and federal natural resource agencies including, the USFWS, PADEP, PFBC, Pennsylvania 
Game Commission ("PGC"), and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources ("PDCNR") were contacted in April 2012 to request information regarding the 
presence of federal- and state-listed animal and plant species as well as species and habitats or 
communities of special concern in the Project Area. Copies of correspondence received are 
provided in Appendix A.  To date, no responses were received from USFWS, PGC, or PADEP. 
 
Based upon consultation with federal and state natural resource agencies and correspondence 
from reviewing agencies received to date, no state or federally listed plant or animal species or 
natural communities are likely to occur in the terrestrial portions of the nature-like fishway area. 
However, the PADCNR listed seven state-protected plant species and one erosional remnant 
proposed for protection within a half (.5) mile of the Project area (Letter from Rebecca Bowen, 
PADCNR, May 14, 2012) (Appendix A).  
 
Upon selection of a preferred alternative, YHPC will consult with the appropriate local, state, 
and federal agencies regarding available biological information pertinent to the selected 
alternative.  This consultation will address local bird/raptor, botanical, and wildlife resources that 
may be impacted by construction of the selected alternative. 
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4.4.2 Site Evaluation 
 
HDR performed a site reconnaissance survey within the property on TMI adjacent to where the 
proposed outboard alternative nature-like fishway may be constructed for the Project. The site is 
located on TMI property adjacent to the northeastern portion of the Project’s main dam and 
spillway where the dam ties into the southwestern section of TMI, also referred to as the main 
dam apex. Specifically, the terrestrial area of the proposed outboard alternative of the nature-like 
fishway consists of areas of both wetland and upland plant community types that have been 
previously disturbed. The study area is located on the southwestern corner of TMI and is 
bordered to the north, south, and east by terrestrial areas of both wetland and upland plant 
community types and to the west by the Susquehanna River. An earthen dike borders the 
proposed outboard alternative for the nature-like fishway near the dam apex (north and east of a 
small gravel parking area) and likely serves to minimize the flooding potential on TMI 
(Appendix B, photographs 11 and 12). Trees growing on the berm consist of various species and 
the average diameter at breast height ranges from approximately 6 to 25 inches. 
 
A Professional Wetland Scientist and an Assistant Geotechnical Engineer from HDR conducted 
the site assessment of the study area on March 28, 2012. The purpose of the assessment was: 1) 
to verify the locations and characteristics of the dominant natural communities in the study area; 
2) identify the approximate locations of “Waters of the United States,” as defined by the USACE 
(33 CFR 328.3) (e.g., wetlands and streams) that may be impacted as part of the outboard nature-
like fishway facilities; and 3) obtain an understanding of the proposed project area and 
surrounding habitats (Figures 4.4.2-1 and 4.4.2-2).  
 
4.4.2.1 Resource Assessment of Outboard Alternative of the Nature-Like Fishway 
 
The outboard alternative for the nature-like fishway, if constructed, would be a passage 
constructed within the earthen abutment material on the west shore of TMI and is a 300-foot-
wide passage channel from the impoundment to the dam tailwater, using a 100-foot offset from 
the existing dam abutment.  The channel would be constructed along a constant grade of 
approximately one percent from the impoundment to the bottom of the rock ramp and would exit 
into the river channel at an existing pool below the dam. 
 
In general, the inlet for the outboard alternative of the nature-like fishway would be located 
approximately 350 feet northerly of the apex of the main dam located on the southwestern shore 
of TMI. From the inlet, the proposed nature-like fishway would run southeasterly for 
approximately 500 feet where the nature-like fishway would turn southerly and terminate along 
the southwestern shore of TMI approximately 500 feet south of the apex of the main dam.  
Sections of the proposed nature-like fishway traverse through both upland and wetland plant 
communities. Photographs showing the location of the proposed nature-like fishway and 
surrounding habitat are provided in Appendix B. 
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 Figure 4.4.2-1 Baseline environmental survey of outboard option. 
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 Figure 4.4.2-2 Baseline environmental survey of outboard option- detail. 
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The area for the outboard alternative of the nature-like fishway can be accessed via an existing 
gravel access road that is located off the main paved access road that leads to the TMI generation 
facility from the southern plant entrance bridge (Figure 4.4.2-1). The gravel access road 
measures approximately 10 to15 feet in width and crosses through forested and early 
successional vegetative habitats. The access road terminates near the dam apex and this area 
includes a small graveled parking area measuring approximately 50 feet by 50 feet. A small 
clump of Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) (a Pensylvannia listed invasive species 
(PADCNR undated) borders the access road approximately 150 feet westerly from the paved 
TMI access road. The gravel access road is in good condition but may require some upgrading in 
order to accommodate heavy machinery and dump trucks during construction.  Some tree 
clearing/limbing may also be required. 
 
Natural Communities 
 
Construction of the outboard alternative for the nature-like fishway, based on the initial layout, 
would likely traverse aquatic, floodplain, forested, early successional, and both upland and 
wetland plant community types (see photographs in Appendix B). Dominant vegetative 
community types located along the proposed fishway (based on Fike 1999) include: 
 


■ Silver maple floodplain forest (located along the bank of the Susquehanna River); 
■ Red oak – mixed hardwood forest (located along the river bank, the fill berms, and 


scattered throughout the overall survey area); and  
■ Sycamore (river birch) – box elder floodplain forest (located east of potential wetland 


areas and the berm near the dam apex). 
 
Wetlands and Waterbodies 
 
As previously mentioned, a Professional Wetland Scientist and an Assistant Geotechnical 
Engineer from HDR conducted a site assessment of the study area on March 28, 2012 where the 
proposed outboard nature-like fishway for the Project may be located. It should be noted that this 
assessment was conducted to gain an overall understanding of the major vegetation types and 
communities existing in the vicinity of the outboard nature-like fishway project area.  The 
assessment also identified areas that are likely considered wetlands under federal and state 
regulatory programs.  However, the assessment of wetlands and waterbodies in the vicinity of the 
outboard nature-like fishway as shown on Figure 4.4.2-1 are considered approximate because the 
analysis did not include wetland delineations conducted in accordance with the methods 
described in the 1987 USACE Manual (Environmental Laboratory 1987) as well as the 
supplemental guidance provided in the United States Army Corps of Engineers Wetland 
Delineation Manual: Eastern Mountains and Piedmont Region Version 2.0 (USACE 2012).  
Once the footprint of the fishway and associated construction disturbance area has been further 
refined, a supplemental return visit to the site would be required to delineate jurisdictional 
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wetlands within the area of potential impact in order to determine actual wetland limits and 
boundaries. 
 
Provided below are descriptions of the potential wetlands identified during the site assessment. 
Appendix B provides photographic documentation of these potential wetlands as well as other 
photographs within the project area. Wetland cover types were classified according to dominance 
by herbaceous species (i.e., palustrine emergent wetland ["PEM"]), shrubs (palustrine scrub-
shrub ["PSS"]), or trees (palustrine forested ["PFO"]) according to Cowardin et al. (1979).  
 


 
Wetland A (PFO1Ex) 


Wetland A is a palustrine forested, broad-leaved deciduous, seasonally flooded/saturated, 
excavated (PFO1Ex) wetland that contains some areas of emergent wetland vegetation and is 
located within the path of the proposed outboard nature-like fishway. Wetland A is located 
approximately 100 feet easterly of the main dam apex and generally runs in a north to south 
configuration (Figure 4.4.2-2). This wetland is a floodplain wetland system and appears to get 
inundated when the Susquehanna River tops its banks and/or during significant rain events. 
Water marks on the trees within this area averaged approximately three feet from the soil 
surface. Dominant trees in this area included river birch (Betula nigra) and eastern sycamore 
(Plantanus occidentalis). An old road parallels the wetland to the west. 
 
The northern section of this wetland system appears to contain vernal pool habitat1


 


. During the 
site investigation an area measuring approximately 10 feet wide by 100 feet long was inundated 
with approximately four to 10 inches of standing water and spotted salamander (Ambystoma 
maculatum) egg masses were observed within this area. Spring peepers (Pseudacris crucifer) 
were also observed in this area and a common green frog (Rana clamitans) was also observed 
along the edge of the vernal pool habitat. Several spotted salamander egg masses were observed 
stranded from the water, which would indicate that at the time of egg deposition that the wetted 
area of the potential vernal pool was larger than observed during the site investigation and had 
since diminished in size resulting in stranded egg masses. The inundated sections of the vernal 
pool habitat contained quite a bit of coarse woody debris for egg mass attachment sites (e.g., 
sticks and twigs).  


                                                 
 
 
1 A vernal pool is generally considered to be an area contained within a basin or depression on the landscape lacking a permanent 
above ground outlet or inlet. Vernal pools generally fill with water with the rising water table of fall and winter or with the 
meltwater and runoff of winter and spring snow and rain. Vernal pools generally contain water for a few months in the spring and 
early summer. By late summer, a vernal pool is generally (but not always) dry. A vernal pool, because of its periodic drying, does 
not support breeding populations of predatory fish. Many organisms have evolved to use a temporary wetland which will dry but 
where they are not eaten by fish. Some common vernal pool indicator species include mole salamanders (e.g., spotted 
salamander) and the wood frog (Rana sylvatica). 
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Wetland B (PFO1/PEM1Ex) 


Wetland B is a large palustrine forested, broad-leaved deciduous/palustrine emergent, persistent, 
seasonally flooded/saturated, excavated (PFO1/PEM1Ex) wetland system located approximately 
50 to 100 feet easterly of Wetland A and outside of the potential area of impact (Figure 4.4.2-2). 
Wetland A and Wetland B are not connected hydrologically (at least as observed within the 
study area) and are separated from each other by a large fill berm that measures approximately 
20 to 50 feet wide at the base and measures approximately 10 to 20 feet tall. The fill berm is 
vegetated with upland tree species dominated by northern red and black oaks (Quercus rubra and 
Q.Venutina, respectively). Portions of Wetland A and Wetland B are both mapped as NWI 
wetlands (USFWS 2011). Wetland B contains areas dominated by river birch & sycamore and 
also areas dominated by emergent vegetative species. Some scattered small potential vernal 
pools were observed within wetland B but no egg masses were observed of the typical indicator 
species (e.g., spotted salamander). Minnow species were also observed within these pools. 
Evidence of disturbance/fill berms were located along/within this wetland system. 
 


 
Wetland C (PEM1Ex) 


Wetland C is a palustrine emergent, persistent, seasonally flooded/saturated, excavated 
(PEM1Ex) wetland (Figure 4.4.2-2). Wetland C is a small excavated wetland and was nearly dry 
at the time of the investigation. Similar to Wetland B, Wetland C is also located adjacent to the 
potential area of impact. An area measuring approximately 10 feet by 10 feet was inundated at 
the time of the survey and contained approximately 1 to 3 inches of standing water. The majority 
of the depression did not contain any emergent wetland vegetation growth at the time of the 
investigation. It appears the area can hold substantial amounts of water because the banks of the 
area were approximately 2 to 4 feet tall. A ditch is located at the southern edge of the depression 
and discharges westerly when the depression is full of water. The bottom of the ditch is 
approximately 2 feet above the bottom of the depression. A fill berm borders the depression to 
the east and on the eastern side of the berm a large palustrine forested/palustrine emergent 
wetland system is located adjacent to the access road to TMI (outside of the study area) (Figure 
4.4.2-2). Similar to Wetlands A and B, Wetland C is also identified as a mapped NWI wetland 
(USFWS 2011). 
 


 
Wetland D (PEM1B) 


Wetland D is a palustrine emergent, persistent, saturated (PEM1B) wetland area (Figure 4.4.2-2).  
Wetland D borders the access road to the proposed outboard nature-like fishway facility to the 
north (Figure 4.4.2-2). Wetland D is a marginal PEM wetland dominated by various grass 
species. Some sections of Wetland D contained standing water measuring 1 to 2 inches in depth. 
The wetland is narrow measuring approximately 20 to 40 feet in width. The wetland receives 
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hydrology in the form of overland runoff and is not mapped as a NWI wetland (USFWS 2011). 
Similar to Wetlands A through C, additional wetland investigations would be required at 
Wetland D to verify its status as a potential Water of the United States. 
 
Assessment of Staging Areas 
 
As part of the site assessment conducted on March 28, 2012, two potential staging areas were 
also investigated that could potentially be used during the construction of the proposed nature-
like fishway structure (Figure 4.4.2-2).  A brief description of each of these areas is provided 
below. 
 
Staging Area 1 
 
Staging Area 1 (Figure 4.4.2-1) is located to the west of the Projects East Channel Dam Fishway 
structure located to the southeast of Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility.  This area was 
investigated as a potential staging area because it was previously used for the staging of 
equipment and materials during construction of the East Channel Dam Fishway by YHPC. The 
area is dominated by previously disturbed soils, vegetated spoil piles of various sizes, and 
various other disturbances.  The site is accessed off of the main access road to Exelon’s TMI 
nuclear generating facility via an existing graveled access road (Figure 4.4.2-1). The potential 
staging area is bordered to the north by wetland habitat located along the base of a steep slope, to 
the west by the access road to TMI and vegetated areas dominated with various grass and weed 
species, to the east by the Susquehanna River, and to the south by the access road leading into 
the site.  No wetlands or streams were identified within the area surveyed during the site 
assessment.  It appears that if this site was to be used for staging of equipment or material for the 
proposed nature-like fishway facility, some grading would likely be required to use the area.  
However, no clearing of forested habitat would be required as the area is dominated by weedy 
herbaceous vegetation species. 
 
Staging Area 2 
 
Staging Area 2 (Figure 4.4.2-1) is located approximately 400 feet westerly of the southerly 
bridge crossing leading onto the southern section of TMI (Figure 4.4.2-1).  This area was also 
investigated as a potential staging area because it is generally flat, contains an existing gravel 
access road, and appears to be previously disturbed.  The area is primarily dominated by 
herbaceous vegetative species; however, several areas contain some small stands of scrub-shrub 
vegetation.  The site is accessed off the main access road to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating 
facility via an existing graveled access road.  However, this road is in poor condition as 
compared to the access road for Staging Area 1, and it is vegetated in many areas.  It also 
appears that portions of the road may get inundated with water during significant rain events 
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because the road is not maintained and it is located at approximately the same elevation of the 
surrounding area.  It also appears that there is a potential for water to pond during significant rain 
events near the access road to Exelon’s TMI nuclear generating facility, as this area was lower 
than portions of the staging area to the south.  The potential staging area is bordered to the north 
by the TMI access road, and to the west, south, and east by shrub and forested vegetative 
communities.  No wetlands or streams were identified in the area surveyed during the site 
assessment.  It appears that if this site was to be used for staging of equipment or material for the 
proposed nature-like fishway facility, some grading would likely be required to use the area and 
the importation of fill material would also have to be used to level low areas of the site.  
Depending on the actual size of the staging area that may be required for the nature-like fishway 
construction, some minor tree and shrub clearing may be required at this site.  
 
4.4.3 Cultural Resources Evaluation 
 
Information on known historic properties located within the Project Boundary was collected as 
part of the relicensing study program and will be used to initiate consultation on the proposed 
fishway and the level of assessment needed to address potential effects.  A summary of identified 
cultural resources within the Project Boundary and vicinity can be found in the Draft License 
Application filed with FERC on April 4, 2012.  Potential impacts to unidentified archeological 
sites will be greater for the Onboard Alternative than for the In-River Alternative due to the 
larger amount of ground disturbance associated with siting the fishway on land rather than in the 
river.  Potential impacts related to staging areas needed for construction of either alternative will 
be similar and no ground disturbance is proposed for staging either alternatives.  YHPC will need 
to formally initiate Section 106 consultation with the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation 
Officer ("SHPO") and Delaware Nation for scoping of any required cultural resource studies 
once the preferred alternative fishway design is selected.   
 
5.0 COST SUMMARY 
 
HDR completed cost estimates based on the conceptual layouts of the nature-like fishway 
alternatives for the main dam abutment along TMI.  Costs were estimated for two alternatives; 
the outboard alternative and the in-river alternative.  
 
The outboard alternative is a fish passage constructed within the earthen abutment material on 
the west shore of TMI and is a 300-foot-wide passage channel from the headpond to the dam 
tailwater, using a 100-foot offset from the existing dam abutment.  The trapezoidal channel 
features a constant grade of one percent from the impoundment to the bottom of the rock ramp, 
and then exits into the river channel at an existing pool below the dam.  As no geotechnical 
information was available, HDR assumed that the bedrock extended east of the dam abutment at 
the same elevation as exposed in the river.  The bedrock was assumed to be shale, and as such, 
not acceptable for the rock and large rock fill needed for the base material for the channel and 
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not acceptable for the large rock weirs.  The 1982 borings that were made through the crest of 
the dam and 6 feet into the foundation material within the area considered in this study, indicate 
the dam foundation to be a highly fractured Red Shale (IECO 1986).  As the shale is highly 
jointed and will cleave in flat plates, it would be less stable in high river flows, thus undesirable 
as finish grade material for this work.  It should be noted that geology is variable in the Project 
vicinity and high river flow during the March 28 site visit prevented direct observation of 
bedrock in the river channel below the dam.  Therefore, final determination of the suitability of 
river rock for construction purposes must await a more definitive geological investigation.   
 
The excavated material was assumed to be disposed of on TMI near the East Channel dam, and 
costs for simple grading of the disposed material were included.  No estimate of costs for testing 
or disposal of excavated material off TMI were included.  Costs for a small sheet pile cofferdam 
were included for construction of the attraction water intake, and no costs for a downstream 
cofferdam were included, as it was assumed that a natural berm between the outboard fishway 
and the river would be left in place to serve as the cofferdam.  As the construction period is 
estimated at three to four months, no costs for protection or recovery from flood waters were 
assumed in the estimate at this conceptual level.  A cofferdam and flood protection design 
elevation will be determined during preliminary engineering. 
 
The in-river alternative is located below the dam within the river channel abutting the west shore 
of TMI, and features a full earthen cofferdam around the work.  It was assumed that initial work 
could be performed below the dam using the existing dam as the upstream section of cofferdam, 
by placing short temporary flashboards on the dam crest to achieve the proper elevation.  As 
work progresses to the dam penetration phase, the earthen cofferdam would need to be extended 
into the impoundment around the upstream limits of the dam and the existing abutment with TMI 
in order to demolish the dam and construct the rock weir entrance and the attraction water intake.  
A training wall along the west side of the fishway channel is included to stabilize and seal the 
existing concrete-capped rock fill dam and protect the fishway channel material from spill during 
high flow over the adjacent uncontrolled dam crest.  A portion of the existing dam at the new 
training wall will be grouted, which will stabilize a portion of the existing dam’s internal rock 
crib before the excavation for the training wall is made.  The training wall will be cast directly 
against the existing dam, further stabilizing and sealing the interface with the dam.  The IECO 
(1986) report noted that the dam condition in the area being considered had no large voids, had 
in-filled with sands and silts, had a tight seat against the foundation material and estimated 
permeability of the dam core at 10-4 to 10-5 ft/sec, which is comparable to typical permeability 
values for silty sands.  However, given the construction and age of the dam this estimate includes 
additional costs for a small grouting program to assure that the new training wall interface with 
the dam is water-tight, and does not result in increased internal pressures within the dam.  
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The in-river alternative features a concrete supplemental attraction water supply flume that is 
similar to the flume propsed for the outboard alternative.  The flume has multiple adjustable 
weirs along the fishway (west) wall discharging into the fishway pools.  Each pool will have a 
stoplog slot in the attraction water flume wall to allow variable discharges and allow for fine-
tuning attraction water flows within the fishway to assure that the attraction flow scheme is 
adaptable and flexible.  As with the outboard alternative, no detailed geotechnical information is 
available for the fishway vicinity.  The cost estimate assumes the  existing riverbed surface to be 
shale and unacceptable for re-use in the constructed fishway channel, however, geology is 
variable in the Project vicinity and a detailed geological field survey may modify this conclusion. 
 
A cost summary for the two rock ramp fishway alternatives is presented below in Table 5.0-1.  A 
detailed breakdown of costs for each fishway alternative is attached in Appendix C. 
 
Table 5.0-1 Cost Summaries for Rock Ramp Fishway Alternatives 


Item Description Outboard Option In-River Option 
0000 Construction Operating Costs  $                  328,563   $                  328,563  
1000 SITE PREP  $               1,149,834   $                  429,623  
2000 EXCAVATION and DEMOLITION  $               1,941,447   $               1,488,530  
3000 FINAL GRADING  $               3,466,267   $               1,839,958  
4000 FISHWAY ATTRACTION WATER  $                  589,267   $                  785,689  
5000 TRAINING WALL  $                    74,100   $                  269,583  
6000 OTHER   $                  200,000  


 Direct including Contractor O&P  $               7,549,477   $               5,341,946  
 Contingency 30%  $               2,264,843   $               1,602,584  
 Engineering 10%  $                  754,948   $                  534,195  
 TOTAL  $             10,569,000   $               7,479,000  


 
 
6.0 DISCUSSION 
 
There are several considerations, in addition to the three-million-dollar cost differential, that 
make an in-river fishway alternative more attractive than an outboard alternative. First, in the 
opinion of Dr. Aadland, the in-river alternative provides a better coupling and transition of the 
fishway with the natural river channel that should ultimately translate to better fish passage 
results.  The USFWS and PFBC were both supportive of this alternative when notified of the 
addition to the Work Plan to consider an in-river alignment of the fishway.  The in-river 
alternative also avoids the excavation and disposal of approximately 240,000 cubic yards of soil 
necessary to construct the outboard alternative.  This large excavation could also result in 
impacts to potential wetland habitats on TMI identified during the site reconnaissance survey.   
Furthermore, YHPC does not own, or have easements, on all of the land within the outboard 
alternative footprint. 
 
While the in-river nature-like fishway concept presented in this report is less expensive than the 
outboard alternative, the cost is still quite high when compared to the annual electrical output and 
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revenue of the York Haven Project.  YHPC has begun investigating several measures that may 
further reduce the cost of this fishway design while still maintaining its primary purpose, the 
effective, timely, and efficient upstream passage of American shad.   
 
The investigation of the two nature-like fishway concepts described above has resulted in the 
identification of three primary cost-drivers of the fishway design: (1) availability and location of 
suitable quality and quantities of rock material of the appropriate size, (2) the volume of the 
supplemental attraction flow, and (3) the basic design criteria for flow rates through the fishway 
(i.e. dimensions of the fishway),  These three cost-drivers are discussed in more detail below: 
 


■ Use of On-Site Building Materials


 


.  One major cost driver for both nature-like fishway 
design alternatives is the cost of mining and transportation of rock for the fishway 
channel, particularly the larger three-to-five-foot rock for constructing the fishway weirs.  
A more detailed review of the native rock in the river channel below the Main Dam will 
be performed to determine the suitability and quantity of on-site rock material for 
fishway construction and its accessibility for transportation within the channel to the 
fishway construction site. 


 
■ Supplemental Attraction Flows


 


.  The concrete channel as configured in this report 
provides supplemental attraction flow to maintain 4,000 cfs to the fishway during lower 
Susquehanna River flow periods (approximately 20,000 cfs or less) but is expensive and 
a major cost driver.  Based on river hydrology, flows below 20,000 cfs seldom occur 
during the shad upstream passage season except for the last two or three weeks of the 
spawning season, generally in early June.  The criteria for a minimum fishway flow of 
4,000 cfs throughout the shad passage season is based solely on the continuation of 
current flow requirements, which were originally established to enhance fish passage up 
through the East Channel to the East Channel fishway.  Current upstream passage 
fishway attraction flow criteria used at many fishways in the USA (West Coast), France, 
and the UK, typically range from 5 to 10 percent of the total discharge at a dam 
(Williams et al., 2011).  Furthermore, the supplemental attraction flow sluiceway, 
introduces the potential to change internal hydraulics of the fishway that could suppress 
shad passage efficiency by creating excessive turbulence or possibly velocity barriers.     


■ Width and Hydraulics of Fishway Channel.  The current design of both nature-like 
fishway alternatives includes a channel width of 300 feet through the main body of the 
fishway.  This design concept  is based solely on the original design constraint of a 400-
foot, right-of-way at the Main Dam abutment and a 100-foot offset from the dam, leaving 
300 feet for a maximum fishway channel width.  While in theory, a wider fishway 
presents a greater variety of hydraulics for migrating fish to choose from and greater 
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target fish capacity, there is insufficient data or experience at this time (particularly for 
American shad) to establish any nature-like fishway size versus capacity or passage 
efficiency criteria. A nature-like fishway design that approaches channel width from an 
incremental perspective, with adequate design accommodations for future expansion, 
could provide data on size capacity relationships as well as avoid a potential unnecessary 
overbuild scenario at York Haven. 


 
The next steps in the nature-like fishway design process will be to investigate the primary cost 
drivers discussed above and develop cost-effective design parameters that effectively balances 
fishway cost with the primary design goal of effective fish passage for shad and other migratory 
fish at the Project.  All three of these cost-drivers are interrelated.  The sizing (width) of the 
fishway channel determines building material cost but also determines the amount of flow 
passing through the fishway channel (at a given fishway crest elevation).  Through-fishway 
channel flow drives the sizing (capacity) of supplemental flow delivery needed to maintain a 
given minimum attraction flow.  The overall minimum attraction flow required to effectively 
attract shad to the fishway and facilitate efficient and timely upstream passage through the 
fishway is largely unknown, but higher attraction flow is assumed to facilitate better fish passage 
efficiency.  The next step will be to optimize these design parameters into a revised in-channel 
conceptual plan. 
 
YHPC has already begun the process of fishway design refinement.  On July 27, 2012 YHPC, 
HDR, and Dr. Luther Aadland met on site during non-spill conditions to investigate the 
suitability of river channel rock between the powerhouse and Main Dam to construct the 
fishway.  The results of that site visit are encouraging, suggesting sufficient good quality rock 
material may be available on-site.  A survey to estimate on-site rock size, quantity, and 
accessibility in the channel will be performed as the next step. At the same time, a revised 
conceptual layout of the in-channel design with attraction flow hydraulic analysis will be 
prepared with a cost estimate. It is YHPC’s intent to proceed with these conceptual plan 
refinements and then move to the functional design level as a basis for a fish passage settlement 
agreement with agencies/stakeholders. 
 
All or any combination of the three cost savings measures listed above has the potential to make 
the construction cost of an effective nature-like fishway at York Haven more affordable and 
proportionate to the project size and revenue potential.  YHPC will diligently pursue these 
alternative design considerations and, at the same time, keep the resource agencies appraised of 
developments and involved in the selection of final design parameters.  It is YHPC’s intent to 
reach a settlement agreement with resource agencies on the issue of Project fish passage 
commitments for the new license term.  YHPC will propose a schedule for these fish passage 
settlement negotiations in the upcoming Final License Application to be filed with FERC on or 
before September 4, 2012.   
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Riparian habitat 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Northwesterly photograph of typical flood plain/riparian 
habitat adjacent to Susquehanna River.  Photograph taken 
several hundred feet south of the main dam apex. 
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Excavated drain ditch 
 
N/A 
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Adam Lyons  


Comments:  


Northeasterly view of drainage ditch at edge 
shoreline/riparian habitat of Susquehanna River. 
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Red oak – mixed hardwood 
forest 


N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons  


 
Comments: 
 
Northerly view of red oak – mixed hardwood forest near 
southern boundary of survey area.   
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Access Road 


N/A 
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Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Westerly view of access road to Staging Area No. 1. 
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Staging Area No. 1 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Northwesterly view of Staging Area No. 1.   
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Staging Area No. 1 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 
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Southerly view of Staging Area No. 1.  
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Access road 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southeasterly view of access road leading to Staging Area 
No. 2. 
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Staging Area No. 2 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 
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Southerly view of Staging Area No. 2. 
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Staging Area No. 2 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Southerly view of Staging Area No. 2.  Note abandon 
osprey platform at right of photograph. 
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R. oak – mixed forest 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Northerly view of Susquehanna River bank near northern 
edge of proposed outboard alternative of the nature-like 
fishway. 
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Berm/dike 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southwesterly view of berm/dike located adjacent to 
Susquehanna River. 
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Berm/dike 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Northerly view of berm/dike adjacent to Susquehanna 
River.  Wetland A is to right of photograph.  Notice 
existing access road located adjacent to Wetland A. 
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Parking area/dam apex 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southerly view of dam apex area showing gravel parking 
area and existing structures. 
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Parking area/dam apex 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southwesterly view of parking area at dam apex. 
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Dam apex 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Southwesterly view of dam apex area. 
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Main dam/dam apex 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Northeastern view of main dam and dam apex area looking 
towards shoreline. 
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Access road 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Easterly view of access road leading to dam apex. 
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Dam apex area 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 
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Northerly view of dam apex area. 
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Floodplain forest 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southeasterly view of sycamore (river birch) – box elder 
floodplain forest adjacent to Wetland A. 
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Wetland A 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Northerly view of Wetland A.  Notice fill berms along 
west and east sides of wetland. 
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Dam apex area 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Northwestern view of Wetland A.  Notice water mark on 
tree in foreground.  Area dominated by river birch. 


Water mark 
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Salamander egg mass 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Photograph of spotted salamander egg mass in Wetland 
A. 
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Wetland A 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southeasterly view of vernal pool habitat in Wetland A. 
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Wetland A 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Northerly view of northern section of Wetland A.  Notice 
ponded water area (potential vernal pool habitat) in 
northern section of Wetland A. 


Salamander egg 
mass 
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Wetland B 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 
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Photograph of Wetland B looking southeasterly. 
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Wetland B 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 
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Northwesterly view of Wetland B. 
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Wetland C 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 
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Southerly view of Wetland C. 
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Wetland D 


N/A 


3-27-12 


Adam Lyons 
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Southerly view of Wetland D. 
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Shoreline 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


Comments:  


Southerly view of shoreline south of main dam apex. 
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Access road 
 
N/A 
 
3-27-12 
 
Adam Lyons 


 
Comments: 
 
Easterly view of access road leading to dam apex. 
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PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12
CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - Outboard Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson


REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


FERC No. 332 RESERVOIRS, DAMS & WATERWAYS


0000 Construction Operating Costs
$293,360


0100 Construction Management Team 3 Month $78,280 $234,840 1 supr, 2 Project Managers, 3 general purpose laborers, 2 field engineers, 1 clerk, 1 timekeeper


0200 Mobilization of Equipment, Trailers 12 ea $355 $4,260 RS Means 01543650 line 0300


300 Demoilization of Equipment, Trailers 12 ea $355 $4,260 RS Means 01543650 line 0300


400 Temp Utilities 1 LS $50,000 $50,000


1000 SITE PREP
$1,149,834


1100 Clearing


1110 Site Erosion Control 1 LS $100,000 $0 Lump sum for erosion control and seepage/sediment management from excavation 


1120 Clear and Grub w/ Chipping onsite Acre 9.64 Acre $14,895 $143,619 1400 feet used as average onshore centerline length. (RS Means 31 11 10.10, lines 0300 & 0350), 
Lines 0300 and 0350 were added for $14895.31 per acre


1130 Chip on site $0


1200 Laydown and Spoil


1210 Site Erosion Control 1 LS $20,000 $20,000 ESCP at spoil site


1220 Clear and Grub 4 acre $3,724 $14,895 Not much work. Considered area already open space.


1230 Grading and drainage for Laydown / Spoil 5 $/day $1,000 120 $/hr $100 $17,000 Assume a week of a machine and operator to manage laydown and spoil piles.


1300 Cofferdam


1310 Sheet Pile Coffer  Place 15,200 0 $32.00 $486,400 1200 LF of shoreline to close off. (RS Means 31 41 16.10 Line 1800)


1320 Rip Rap Placement on River Side 694 CY $54.78 $38,042 rs mean 313713.10 line 0011


1330 Maintenance 1 LS $10,000.00 $10,000


1340 Pumping/Dewatering System 130 Day $331 $43,052 Assumed 6 months of work, 130 working days using 3 pumps (4" centrifugal); RS Means 31 23 
19.20 line 0650 and 0670


1350 Sheet Pile  Coffer  Remove 15,200 SF $23.50 $357,200 (RS Means 31 41 16.10 Line 1900)


1360 Rip Rap Removal 694 CY $28.28 $19,626 Rate same as for placement minus material cost of 26.5/CY


1370 Embankment Removal


2000 EXCAVATION and DEMOLITION
$1,733,435


2100 Earth


2110 Channel Excavation S1 36,055 cy $2.06 cy $74,273 Bulk Excavation, 1 CY bucket on hydraulic excavator (RS Means 31 23 16.42, line 0200)


2120 Channel Excavation S2 136,733 cy $2.06 cy $281,670 Bulk Excavation, 1 CY bucket on hydraulic excavator (RS Means 31 23 16.42, line 0200)


2130 Channel Excavation S3 55,061 cy $2.06 cy $113,426 Bulk Excavation, 1 CY bucket on hydraulic excavator (RS Means 31 23 16.42, line 0200)


2140 S1 and S2 Main Bed Soils Exc 16,100 cy $2.06 cy $33,166 Bulk Excavation, 1 CY bucket on hydraulic excavator (RS Means 31 23 16.42, line 0200)


HDR Engineering, Inc. 5/25/2012 - @ 5:42 PM York Haven Fishway Costs.xlsx   Outboard Option 1 Outboard Option 1  Page 2 of 7







PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12
CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - Outboard Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson


REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


2150 Excavation Spoil Loading 1 LS 15% $75,380 Common earth shovel 1 CY (RS Means section 31 23 16.42, line 0020)


2160 Excavation Spoil Hauling 292738.8 cy $2.98 $872,362
Assume spoils will be transported to north staging area adjacent to heliport using 12 cy trucks. Distance= 1 mile (RS 
Means section 31 23 23.20 line 1028). Used excavated soil volume. NOTE:2008 RS Means used. No Hauling section 
2012


2200 Rock  


2210 S2 Rock Splitting 3,222 cy $2.98 cy $9,602 Used in-ground volume using ripping techniques. Shale, medium hard in adverse conditions (RS 
means 31 23 16.32, line 1700)


2220 S3 & 4 Rock Splitting 6,981 cy $2.98 cy $20,803


2230 S2,3 & 4 Total Rock Excavation and Loading 13,774 cy $13.65 cy $188,015 Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5000)


2240 S2,3 & 4 Total Rock Hauling 13,774 cy $4.70 cy $64,738 Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5400)


2300 Demolition


2310 Dam None, as this option doesn't affect the existing structure


3000 FINAL GRADING
$3,466,267


3100 Fishway Bed Material


3110 Placing 18" D50 material 47,050 CY $36 47,050 CY $15 $2,385,435 35.70 based on local quote from Valley Quarries, which include 50 mile haul


3120 Placing 6" minus "chink" material 5,881 CY $36 5,881 CY $15 $299,944 Use same cost as above, with quantify of  1/8th of 18" material


3130 Placing 4-ft to 5-ft boulders 1,973 CY $51.75 1,973 CY $45 $190,888 Based on 4-7 ft stone prices and placement rates for Job in Rowe Mass, Jan 2012, Union Job, Haul 
around 25 miles


3140 Placing Rip Rap protection along the eastern bank of fishway 10,000 CY $40.00 10,000 CY $15 $550,000 rs mean 313713.10 line 0011 5-ft thick slope, 22.5 ft on slope


3200 Adjustments to layouts


3210 Fine tuning the layout of the 4-ft to 5 ft boulders 1 LS 1 LS $40,000 $40,000 Assumes equipment and labor at $4k per day


4000 FISHWAY ATTRACTION WATER
$589,267


4100 Excavation


4110 Concrete gate structure $0 Assume No substantial Excavation, as FAW is located toward abutment.


4120 Concrete attraction flume $0


4130 $0


4200 CONROLS


4210 Concrete gate structure and racks 1 LS $150,000 $150,000 Gate costs, operators, and support, based on recent gate prices.


4220


4300 CONCRETE


4310


4320 Walls 1,000 cy $106 1,000 cy $141 $247,000 RS Means 033053.40 line  6250   Average 18 inch thick wall  Local quote of $106/yard raw 
concrete on site


4330 Slab 933 cy $106 933 cy $100 $192,267 RS Means 033053.40 line  6250   Average 24 inch thick Slab on grade


5000 TRAINING WALL
$74,100
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PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12
CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - Outboard Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson


REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


5100


5110 Headwater Training Wall CIP, Forms, Concrete and Reinforcement 300 cy $106 300 cy $141 $74,100 Local concrete quote


SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 2008 $7,306,262 Note; City Cost Index Weighted Average for York, PA is 94.4


2012 $7,549,477 Adjusted for 2012 12% cost increase for 2008 prices, not including 2012 quote pricing
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PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12


CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - In-River Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson
REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


FERC No. 332 RESERVOIRS, DAMS & WATERWAYS


0000 Construction Operating Costs
$293,360


0100 Construction Management Team 3 Month $78,280 $234,840 1 supr, 2 Project Managers, 3 general purpose laborers, 2 field engineers, 1 clerk, 1 
timekeeper


0200 Mobilization of Equipment, Trailers 12 ea $355 $4,260 RS Means 01543650 line 0300


300 Demoilization of Equipment, Trailers 12 ea $355 $4,260 RS Means 01543650 line 0300


400 Temp Utilities 1 LS $50,000 $50,000


1000 SITE PREP
$383,592


1100 Clearing


1110 Site Erosion Control 1 LS $10,000 $10,000 Little ground disturbance


1120 Clear and Grub 1 ac $18,825 ac $18,825 1400 feet used as average onshore centerline length. (RS Means 31 11 10.10, lines 0300 & 
0350), Lines 0300 and 0350 were added for $18,825 per acre


1130 Chip on site


1200 Laydown and Spoil


1210 Site Erosion Control 1 LS $10,000 $10,000 Little excavated material requiring protection.    25% of 1120 price per acre


1220 Clear and Grub 2 ac $0 ac $0 None


1230 Grading and drainage for Laydown 0 $0 None required


1300 Earthen Cofferdam Note: Same Material for Earth Cofferdam will be used in 2 different stages. 


1310 Earthen Coffer  Place (Downstream of Dam) 9,956 CY $15.25 9,956 CY $0.99 $161,685 1200 LF of shoreline to close off. (RS Means 31 41 16.10 Line 1800)


1320 Earthen Coffer  Remove (Downstream of Dam) 7,467 CY $0 7,467 CY $1.98 $14,785 rs mean 313713.10 line 0011 25% loss of material


1330 Earthen Coffer  Place (Upstream of Dam) 4,977 CY $15.25 12,444 CY $0.99 $88,219 Makeup material required for loss and headpond coffer


1340 Earthen Coffer  Remove (Upstream of Dam) 9,333 CY $0 9,333 CY $1.98 $18,479 removal with 25% matl loss.


1350 Maintenance 1 LS $10,000 $10,000 Lump sum estimate for areas that need to be replaced


1360 Dewatering Ex 178 CY $0 178 CY $8.70 $1,549 Ditch along the perimeter of the inside of the temporary earthen dam 2'x3' deep; RS Means 
31.23.19.20 line 0100


1370 Pumping 130 Day $0 130 Day $385 $50,050 Assumed 6 months of work, 130 working days using 3 pumps (4" centrifugal); RS Means 31 
23 19.20 line 0650 and 0670


2000 EXCAVATION and DEMOLITION
$1,329,045


2100 Earth


2110 Channel Excavation S1


2200 Rock


2210 Main Bed Rock Splitting 22,222 cy $2.11 $46,888 Used in-ground volume using ripping techniques. Shale, medium hard in adverse conditions 
(RS means 31 23 16.32, line 2500)


2220 Staging Pool Rock Splitting 2,777 cy $2.11 $5,859 Used in-ground volume using ripping techniques. Shale, medium hard in adverse conditions 
(RS means 31 23 16.32, line 2500)
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PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12


CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - In-River Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson
REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


2230 Main Bed & Staging Pool Rock Excavation and Loading 33,749 cy $13.65 $460,669 Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5000)


2240 Main Bed & Staging Pool Rock Hauling 33,749 cy $4.70 $158,619 Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5400)


2300 Dam Demolition


2310 Dam Concrete 39,360 SF $11.30 $444,768 Used  RS Means 024116.17 line 0400.  Extrapolated using unit  price for 6 inch slab to get 
price for a 12 inch slab not listed


2320 Dam Rock Fill 6,833 CY $7.19 $49,129 Used RS Means  312316.42 line 1000. Used a 15% surcharge for loading (line 0020). 
$6.25*1.15= $7.19


2400 Scoured Rock Debris Excavation


2410 Downstream of Existing Dam; Excavation and loading CY 8,889 cy $13.65 $121,333 Estimated 2 feet depth, 400 ft wide (100ft beyond training wall), 300 feet long                        
Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5000)


2420 Downstream of Existing Dam; Hauling cy 8,889 cy $4.70 $41,778 Used excavated volume of rock (RS Means 31 23 16.30, line 5400)


3000 FINAL GRADING
$1,839,958


3100 Fishway Bed Material


3110 Placing 18" D50 material 28,192 cy $36 28,192 cy $15 $1,429,334 35.70 based on local quote from Valley Quarries, which include 50 mile haul


3120 Placing 6" minus "chink" material 3,524 cy $36 3,524 cy $15 $179,724 Use same cost as above, with quantify of  1/8th of 18" material


3130 Placing 4-ft to 5-ft boulders 1,973 cy $51.75 1,973 cy $45 $190,900 Based on 4-7 ft stone prices and placement rates for Job in Rowe Mass, Jan 2012, Union 
Job, Haul around 25 miles


3200 Adjustments to layouts


3210 Fine tuning the layout of the 4-ft to 5 ft boulders 1 LS 1 LS $40,000 $40,000 Assumes equipment and labor at $4k per day


4000 FISHWAY ATTRACTION WATER
$785,689


4100 Excav and Earthwork


4110 Concrete gate structure 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 LS estimate for misc excav work for the intake


4120 Concrete attraction flume


4130 Fill use avaiable spoil onsite to backfill east side of flume.  Consider more if access across flume 
is desired.


4200 CONROLS


4210 Concrete gate structure 1 LS $150,000 $150,000 Estimated lump sum for lift gates, controls and operating system.  Revisit if crest or flap gate 
is required.


4220 Concrete attraction flume $0 Included


4230 Discharge Controls $0 Local manual op, included above.


4300 CONCRETE


4310 Attraction Flow Concrete Channel  Walls 2 sided form 1,333 cy $106 1,333 cy $141 $329,333 RS Means 033053.40 line  6250   Average 18 inch thick wall  Local quote of $106/yard raw 
concrete on site


4320 Attraction Flow Concrete Channel  Slab - Single sided form 1,244 cy $106 1,244 cy $100 $256,356 RS Means 033053.40 line  6250   Average 24 inch thick Slab on grade, 14 ft wide


5000 TRAINING WALL
$269,583
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PROJECT: 177511.11 York Haven Hydro Project EST. AS OF: 05/17/12


CLIENT: YHPC Conceptual Cost Estimate - In-River Fishway PREPARED BY: Lyons/Nelson
REVIEWED BY: MacDonald


MATERIAL    LABOR DIRECT TOTAL  TOTAL COMMENTS
FERC CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY UNIT PRICE QUANTITY UNIT RATE $ $


5100


5110 Training Wall Forms, Concrete and Reinforcement 889 cy $106 889 cy $141 $219,583 Local concrete quote


5120 Grouting for Existing dam 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 Additional cost for extra grouting effort for cut through existing dam.


6000 OTHER
$200,000


6100


6110 Barge and Boats cy 1 LS $200,000 $200,000 Lump sum estimate for barges, boats, tugs to support crane, hauling and cofferdam 
operations


    


SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 2008 $5,101,227 Note; City Cost Index Weighted Average for York, PA is 94.4


2012 $5,341,946 Adjusted for 2012 12% cost increase for 2008 prices, not including 2012 quote pricing
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2020 60% Design Budget Table
NLF Component


Settlement


2020 60% Design
(30% Design   


Stage)


2020 60% Design
(w/ value 


engineering)


Mob./Demob., Demo, 
Civil Work


$        3,090,000 
$        2,590,000 


Cofferdams (annual) $2,970,000 (annual) $2,970,000


Weir 1 $        3,270,000 $        3,270,000 


Internal Weirs & All 
Excavation


$      10,720,000 $        5,880,000 


SAWF $        5,460,000 $        5,460,000 


CM/Eng/Other $        3,850,000 $        3,320,000 


Total NLF Cost: $8,000,000 $      29,360,000 $   23,490,000 


($2014) ($2019) ($2019)


Internal Weir value 
Engineering
• Optimized design 
• Reduced concrete 


volume
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1.      Reduced risk during construction
2.      Maintains integrity of existing dam
3.      Can construct with a smaller cofferdam
4.      Lower O&M due to on land surface
5.      Likely less risk for damage during operations due to being offline from the main

channel
 
Cons:

1.      Design would need to be an approximately 50’-wide fishway in order to approach
being cost competitive

2.      May still require SAWF on Main Dam to meet 5% of river flow
3.      Potential wetland/cultural impacts – require additional field work to expand/verify

sensitive resources
4.      Need for additional geotechnical investigations
5.      Longer design time (for field work and more substantial design change) – could add

9 months to current schedule
6.      Would be substantial change to JPA (substantial permit application effort)
7.      Questions about potential false attraction problems created by the angle/apex of the

dam.
 

Based on our review of the 2013 report, we note that an inland bypass was previously evaluated and
dropped from further consideration based the September 28, 2012 consultation with the Resource
Agencies (see 2013 NLF Conceptual Design Report, page 55, second to last-paragraph). Further,
during YHPC’s recent re-examination of this alternative in preparation for the May 27 meeting, we
determined that this option did not support the four pillars for this project. Therefore, the bypass was
not a feasible alternative and YHPC proposed the two alternatives as described in our June 12, 2020
email.

 
2020 Value Engineering
Regarding the 2020 design costs, YHPC performed a detailed value engineering effort between the
30% and the 60% design to identify areas where significant cost reduction could be attained (see
May 27 slide attached). 

 
The team identified benefits to optimize the interior weirs and non-water retaining structures of the
NLF, while still meeting the four pillars of this project. However, even with those efforts, the design
of a 300’-wide fishway (in agreement with the Appendix A and B requirements) remained cost-
prohibitive. Even with a substantially narrower fishway (~50’-wide) for the 2020 design, the fishway
is projected to remain cost-prohibitive due to the substantial costs for the cofferdam, SAWF, and
Weir 1.
 
Jody J. Smet, AICP
Vice President Regulatory Affairs
Eagle Creek Renewable Energy
 
Please note my new email address – jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com
 
From: Eberts, Ron <reberts@pa.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 7:19 AM
To: Jody Smet <Jody.Smet@eaglecreekre.com>; Sheila Eyler <Sheila_Eyler@fws.gov>; Miller, Jeremy
<jeremmille@pa.gov>; Tryninewski, Joshua <jtryninews@pa.gov>; Aaron Henning
<ahenning@srbc.net>; Shawn Seaman -DNR- <shawn.seaman@maryland.gov>; Morales, Jesus J
<jesus_morales@fws.gov>; Bjorn Lake - NOAA Federal <Bjorn.lake@noaa.gov>;
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don.pugh@outlook.com; Nizer, Deborah A CIV USARMY CENAB (US)
<DEBBY.NIZER@usace.army.mil>; McCorkle, Richard <richard_mccorkle@fws.gov>; Jose Zayas
<Jose.Zayas@eaglecreekre.com>; Nick Ivancic <Nick.Ivancic@eaglecreekre.com>; Tom O'Connor
<Tom.OConnor@eaglecreekre.com>; Sullivan, Curtis C <curtsulliv@pa.gov>; Weston, R. Timothy
<tim.weston@klgates.com>; Caccese, Robert <rcaccese@pa.gov>; Trevor Lykens
<Trevor.Lykens@KleinschmidtGroup.com>; Tyler Kreider <Tyler.Kreider@KleinschmidtGroup.com>;
Wendy Bley <Wendy.Bley@Kleinschmidtgroup.com>; Rob Bourdon
<robert.bourdon@maryland.gov>
Cc: Tittler, Andrew <Andrew.Tittler@sol.doi.gov>; Oyler, Jason <joyler@srbc.net>; Shirey, Jason
<jshirey@pa.gov>; Williamson, Scott <scwilliams@pa.gov>; Bob Sadzinski
<bob.sadzinski@maryland.gov>; Marty Karpenski <marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com>; Mccollum,
Allyson <amccollum@pa.gov>
Subject: RE: [External] RE: YHPC NLFP - Dispute Resolution Meeting Follow-up
 
Good morning Jody,
 
Yes, the Resource Agencies have reviewed and discussed the alternative concepts that YH/Eagle
Creek provided on June 12, 2020.  During our discussion, we were curious if YH/Eagle Creek had
explored a bypass NLF option (example below)? 
 
 

 
 
If so, can you please let us know why this alternative was not provided?  If not, can you please look
into this option and provide us with a response by July 7, 2020?  Also, can you please let us know if
you looked into ways to possibly reduce the costs of the 2020 design, while still being able to meet
the requirements of Appendix A and B in the Water Quality Certification?  If so, can you please
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provide us with that data?  If not, can you please look into the potential ways to reduce the costs of
the 2020 NLF design and provide us with that information by July 7, 2020?
 
Thank you,
 
 
Ronald C. Eberts, Jr. | Environmental Protection Compliance Specialist
Department of Environmental Protection
Southcentral Regional Office
Waterways & Wetlands Program
909 Elmerton Avenue | Harrisburg, PA 17110
Phone: 717.705.4819 | Fax: - 717.705.4760
www.depweb.state.pa.us
 

 
24-hour toll free Emergency Response number for SCRO: 1-800-541-2050.
 
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has launched an e-permit for Chapter 105
Wetland and Waterway Obstruction and Encroachment General Permits to make application submittal
and review more efficient and enable faster responses to applicants. Information on e-permits can be
found on our website at  https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Water/Waterways/Pages/ePermitting.aspx  
   
 
 
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION The information transmitted is intended only for
the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any
use of this information other than by the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this message in
error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers.
 
 
 

From: Jody Smet <Jody.Smet@eaglecreekre.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 8:19 AM
To: Sheila Eyler <Sheila_Eyler@fws.gov>; Eberts, Ron <reberts@pa.gov>; Miller, Jeremy
<jeremmille@pa.gov>; Tryninewski, Joshua <jtryninews@pa.gov>; Aaron Henning
<ahenning@srbc.net>; Shawn Seaman -DNR- <shawn.seaman@maryland.gov>; Morales, Jesus J
<jesus_morales@fws.gov>; Bjorn Lake - NOAA Federal <Bjorn.lake@noaa.gov>;
don.pugh@outlook.com; Nizer, Deborah A CIV USARMY CENAB (US)
<DEBBY.NIZER@usace.army.mil>; McCorkle, Richard <richard_mccorkle@fws.gov>; Jose Zayas
<Jose.Zayas@eaglecreekre.com>; Nick Ivancic <Nick.Ivancic@eaglecreekre.com>; Tom O'Connor
<Tom.OConnor@eaglecreekre.com>; Sullivan, Curtis C <curtsulliv@pa.gov>; Weston, R. Timothy
<tim.weston@klgates.com>; Caccese, Robert <rcaccese@pa.gov>; Trevor Lykens
<Trevor.Lykens@KleinschmidtGroup.com>; Tyler Kreider <Tyler.Kreider@KleinschmidtGroup.com>;
Wendy Bley <Wendy.Bley@Kleinschmidtgroup.com>; Rob Bourdon
<robert.bourdon@maryland.gov>
Cc: Tittler, Andrew <Andrew.Tittler@sol.doi.gov>; Oyler, Jason <joyler@srbc.net>; Shirey, Jason
<jshirey@pa.gov>; Williamson, Scott <scwilliams@pa.gov>; Bob Sadzinski
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<bob.sadzinski@maryland.gov>; Marty Karpenski <marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com>; Mccollum,
Allyson <amccollum@pa.gov>
Subject: [External] RE: YHPC NLFP - Dispute Resolution Meeting Follow-up
 

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or
attachments from unknown sources. To report suspicious email, forward the message as an
attachment to CWOPA_SPAM@pa.gov.

All,
 
Just checking in to see how your review is going, and to ask if a follow-up call to review/discuss the
alternative concepts would be beneficial? Please advise.
 
Thank you,
 
Jody J. Smet, AICP
Vice President Regulatory Affairs
Eagle Creek Renewable Energy
 
Please note my new email address – jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com
 
From: Jody Smet 
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Eyler, Sheila <sheila_eyler@fws.gov>; Eberts, Ron <reberts@pa.gov>; Miller, Jeremy
<jeremmille@pa.gov>; Josh Tryninewski <jtryninews@pa.gov>; Aaron Henning
<ahenning@srbc.net>; Shawn Seaman -DNR- <shawn.seaman@maryland.gov>; Morales, Jesus J
<jesus_morales@fws.gov>; Bjorn Lake - NOAA Federal <Bjorn.lake@noaa.gov>;
don.pugh@outlook.com; Nizer, Deborah A CIV USARMY CENAB (US)
<DEBBY.NIZER@usace.army.mil>; McCorkle, Richard <richard_mccorkle@fws.gov>; Jose Zayas
<Jose.Zayas@eaglecreekre.com>; Nick Ivancic <Nick.Ivancic@eaglecreekre.com>; Tom O'Connor
<Tom.OConnor@eaglecreekre.com>; Sullivan, Curtis C <curtsulliv@pa.gov>; Weston, R. Timothy
<tim.weston@klgates.com>; rcaccese@pa.gov; Trevor Lykens
<Trevor.Lykens@KleinschmidtGroup.com>; Tyler Kreider <Tyler.Kreider@KleinschmidtGroup.com>;
Wendy Bley <Wendy.Bley@Kleinschmidtgroup.com>; Rob Bourdon
<robert.bourdon@maryland.gov>
Cc: Tittler, Andrew <Andrew.Tittler@sol.doi.gov>; Oyler, Jason <joyler@srbc.net>; Shirey, Jason
<jshirey@pa.gov>; Williamson, Scott <scwilliams@pa.gov>; Bob Sadzinski
<bob.sadzinski@maryland.gov>; 'Martin Karpenski (marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com)'
<marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com>; Mccollum, Allyson <amccollum@pa.gov>
Subject: RE: YHPC NLFP - Dispute Resolution Meeting Follow-up
 
All,
 
In response to the requests for additional information YHPC received during the May 27, 2020
NLFP dispute resolution meeting, please see the attached Memorandum for your review, comment,
and further discussion. 
 
Thank you,
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Jody J. Smet, AICP
Vice President Regulatory Affairs
Eagle Creek Renewable Energy
 
Please note my new email address – jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com
 
From: Jody Smet 
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Eyler, Sheila <sheila_eyler@fws.gov>; Eberts, Ron <reberts@pa.gov>; Miller, Jeremy
<jeremmille@pa.gov>; Josh Tryninewski <jtryninews@pa.gov>; Aaron Henning
<ahenning@srbc.net>; Shawn Seaman -DNR- <shawn.seaman@maryland.gov>; Morales, Jesus J
<jesus_morales@fws.gov>; Bjorn Lake - NOAA Federal <Bjorn.lake@noaa.gov>;
don.pugh@outlook.com; Nizer, Deborah A CIV USARMY CENAB (US)
<DEBBY.NIZER@usace.army.mil>; McCorkle, Richard <richard_mccorkle@fws.gov>; Jose Zayas
<Jose.Zayas@eaglecreekre.com>; Nick Ivancic <Nick.Ivancic@eaglecreekre.com>; Tom O'Connor
<Tom.OConnor@eaglecreekre.com>; Sullivan, Curtis C <curtsulliv@pa.gov>; Weston, R. Timothy
<tim.weston@klgates.com>; rcaccese@pa.gov; Trevor Lykens
<Trevor.Lykens@KleinschmidtGroup.com>; Tyler Kreider <Tyler.Kreider@KleinschmidtGroup.com>;
Wendy Bley <Wendy.Bley@Kleinschmidtgroup.com>; Rob Bourdon
<robert.bourdon@maryland.gov>
Cc: Tittler, Andrew <Andrew.Tittler@sol.doi.gov>; Oyler, Jason <joyler@srbc.net>; Shirey, Jason
<jshirey@pa.gov>; Williamson, Scott <scwilliams@pa.gov>; Bob Sadzinski
<bob.sadzinski@maryland.gov>; Martin Karpenski (marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com)
<marty.karpenski@eaglecreekre.com>; Mccollum, Allyson <amccollum@pa.gov>
Subject: YHPC NLFP - Dispute Resolution Meeting Follow-up
 
All,
 
On behalf of the YHPC team, we want to thank all of the members from the federal and state
Agencies for participating on the Nature Like Fish Passage (NLFP) call this week.  It is our hope that
we were able to provide answers and clarity to your questions, and we look forward to working with
all of you to identify a viable option for the site.  
 
Additional Information Requested:

1. Provide more detailed drawing, flows and write-up on the downstream option
2. Compare revised upstream and downstream concepts to the Settlement and 401 (Appendix

A&B) requirements and identify areas of potential deviation
3. Identify timing (Engineering design and Construction) estimates for concepts

The team has already begun to address your questions and we will provide a formal response on or
before June 12th.  Please let us know if there is additional information needed.
 
YHPC remains committed to working with the Agencies to identify a path forward at the York
Haven facility that balances Safety, Performance, Affordability and Timeliness. 
 
Thank you,
__________________________________________________________________
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Jody J. Smet, AICP | Vice President Regulatory Affairs
Eagle Creek Renewable Energy
Desk: 804 739 0654
Mobile: 804 382 1764
Email: jody.smet@eaglecreekre.com

This message is intended only for the named recipient and may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged
information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any misdirected transmission. If you received this
message in error, please notify sender immediately and delete this message from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient, you must not use, disclose, distribute or copy any part of this message.
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York Haven Power Company 
PO Box 67, 1 Hydro Park Drive 

York Haven, PA  17370 
717-268-7040 (phone) 

717-266-9472 (fax) 

December 18, 2020 
 
Scott Williamson  
Environmental Program Manager  
Southcentral Regional Office  
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
 
RE: York Haven Hydroelectric Project (Project No. 1888) 

 
Dear Mr. Williamson: 
 
I am writing on behalf of York Haven Power Company, LLC (“YHPC”) in response to your letter 
dated October 19, 2020, and the specific Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(“PADEP”) request that YHPC provide a “plan and schedule for design and construction consistent 
with 401 WQC parameters” and more specifically choose between, “Option 1 – continue with the 
current 60% NLF design (2020) or Option 2 – continue with the 2014 conceptual design agreed 
upon in the 401 WQC” by December 18, 2020.   
 
YHPC remains committed to meeting its obligation to install a nature-like fishway at the York 
Haven hydroelectric plant in accordance with the Offer of Settlement dated January 2014 (the 
“Settlement Agreement”) and the PADEP Water Quality Certification for the plant. We are 
working to identify and develop a compliant NLF design that rests soundly upon each of the four 
pillars of a successful NLF project: (1) Timeliness of Installation; (2) Safety and Stability; (3) 
Performance; and (4) Affordability.    
 
Prompted by recent PADEP suggestions, we have renewed our analysis of the inland concept for 
the NLF design and are strongly encouraged by the clear benefits of that design’s key features.  In 
particular, the inland design would:  
 

 Drastically shorten the construction timeline due to the ability to construct much of the 
NLP in the dry.  This significant advantage will allow construction to be completed on year 
from permitting rather than the two-year construction period projected for the 2014 design.  

 Significantly reduce dam safety concerns, which consequently reduces the time and 
expense that are otherwise necessary to construct an NLF that doubles as a safe and durable 
water retaining structure. 

 Eliminate most concerns regarding ice and flood flow impacts, which would improve the 
NLF’s readiness and effectiveness while reducing needed maintenance.  

 Result in safer operational and maintenance conditions for YHPC staff, which also has the 
effect of enhancing NLF readiness and effectiveness.  

 Provide a configuration that would take advantage of the fact that the largest percentage of 
fish already find the apex area – the dam would naturally guide the fish to the entrance of 
the inland configuration.  Our preliminary evaluations indicate that the inland concept can 
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be designed to meet the key performance objectives: (1) target species velocity, depth, and 
zone of passage notch width; (2) fishway slope; (3) pool length and depth; and (4) sizing 
for peak minute volume associated with passage of at least 2 million shad.  We understand 
that we will need to show, through appropriate hydraulic modeling, that this option will 
work and be effective.  

 Initial cost analysis indicates that the potential cost of an inland NLF could be in the range 
of affordability.  

 
We presented the inland bypass option to PADEP and the other Agencies at the York Haven annual 
Fish Passage Technical Advisory Committee meeting on December 9, and we understand that the 
Agencies met on December 11 to discuss the merits of this option.  We appreciate the willingness 
of all of the Agencies to consider the inland option. If the Agencies agree that the inland design 
warrants further development, YHPC is poised and ready to immediately commit significant 
resources to develop a 30% design, including hydraulic modeling (which our consultants indicate 
can be completed within 4 months).  
 
We are currently awaiting Agency feedback on the inland bypass option. Considering the pending 
Agency feedback, we are not providing at this time a plan and schedule for design and construction 
based on the 2014 NLF design as it appears the inland concept provides the best promise of 
meeting the four pillars and achieving everyone’s objective of a buildable, timely and effective 
fish passage facility. Upon receiving Agency feedback, we will provide a plan and schedule in 
accordance with Agency direction.    
 
We are committed to meeting our fish passage obligations at the York Haven Project as quickly 
as possible in a safe and effective manner and we look forward to our continued collaboration with 
USFWS to identify the best approach.  If you have any questions, please reach out to Jody Smet, 
Vice President of Regulatory Affairs at 804.739.0654 / Jody.Smet@eaglcreekre.com or directly to 
me at 240.482.2701 / jose.zayas@eaglecreekre.com. 
 
Regards,    

    
  

 
Jose Zayas 
Senior Vice President 
Strategic Partnerships and Initiatives 
York Haven Power Company, LLC 
 
cc:  Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (“PFBC”) 

Maryland Department of Natural Resources (“MDNR”) 
Susquehanna River Basin Commission (“SRBC”) 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”)  



  
 Waterways & Wetlands Program  

South Central Regional Office | 909 Elmerton Avenue | Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200 | 717.705.4802 | F 717.705.4760 
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March 8, 2021 

 

Mr. Eli Smith  

York Haven Power Company  

P.O. Box 67 

1 Hydro Park Drive  

York Haven, PA 17370  

 

Mr. Jose Zayas 

Eagle Creek Renewable Energy 

2 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 1330 

Bethesda, MD  20814 

 

RE: WQC No. EA67-023  

 FERC Project No. P-1888 

 Dauphin, Lancaster, and York County, Pennsylvania 

 

Dear Mr. Smith and Mr. Zayas, 

 

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (“PA DEP”) sent the York Haven 

Power Company (“YHPC”) and Eagle Creek Renewable Energy (“Eagle Creek”) an email on 

April 10, 2020, requesting that YHPC and Eagle Creek commit to one of three options to install a 

nature-like fishway facility (“NLF”).  Eagle Creek responded to PA DEP on April 24, 2020 and 

stated that Options 1 and 2 were no longer viable, and that YHPC would pursue Option 3.   

On December 9, 2020, YHPC presented to PA DEP and the other Resource Agencies (RAs) at 

the York Haven Annual Fish Passage Technical Advisory Committee meeting an inland bypass 

as their proposed Option 3.  YHPC and Eagle Creek were to include in this Option a plan revision 

and a schedule that is in substantial compliance with the design concept and construction criteria 

for the NLF facility set forth in Appendices A & B of the August 19, 2014 401 Water Quality 

Certification (“401 WQC”).  

 

The PA DEP respectfully disagrees with YHPC and Eagle Creek’s assessment that Options 1 and 

2 are no longer viable options.  PA DEP and the RAs have reviewed the proposed inland bypass 

option presented by YHPC and do not believe this option will meet the parameters set forth in 

Appendices A & B of the 401 WQC or demonstrate an equivalent or better fish passage. 

The 401 WQC requires YHPC to finance, design, permit and install an NLF in the vicinity of the 

apex of the main dam and Three Mile Island (“TMI”) in accordance with the conditions set forth 

in Appendices A & B of the 401 WQC. 

 

The PA DEP requests that YHPC and Eagle Creek choose one of the options below that will meet 

the parameters set forth in Appendices A & B of the 401 WQC to move forward with the NLF:  
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Option 1 - continue with the current 60% NLF design (2020) 

 

Option 2 - continue with the previous NLF design (2016) 

 

The PA DEP and the RAs have spent and continue to spend considerable time and resources 

since 2014 working with YHPC to achieve a design for the NLF that would be consistent with the 

conceptual design in the 401 WQC.  It appears clear to PA DEP and the RAs that YHPC and 

Eagle Creek will fail to construct the NLF in accordance with the State Water Quality 

Certification by the end of 2021.  YHPC’s failure to have a final, approved NLF design and 

implementation by the end of 2021 remains a significant concern for PA DEP and the RAs and 

therefore YHPC is in continued violation of Section III. A. 2 of the 401 WQC.   

 

The PA DEP does not believe the  inland bypass alternative provided by YHPC and Eagle Creek 

to date, maximizes aquatic species movement and migration potential both upstream and 

downstream of the dam compared to NLF Option 1 or 2. The PA DEP requests that YHPC and 

Eagle Creek submit NLF Option 1 or 2 that is in substantial compliance with the design concept 

and criteria set forth in Appendices A & B of the 401 WQC to PA DEP and the RAs by June 1, 

2021.  This submission should include a plan and schedule for design and construction 

parameters consistent with Appendices A & B of the 401 WQC.  Finally, PA DEP will be in 

contact with YHPC to discuss the schedule for design and implementation.    

 

Sincerely,  

 

Scott R. Williamson 

 

Scott R. Williamson 

Program Manager 

Waterways & Wetlands Program 

 

cc:       Ms. Kimberly Bose, FERC 

            Ms. Sheila Eyler, USFWS 

            Mr. Richard McCorkle, USFWS 

            Mr. Jesus Morales, USFWS 

            Mr. Joshua Tryninewski, PFBC 

            Mr. Aaron Henning, SRBC 

            Mr. Shawn Seaman, MD DNR 

            Ms. Emily Zollweg-Horan 

            Mr. Bjorn Lake, NOAA 
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bcc: Scott Williamson (pdf) 

 Ron Eberts (pdf)  

 David Gates (pdf) 

 Jeremy Miller (pdf) 

 Curt Sullivan (pdf) 

 Allyson McCollum (pdf) 

 Jason Shirey (pdf) 

 File 
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May 17, 2021 
 
Scott R. Williamson, Regional Program Manager 
Department of Environmental Protection 
South-central Regional Office 
Waterways and Wetlands Program 
909 Elmerton Ave. 
Harrisburg, PA 17110 
 

RE:  York Haven Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 1888) 
Nature-Like Fishway Project 

 
Mr. Williamson:  
 
We are writing in response to your letter dated March 8, 2021, which directed York Haven 
Power Company, LLC (“YHPC”) to commit to one of two design options for the nature-like 
fishway project (the “NLF”) at the York Haven Hydroelectric Plant (“York Haven”). As we 
explain in greater detail below, both options are severely compromised by safety considerations 
and are thus not in the best interests of the Susquehanna River. We cannot choose between one 
design that has significant safety flaws and another design that is so oversized that it cannot be 
built safely at a viable cost. Despite the impossible choice presented in the March 8th letter, 
YHPC is dedicated to meeting its obligation to construct an NLF that is safe, passes the 
targeted population of American shad per year at an appropriate size, and is constructed 
as soon as possible. We ask that the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 
(“PADEP”), together with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”), join YHPC in FERC’s 
mediated dispute resolution program to discuss and modify the particular design criteria that are 
hampering our ability to design an NLF that meets fish population goals and is also safe and 
effective.  
 
YHPC acknowledges that it will not be able to satisfy the November 30, 2021 date for 
completion of the NLF and will need to seek an extension of time from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) to construct the NLF. Without any modification, the NLF’s 
design criteria will not permit a safe and appropriately sized NLF design that can meet the 
primary objective of passing the targeted population of American shad, and other native species. 
Consistent with the message we have been delivering to resource agencies since YHPC’s FERC 
license (the “License”) was issued, YHPC remains committed to its License requirements and 
needs the resource agencies to engage with us in a substantive and targeted review and 
modification of particular design criteria that otherwise render the NLF project unsafe and 
unbuildable. We are formally reiterating that request via this letter and describe below a path for 
resolving this matter that will result in the construction of the NLF as soon as possible.   
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The Flawed Alternatives Set Forth in the March 8, 2021 Letter 
 
The March 8th letter requires YHPC to select one of two design options by June 1, 2021. This 
requirement presents YHPC with an unworkable predicament: chose a design that bankrupts 
York Haven and thus can never be built or chose a design with unacceptable dam safety 
challenges, leaving YHPC with no viable choice.  
 
Option 1 – the 2020 60% NLF design – is significantly oversized due to particular design criteria 
set forth in the License via its incorporation of YHPC’s 401 Water Quality Certification (the 
“401 WQC”) and Section 18 Fish Passage Prescription (the “Prescription”) that mandate the 
NLF pass 5% of the Susquehanna’s flow and have a width of 300 feet. These criteria necessitate 
a significantly oversized NLF design. Our scientific analysis demonstrates such an oversized 
facility would accommodate the passage of 5 million shad – 2.5 times the 2 million target and 
2.5 times the amount of spawning habitat that is available to upstream of York Haven. Also, 
importantly, the flow requirement is much greater than is needed to attract target species to the 
NLF. Oversizing the NLF directly drives up project costs while not materially improving passage 
performance. To make this design “dam safe” would more than triple the cost of the NLF that 
was projected at the time the design criteria were negotiated and would necessarily bankrupt 
YHPC.  
 
Option 2 – the 2016 design – adheres to the same design criteria as Option 1 and thus is similarly 
oversized. While we acknowledge Option 2 is much more affordable than Option 1, that 
affordability relies on shortcomings in design safety, stability and long-term performance. Based 
on the engineering analysis of YHPC and its outside engineering firm, Option 2’s reliance on 
weirs constructed of loose fill and boulders – rather than concrete – will require frequent, unsafe 
in-river work to reposition weirs and also carries a heightened risk of partial washout. This 
design would effectively swap 300 feet of the existing, safe and stable concrete dam for a series 
of weirs constructed without the strength and capability of the existing concrete structure. That 
design feature trades safety, stability and performance for affordability. That is a trade YHPC is 
unwilling and unable to make. When we shared these concerns with FERC in April 2021 and 
asked for its dam safety analysis, FERC advised that we should not submit a design for its 
approval that we do not believe is safe.  
 
Certain Design Criteria Must be Reevaluated   
 
Any NLF design is constrained by the need to maintain “substantial compliance” with each 
design criterion set forth in the 401 WQC and the Prescription. We acknowledge that a great deal 
of thought – by resource agencies and YHPC – went into the development of the design criteria 
in the years and months leading up to the issuance of the License. But it cannot be ignored that, 
since License issuance, YHPC has been conducting studies, analyzing site and river conditions, 
preparing designs, and learning so much more about the NLF site than was known when the 
License was issued in 2015.  
 
The NLF project is unique. No nature-like fish passage has ever been constructed directly in a 
river with flow dynamics and size that remotely compares to the Susquehanna River. 
Importantly, the vast majority of nature-like fish passages in the U.S. are designed inland, which 
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avoids demolishing a material portion of the existing dam and significantly reduces the otherwise 
resultant serious dam safety considerations.  
 
Certain fish-passage design guidelines that were incorporated into the design criteria set forth in 
the 401 WQC and the Prescription do not fully account for the power and nature of the 
Susquehanna River. The primary example is the requirement to maintain flows through the NLF 
equal to at least 5% of the Susquehanna’s flow when the river is flowing between 5,000 and 
150,000 cfs. This criterion, alone, necessarily requires an oversized NLF design that far exceeds 
any nature-like passage that has ever been constructed. This criterion results in an NLF design 
with attraction flows that greatly exceed what is necessary to attract target species and that is so 
oversized that it could pass 2.5 times more fish than the upstream spawning habitat can sustain. 
And an NLF of such unprecedented size will be subjected to the Susquehanna’s direct flows. 
While it was known at the time of License issuance that requiring such flows would result in a 
300-foot-wide passage, the related safety considerations and costs were not thoroughly 
considered or addressed. Thanks to YHPC’s efforts since License issuance, we now understand 
the substantial design and construction efforts that will be necessary to ensure the safety of such 
a massive NLF design.  
 
The NLF can be designed and constructed in a manner that meets the primary goal of safely 
passing the targeted amount of American shad and other native species, but it cannot also be 300 
feet wide and pass 5% of the river. The cost of building an oversized NLF that is also safe is 
prohibitive. We ask PADEP to work with us, in light of our analysis and engineering, to consider 
modifications to particular NLF design criteria, including:  
 

1. Passage of minimum flows equal to at least 5% of the Susquehanna’s flow 

Analysis demonstrates that 5% of river flow is not necessary at the NLF site to 
attract target species. Building to this criterion would oversize the project and is 
the primary driver of unmanageable project costs.  

2. Minimum width of approximately 300 feet 

This criterion is a direct function of the minimum flow requirement. Analysis 
demonstrates that such an extreme width is not necessary for the NLF to meet 
population targets.  

3. Downstream terminus at or near the toe of the York Haven dam  

A design that places the passage below the York Haven dam and effectively uses 
the existing dam as the first weir offers significant safety and stability benefits.  

4. In-water design  

An inland design offers clear safety benefits because it eliminates the need to 
demolish a portion of the existing concrete dam. 

 
We do not intend to be prescriptive at this time regarding particular modifications that are 
needed to design a safe passage that is appropriately designed. We have developed various 
conceptual designs that meet all safety and shad population targets while relying on a variety of 
adjustments to the criteria described above. Working with PADEP and the other resource 
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agencies, we are confident an appropriate set of modifications can be developed that will enable 
YHPC to see the NLF through to completion on a collectively agreed upon timeline. 

Next Steps 

As you are well aware, the recently issued FERC license for the Conowingo project ensures that 
the vast majority of shad will be trapped and trucked to a location upstream of York Haven for 
the foreseeable future. This reality, coupled with current low population trends, is unfortunate in 
light or our shared goals for a robust American shad population in the Susquehanna. However, 
these realities also afford us the opportunity to adjust the NLF design to ensure that it can be 
built in a safe, effective and appropriately sized manner. The NLF is intended to last for 
generations and will be an important piece of the fishery health in the Susquehanna. Given what 
we now understand about the NLF site, existing passage activities and infrastructure, and fish 
population trends, we have the time necessary to get the NLF design right.  

YHPC requests that PADEP enter into FERC-mediated dispute resolution with YHPC to 
collaboratively modify NLF design criteria, which will enable YHPC to pursue a design that 
meets the targeted population goal for American shad while being responsive to the power of, 
and safety concerns posed by, the Susquehanna River. We believe FERC’s dispute resolution 
process will give the parties the opportunity to work through the pending design dispute 
effectively and expeditiously. We also request that PADEP support a YHPC request that FERC 
extend the NLF’s November 30, 2021 construction deadline to a mutually agreeable date that 
will afford YHPC and the resource agencies sufficient time to complete dispute resolution. We 
have requested that USFWS participate in the dispute resolution process and support our 
extension request. We anticipate these efforts will benefit from collaboration and consultation 
with the other resource agencies that have a vested interest in the Susquehanna: Pennsylvania 
Fish & Boat Commission (“PFBC”), Susquehanna River Basin Commission (“SRBC”), and 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources (“MD DNR”).  

We look forward to your response and to working together to refine the NLF so that it will safely 
meet the fishery goals of the Susquehanna River.  

Sincerely,  

W. Neal Simmons
President & CEO
York Haven Power Company, LLC
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CC:  Secretary Kimberly Bose, FERC  
 Sheila Eyler, USFWS 
 Richard McCorkle, USFWS 
 Jesus Morales, USFWS 
 Joshua Tryninewski, PFBC 
 Aaron Henning, SRBC 
 Shawn Seaman, MD DNR 
 Emily Zollweg-Horan, NYSDEC 
 Bjorn Lake, NOAA 
 Steve Letavic, Londonderry Township 
 State Representative Dave Hickernell 
 Senator Elect 48th Senatorial District  
 U.S. Congressman Scott Perry 
 State Representative Keith Gillespie 
 Jose Zayas, YHPC 
 Jody Smet, YHPC 
 Nick Ivancic, YHPC 
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May 17, 2021 
 
Sheila Eyler 
Project Leader 
Mid-Atlantic Fish and Wildlife Conversation Office 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
 

RE:  York Haven Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 1888) 
Nature-Like Fishway Project 

 
Ms. Eyler:  
 
We are writing in reference to the letter dated March 8, 2021, from the Pennsylvania Department 
of Environmental Protection (“PADEP”) to York Haven Power Company, LLC (“YHPC”), 
which directed YHPC to commit by June 1, 2021 to one of two design options for the nature-like 
fishway project (the “NLF”) at the York Haven Hydroelectric Plant (“York Haven”). YHPC 
copied U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”) on its May 17, 2021 response to PADEP. A 
copy of YHPC’s response is attached for your convenience.  
 
As we explain in detail in our response, both design options identified by PADEP in its March 
8th letter are severely compromised by safety considerations and are thus not in the best interests 
of the Susquehanna River. Despite the impossible choice presented by PADEP’s letter, YHPC is 
dedicated to meeting its obligation to construct an NLF that is safe, passes the targeted 
population of American shad per year at an appropriate size, and is constructed as soon as 
possible.  
 
In light of YHPC’s obligations established by its Section 18 Fish Passage Prescription, we are 
writing to USFWS to reiterate the analysis set forth in YHPC’s response to PADEP regarding the 
safety and design challenges facing the NLF and changing conditions on the Susquehanna River. 
As you are aware thanks to the recently issued FERC license for the Conowingo project, a 
material portion of American shad in the Susquehanna will now be trapped below Conowingo 
and trucked upstream of York Haven for the foreseeable future. Further, fish population trends 
have been declining for a number of years. While the current state of the Susquehanna’s shad 
fishery falls well short of our shared goals, these realities also afford us the opportunity to adjust 
the NLF design to ensure that it can be built in a safe, effective and appropriately sized manner. 
The NLF will be an important component of the Susquehanna’s fishery health for generations. 
Given what we now understand about the NLF site, existing passage activities and infrastructure, 
and fish population trends, we have the time necessary to get the NLF design right. 
 
We request that USFWS, along with PADEP, enter into FERC-mediated dispute resolution with 
YHPC to collaboratively modify NLF design criteria, which will enable YHPC to pursue a 
design that meets the targeted population goal for American shad while being responsive to the 
power of, and safety concerns posed by, the Susquehanna River. We believe FERC’s dispute 
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resolution process will give the parties the opportunity to work through the pending design 
dispute effectively and expeditiously. We also request that USFWS support a YHPC request that 
FERC extend the NLF’s November 30, 2021 construction deadline to a mutually agreeable date 
that will afford YHPC and the resource agencies sufficient time to complete dispute resolution. 
We anticipate these efforts will benefit from collaboration and consultation with the other 
resource agencies with a vested interest in the Susquehanna: Pennsylvania Fish & Boat 
Commission (“PFBC”), Susquehanna River Basin Commission (“SRBC”), and Maryland 
Department of Natural Resources (“MD DNR”). 

We look forward to your response and to working together to refine the NLF so that it will safely 
meet the fishery goals of the Susquehanna River.  

Sincerely,  

W. Neal Simmons
President & CEO
York Haven Power Company, LLC

CC:  Secretary Kimberly Bose, FERC  
Sheila Eyler, USFWS 
Richard McCorkle, USFWS 
Jesus Morales, USFWS 
Joshua Tryninewski, PFBC 
Aaron Henning, SRBC 
Shawn Seaman, MD DNR 
Emily Zollweg-Horan, NYSDEC 

 Bjorn Lake, NOAA 
Steve Letavic, Londonderry Township 
State Representative Dave Hickernell 
Senator Elect 48th Senatorial District  
U.S. Congressman Scott Perry 
State Representative Keith Gillespie 

 Jose Zayas, YHPC 
 Jody Smet, YHPC 

Nick Ivancic, YHPC 




